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App designers often exploit psychological vulnerabilities to maximize clicks, views,
and time on site. When people attempt to resist such media use, their failure rate is higher
than for any other temptation in everyday life. Consequently, users often report feeling
dissatisfied and regretful of the time that they spend in apps. In response, concerned
design practitioners and researchers have innovated ‘screen time tools’ that let users
track and limit the time they spend on digital devices. Yet users report that reducing
screen time is a poor proxy for their actual goals, that they are concerned with not only
the quantity but also the quality of the time they spend online, so the problem persists.
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In this dissertation, I investigate how to respect the user’s time and attention by
designing digital interfaces for a greater sense of user agency, i.e., the experience of
control over one’s actions and their outcomes. My research on the YouTube mobile app, a
common site of problematic use, finds that a majority of user goals are about shifting the
quality of the content they consume on smartphones, not the quantity. Through a survey
and co-design activities, I identify specific features that lead users to feel more or less
control over how they spend their time on YouTube. Based on these features, I design and
develop the SwitchTube mobile app, in which users can toggle between two interfaces
when watching YouTube videos: Focus Mode (search-first) and Explore Mode
(recommendations-first). In a field deployment of the SwitchTube app with 46 U.S.
participants, I find that Focus Mode helps them realize a greater sense of agency without
reducing their time spent in the app.

My work highlights the need to think beyond ‘screen time’ and advances sense of
agency as an alternative lens for addressing user frustrations. I highlight how the design
community might identify and call out ‘attention capture dark patterns,’ conceptualize and
measure sense of agency, and how flexible interfaces might adapt support for sense of
agency to suit different use cases. Ultimately, sense of agency is not only associated with
positive technology use outcomes, but also matters to users in its own right as a basic
psychological need.
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Glossary
The terminology around agency can be confusing. This glossary defines key terms as they
are used in my dissertation.
1. Agency - Control over one’s actions and their consequences [164]
○ Sense of agency - the feeling of control over one’s actions and their
outcomes (Borhani et al., 2017).
■ Feelings of agency - In-the-moment experience of control
■ Judgments of agency - Post-hoc attribution of control to the self or
other. In this dissertation, I focus on this notion of sense of agency.
2. Control - A synonym for agency
○ I use the language of control to communicate my work to a broader public
and study participants. For example, “What are 3 things about the mobile app
that lead you to feel least in control over how you spend your time on YouTube?”
3. Autonomy - The capacity to take informed, uncoerced actions [211]
○ There is significant overlap between agency and autonomy. However,
agency is more akin to a state of being that comes or goes, whereas
autonomy is more like a trait that is stable over time, e.g., an autonomous
country.
4. Self-regulation - Controlling one's behavior, emotions, and thoughts in the pursuit
of long-term goals [101]
5. Self-control - The ability to override unwanted impulses [209]
○ Synonymous with willpower
○ Self-regulation vs. self-control: “Self-regulation is commonly used as an
umbrella term for all regulatory processes in the service of goal-directed
behavior, including automatic habits, and self-control more restrictively
about conscious, deliberate attempts at overriding immediate impulses that
conflict with one’s goals” [143]
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Thesis Statements
Users often experience a loss of agency when using smartphone apps. Although screen
time tools are intended to help users manage their time on such apps, they often
indiscriminately block access to beneficial features. In this dissertation, I propose and
evaluate design approaches that are more targeted than the current screen time
paradigm. I make three main claims:
TS1. The screen time tools currently pre-installed on smartphones provide insufficient
control for users to target the specific aspects of apps that they find problematic
TS2. Specific design features within apps have predictable effects on sense of agency
TS3. Adaptable interfaces can support the user to choose the right level of sense of
agency for their use case
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CHAPTER 1 — INTRODUCTION
Smartphones are omnipresent in the modern environment. This offers great
benefits in the form of ubiquitous and personalized access to information, communication,
and entertainment. However, this constant access also entails constant temptations for
distraction.
Of course, temptations, i.e, desires that conflict with their long-term goals, are
common in everyday life. When people attempt to resist such temptations, their failure
rate is 30% for smoking, 30% for drinking alcohol, and 35% for shopping. However, the
temptation with the highest self-control failure rate of all is media use, which people fail to
resist 76% of the time according to the results of a day reconstruction study [59] (Table 1).
In a similar study using the experience sampling method, media use again is again
associated with a far higher failure rate than most other temptations [98]. Today,
smartphones account for a steadily increasing share of this media use.

Type of temptation

Self-control
failure rate

Using media

76%

Postponing a task

58%

Spending money

35%

Smoking

30%

Drinking alcohol

30%

Sports

27%

Eating

26%

Having leisure time

21%

Satisfying sexual desire

18%

Sleeping

14%

Table 1. Media use has the highest self-control failure rate of all temptations. Data
from 2059 samples from 142 participants in a day reconstruction study [59].

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Although the attention economy around media use arose over a century ago with
newspapers and radio [244], smartphone apps dramatically enhance the arsenal of
attention merchants. First, because of the high rate of smartphone ownership (e.g., 85% of
adults in the US [253] and the close proximity of these devices (within the same room as
the user almost 90% of the time [61], apps can capture attention at nearly any time and
any place. Second, apps can target highly specific demographics (e.g., female MMORPG
gamers in New York City) that would have been difficult to reach in the past. Algorithms
can leverage this granular tracking data to target consumer frailty at an individual level
[32]. The combination of omnipresence and algorithmic targeting of individuals make
mobile apps a potent tool for attention merchants.
The result is that digital media use is associated with a number of attentional
harms—from distractions when driving and socializing to a loss of productivity and sleep
[35]. Individually these short-term costs may seem small, but collectively they undermine
people’s ability to spend their time in accordance with their values [240]. It follows that
users often report feeling dissatisfied and regretful of the time that they spend on mobile
apps [44,233]. For social media users, these frustrations often manifest themselves as
‘lagging resistance’: a desire to quit, but not doing so just yet [13].
One lens for understanding these user frustrations is sense of agency. Sense of
agency can be defined as the feeling of control over one’s actions and their outcomes [22].
Baumer et al. [15] highlight three key attributes that characterize sense of agency: (1) the
feeling of awareness, i.e., that actions occur within the field of consciousness; (2) the
feeling of intentional action, i.e., that actions originate from one’s own beliefs and desires;
and (3) the feeling of capacity to act, i.e., belief in one’s ability to influence the
environment. They find that a desire to increase one’s sense of agency drives both
decisions to engage and to disengage with social media. In this dissertation, I further
develop this concept of sense of agency as a lens for understanding user frustrations and
extend it to guide the design and evaluation of mobile apps.
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Table 2 provides an overview of the chapters in this dissertation. In this chapter
(Chapter 1), I introduce how sense of agency lies at the heart of digital wellbeing concerns.
Chapter 2 reviews dual systems theory as a model for understanding why there is often a
gap between user intentions and behaviors with regards to technology use. Chapter 3
examines how nudging and dark patterns lead to user frustrations with time spent on
technology. Chapter 4 reviews existing digital wellbeing tools and the limitations of the
current ‘screen time’ paradigm.
Table 2. Overview of Dissertation Chapters
Chapter title

Content

Contributions

Chapter 1 —
Introduction

Motivation for my work, summary of my
contributions, outline of my dissertation

Chapter 2 —
Dual Systems Theory

Dual systems theory as a model for
understanding user psychology

Chapter 3 —
Nudging, Dark Patterns, and
User Frustrations

Nudging and dark patterns and the regret
and lagging resistance that prompt
technology non-use

Chapter 4 —
Digital Wellbeing Tools

A review of existing tools in industry and
research, limitations of the current ‘screen
time’ paradigm

Chapter 5 —
Understanding How App Use
Leads to a Loss of Sense of
Agency

Experience sampling study with 45
smartphone users & interviews with 11 of
them

Understanding of app use associated
with meaninglessness and a loss of
control

Chapter 6 —
Designing to Influence Agency
Over App Use

Survey of 120 YouTube mobile app users and
co-design with 13 YouTube mobile app users

Identification of design patterns that
support or undermine sense of agency
over time spent in mobile apps

Chapter 7 —
SwitchTube: An Adaptable
Commitment Interface for
Watching YouTube Videos

Within-subjects field evaluation of the
SwitchTube app with 46 participants &
interviews with 16 of them

• Understanding how SwitchTube affects
user experience
• Lessons for the design of adaptable
commitment interfaces

Chapter 8 —
Reflecting on User Agency as
Lens for Digital Wellbeing

Reflections on the need for sense of agency
and challenges in measurement and
temporality

Guidance for using sense of agency as a
lens for understanding and designing for
digital wellbeing

Chapter 9 —
Future Work and Impact:
Infrastructural, Social, and
Systemic Considerations

Future opportunities for research
infrastructure and impact via social and
systemic interventions

Accessible synthesis of dual systems
theory for the HCI community
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Chapters 5 to 7 follow the human-centered design process (Figure 1). I start by
understanding the user, then move on to designing, and finally build and evaluate a design
in-the-wild. Each phase asks a different Thesis Question (TQ):
● TQ1: What app use makes people feel a loss of agency? (Chapter 5)
● TQ2: What design features within apps can we change to support user sense of
agency? (Chapter 6)
● TQ3: Do alternative versions of these apps support user sense of agency
in-the-wild? (Chapter 7)
In actuality, this research process was messy and iterative. For example, the design phase
also contributed to new user understanding, which in turn motivated new designs. But for
the sake of clarity I tell the story in a more linear fashion.
X
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Figure 1. Chapters 4-6 of my dissertation follow the human-centered design process of
understanding → designing → building & evaluating.

Chapter 8 reflects on the value of sense of agency as a design goal and also some of the
challenges it faces: false sense of agency, measurement, and time-inconsistent
preferences. Chapter 9 highlights opportunities for future work and impact, including
research infrastructure for better understanding the mobile app ecosystem and how to
support sense of agency over technology use via social and systemic interventions. Taken
as a whole, my work provides both a conceptual lens and specific intervention ideas for
individuals, designers, and policymakers to support a greater sense of agency over
technology use.
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CHAPTER 2 — DUAL SYSTEMS THEORY
In Designing with the Mind in Mind, Jeff Johnson describes how a core tenant of
human-computer interaction (HCI) is that a good understanding of user psychology helps
in designing good user interfaces [103]. In this chapter, I discuss three theories of the user
that can inform design. The first two, behaviorism and rational choice theory, are
presented to make explicit and criticize the assumptions behind the design of many apps
that are designed for attention capture. The third, dual systems theory, is synthesized and
discussed as a grounding for understanding existing user behaviors and developing new
designs.

2.1 — Behaviorism: Users as Skinner's Pigeons
Behaviorism arose throughout the early- and mid-twentieth century in reaction to
depth psychology (e.g., Freudian psychoanalysis), which analyzed the human psyche using
introspection and therapeutic dialogue [90]. Behaviorists argued that these methods of
analysis were too interpretive and unreliable. Instead, they championed laboratory
experiments that measured precisely how animal and human behavior changed in
response to stimuli in their environment. A classic example is B.F. Skinner’s experiments, in
which rats and pigeons pressed levers and received rewards such as food on different
schedules [69]. One key insight is that a researcher (or designer) can train subjects (or
users) to respond to an arbitrary stimulus (e.g., a lever or a notification icon) by associating
it with a reward.
Behaviorism is relevant to designing technology for a sense of agency in at least
two ways. First, it describes how a stimulus leads to behavior when reinforced by a
reward. For instance, the knowledge that rewards on an intermittent schedule prompt
more behavior than ones on a regular schedule, helps explain why one should expect users
to visit Facebook more often when rewarding content appears at random times as
opposed to batched together every four hours. The model of (1) stimulus → (2) behavior
17

→ (3) intermittent reward is a simple and powerful model for designing stimuli and
rewards to maximize a desired behavior.
Second, behaviorism is important because the theory or adaptations thereof are
highly influential among technology designers today. The Fogg Behavioral Model [70] and
its popular translation, Nir Eyal’s Hooked [67], both draw heavily upon behaviorism: the
latter rephrases and extends model as (1) trigger → (2) action → (3) variable reward → (4)
investment (Figure 2). The added “investment” phase is getting the user to spend
resources (e.g., time, money, social proof, or create content) in the product. Here the
understanding of user psychology is focused not on creating a “good” interface in an
ethical sense or from the perspective of the user, but rather on yielding good investment
returns for the designer/company.

Figure 2. Nir Eyal’s hooked model draws heavily upon behaviorism (trigger → action →
variable reward) to get the user to ‘invest’ resources (e.g., time, money, social proof) in the
product. Figure adapted from [67] by [51]

x
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x
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x
x
x
x
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x

The anthropologist Nick Seaver notes that behaviorist texts, seminars, and thinking
are pervasive in the Silicon Valley. He writes facetiously, “Replace the pigeons with people,
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build the right levers into your product, and you too might amass a user base of
compulsive lever-pressers” (p. 4) [218]. In a recent review of digital behavior change
interventions [187], Fogg’s Behavior Model was the theory most often cited as the process
behind the intended behavior change. Understanding the models in the minds of designers
today helps to explain how and why certain technologies come to be.

2.2 — Rational Choice Theory: Users as Rational Actors
Rational choice theory (RCT), developed principally by economists and
mathematicians throughout the 20th century, presents a model whereby rational actors
maximize their expected utility [169]. When presented with a choice between two
options, a rational actor will choose the one that optimizes their “utility,” which is often
operationalized as wealth or happiness. In RCT, the individual is the elementary unit of
analysis--the rest of social life is reducible to the actions of these rational actors [217]. The
most useful understanding of RCT is as a baseline model of rational action that predicts
some human behavior, particularly economic behavior in the aggregate. In this sense, RCT
provides a useful conception of how people act strategically to maximize utility or achieve
long-term goals.
RCT is relevant here because it often frames the conversation around sense of
agency. Unfortunately, RCT is often overextended as a fully descriptive and/or a
normative theory of human behavior. As we shall in the discussion of dual systems theory,
it is well-established that RCT has serious flaws as a descriptive theory; a rational actor
would never act in ‘unintentional’ ways that go against their self-interest. Its use as a
normative theory for how society should be organized is even more problematic. A belief
in humans as highly rational actors, has led many economists, politicians, and
technologists to the neoliberal view that the only moral obligation of firms and the
government is to provide freedom of choice, i.e., the ability to choose without coercion
[72]. What people do with that choice is their own responsibility, but it is assumed that it
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will work out for the best because rational actors always make the decision that advances
their self-interest.
Like behaviorism, RCT often influences the mental model of designers. In the case
of technology design, the common normative overextension of RCT takes the form of
conflating what users do with what users really want [218]. That is, because users are
rational actors, they must only do things that are in their own self-interest, which in turn
validates any action that designers can get a user to take (e.g., spend more time on the
site). In reality, the conflation goes beyond just ‘what users do is what users really want,’ to
‘anything we can get users to do is what they really want’. Only a soon-to-be-unemployed
designer, developer, or product manager looks at low time-on-site and concludes ‘what
users must really want is to not use our product very often, so that’s what we should
optimize for.’1 Instead, designers look for ways to give the business model what it ‘wants,’
which is often getting users to come back more frequently, and then rationalize that as
giving users what they want.
The incoherence of this position is evident in how companies design for pigeons
(i.e., to exploit psychological vulnerabilities), but claim that their users are rational actors
(which absolves them of responsibility for any unintentional use that ‘happens’ to occur).
In her rich account of machine gambling in Las Vegas [215], Natasha Dow Schüll describes
how gambling developers profess obsession with giving players what they want (usually
“entertainment” or “fun”), but tell a different story when they explain what they actually
design for: a zone of absorption, in which entertainment disrupts from a steady reward
schedule (p. 399). In the case of a social game like FarmVille, the service may exploit social
pressure (e.g., Paul and 7 more of your friends want you to play!) or loss aversion (e.g.,
Check now, your crops are dying!) to get the user to spend their behavior in a way they did
not intend and later regret, but justify it as giving the user what they want. Van Couvering
describes how equating retention (what users do) with user satisfaction (what users want)
helped business people convince developers to go along with various technical changes
1

There are exceptions, primarily among productivity-oriented tools. Bing’s search team optimizes
for getting users to click away from their results page as fast as possible [87].
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that they were reluctant to make because they were not sure that they were in the user’s
best interest [237]. Despite its obvious flaws, this self-serving flavor of rational choice
theory (‘anything we can get users to do is what they really want’) is a powerful framing in the
field of product design.

2.3 — Dual Systems Theory: A Model of Cognition
In behaviorism and rational choice theory, the focus of analysis is individual
behavior. In dual systems theory, it is the mind. Dual systems theory is a set of theories
that emerged from psychological findings of the late-20th century [187]. These theories
all identify two distinct systems of cognition, although the exact mechanisms of the
cognitive process differ in each.
Dual systems theory provides an empirically-grounded account of self-regulation
that can be applied to the digital environment. The psychologist Daniel Kahneman
provides a lucid account of the two systems [104]: The automatic system (System 1) is
fast, unconscious, and effortless, whereas the reflective system (System 2) is slow,
conscious, and effortful (Table 3). Automatic system control is driven by environmental
inputs and internal states along with cognitive pathways that map the current situation to
well-learned habits or instinctive responses [161]. Responses like scratching mosquito
bites, or frequent patterns of digital device use like picking up one’s smartphone to check
for notifications, can happen via automatic system control. Reflective system control is
driven by goals, intentions, and rules held in conscious working memory [10,160]. This
control is necessary when a goal requires choosing between alternatives or overcoming
undesired habits [172], for example if one has a goal of not scratching mosquito bites or
not checking a smartphone notification.
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Table 3. High-level characteristics of the dual systems
Automatic System
(System 1)

Reflective System
(System 2)

Fast

Slow

Unconscious

Conscious

Effortless

Effortful

2
2
2
d
d
2
2

The dual systems model is built in large part on Kahneman and Tversky’s work on
heuristics and biases, which identified significant and systematic ways in which actual
human behavior departs from the rational actor model in which people always choose
behaviors that maximize their own self-interest. For example, a rational actor would
equally value a loss of $100 as a gain of $100. But in reality, Kahneman and Tversky found
that people are loss averse: they experience losses more severely than equivalent gain
[235], i.e., the pain of losing $100 is often far greater than the joy gained by finding $100.
Another example is present bias: people often choose smaller immediate rewards
over larger rewards in the future, a phenomenon that is also known as time discounting.
This applies to decisions such as what snack to eat [124,192], how much to save for
retirement [92], and which movies to watch [191]. For example, when people choose a
movie to watch this evening they often choose guilty pleasures like The Fast and The Furious.
But when they choose a movie to watch next week they are more apt to choose a
challenging but meaningful film like Schindler’s List [191]. It follows that one way to
understand a loss of control in the digital environment—such as intending to go to sleep,
but then watching another YouTube video when it autoplays—is as behavior guided by the
automatic system that conflicts with the long-term goals of the reflective system.

2.4 — An Integrative Dual Systems Model
When research interventions in HCI and other fields use dual systems theory, they
often fail to realize its full potential. Authors might mention the two high-level systems
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and then proceed to choose from a grab bag of heuristics and biases (e.g., loss aversion,
present bias) that influence behavior--for example, the popular book Nudge itself follows
this approach [232]. However, this grab bag approach neglects a deeper understanding of
how the automatic and reflective systems interact to shape cognition and behavior.
To provide an understanding of the mechanisms underlying dual systems theory,
colleagues and I (in order of authorship: Ulrik Lyngs, myself, Petr Slovak, Reuben Binns,
Adam Slack, Michael Inzlicht, Max Van Kleek, and Nigel Shadbolt) reviewed the
psychological literature to synthesize an integrative model (Figure 3) that shows the
cognitive components of reflective (System 1) and automatic (System 2) control [144]. In
this model, sensory input (stimuli) from the external world or internal states enter
cognition. Automatic filters look out for stimulus properties that are likely to be important
either through innate sensitivities (e.g. alarming noises) or learned associations (e.g., a
smartphone notification) and boost their signal strength. In this way, some stimuli remain
below a threshold of awareness and responded to by the automatic system via reactions
or non-conscious habits. However, other stimuli evoke a response strong enough to gain
access to conscious attention from the reflective system. The reflective system can then
consider relevant goals, calculate the expected value of control (a cost-benefit analysis),
and decide upon a course of action (an action schema).
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Figure 3. An integrative dual systems model. Automatic system (System 1)
control is fast and unconscious, whereas reflective system (System 2) control is
slower, conscious, and capacity-limited. The strength of System 2 control is
mediated by the expected value of control. Reprinted with permission from
[144].
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We then applied this model of dual systems theory to 367 digital self-control tools
available on stores for browser extensions and mobile apps to identify underexplored
opportunities for designers [144]. For example, we found an underexplored possibility of
making a distracting site for the user (e.g., Reddit) automatically redirect to a productive
one (e.g., Asana), a potential way to scaffold the transfer of reflective system goals to
automatic system habits. Another underutilized approach was delay; people are known to
be highly sensitive to delays in online contexts [118], so adding a slight time cost could
change the user’s cost-benefit analysis of visiting a tempting site that conflicts with their
long-terms goals. An understanding of the processes underlying the automatic and
reflective systems, can help designers identify new opportunities for supporting digital
self-regulation.
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2.5 — Early Self-Regulation Interventions are More
Effective
A popular media narrative that people’s inability to control technology use is due to
their lack of willpower, a framing of the problem that many users have internalized and
that technology companies encourage [123]. After all, rational actors with inexhaustible
willpower would just reject any behaviors that did not align with their long-term goals. In
this narrative, users themselves are to blame for their failure to resist temptation.
Yet there is an emerging consensus that people who are effective at self-regulation
do so primarily by removing temptations from sensory input rather than by resisting
through the conscious effort of the reflective system [63,98,144]. In other words, people
tend to succeed at self-regulation not via willpower, but rather through advance planning.
For example, rather than looking at a cookie that conflicts with dietary goals and resisting
it in the heat of the moment, a more effective method of self-regulation would be not to
bring cookies into the house so that the temptation never arises in the first place.
If intervening earlier is more effective, what do early interventions look like?
Duckworth and Gross propose a model [62,63] that places self-regulation strategies in a
sequential order (Figure 4):
● Situational strategies - changing physical or social circumstances in ways that
facilitate control;
● Attentional strategies - choosing where to place attention;
●

Appraisal strategies - changing subjective interpretation of the features that
have entered awareness;

● Response strategies - voluntarily suppressing undesirable impulses in the heat
of the moment (i.e., willpower).
The authors suggest one valuable approach here is implementation intentions, where an
individual foresees potential self-control dilemmas and creates an implementation
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intention, wherein the next time that temptation comes to attention they already have a
tidy plan for how to address it [76]. For example: “When I get the urge to check Facebook
during work hours, I will instead read news.” However, the most effective stage at which to
intervene would be to modify the situation that users face in the first place. This lesson of
intervening earlier rather than later might also be applied to the design of tools for digital
wellbeing.

Figure 4. The process model of self-control, adapted from [63]. This model focuses on how
‘impulses’ — response tendencies to think, feel, or act — develop over time, and organizes
self-control strategies according to the stage of impulse generation at which they intervene.
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CHAPTER 3 — NUDGING, DARK PATTERNS, AND
USER FRUSTRATIONS
A first reaction to the known heuristics and biases of the automatic system might
be to attempt to shift all cognition to the reflective system, so that behavior is guided by
deliberative reasoning. In fact, this is the approach that the vast majority of behavior
change interventions in the field of human-computer interaction take. A review of
persuasive technologies found that 165 out of 176 research interventions targeted the
reflective system, for example by presenting new information to the user to affect their
rational decision calculus [2]. By contrast, only 11 out of the 176 research interventions
targeted the automatic system. The problem is that access to the reflective system is
severely limited by both capacity (e.g., working memory) and availability (e.g., due to
fluctuations in emotional state and fatigue), so interventions that target this system alone
may not achieve their desired effect [143].
One way to understand the relative strengths of each of the two systems is via the
metaphor of the rider and the elephant, introduced by the social psychologist Jonathan
Haidt [83]. The rider (the reflective system) sits astride an elephant (the automatic
system). The rider can pursue goals, see into the distance, and guide the elephant to move
in certain directions. But if the two come into conflict, the rider is at the whim of the much
more powerful elephant. The most effective solution is not for the rider to train
themselves to overpower the elephant in moments of conflict (i.e., strengthen willpower),
but rather for the rider to wisely shape the path of the elephant.
This ‘shaping of the path’ can also be called choice architecture or nudging, an
approach that has become highly influential in the design of digital wellbeing
interventions. This chapter introduces nudge theory and reviews how it has been applied
to digital wellbeing tools. In particular, it considers how nudges are used not only to
support digital wellbeing, but also in dark patterns that undermine digital wellbeing and
how these result in user frustration.
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3.1 — Nudge Theory
Where dual systems theory is a descriptive theory of cognition, nudge theory is an
interventionist one. Developed by the behavioral economist Richard Thaler and the legal
scholar Cass Sunstein, nudge theory applies dual systems theory to the design of choices
and environments to achieve behavioral outcomes [232]. They define a nudge as follows:
A nudge is any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people's behavior in a
predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic
incentives. To count as a mere nudge, the intervention must be easy and cheap to avoid.
The premise is that people are not rational actors who respond only to incentives, but
rather predictably irrational, influenced by known cognitive heuristics and biases. The
insight is that rather than relying upon the reflective system—which is slow, conscious,
and effortful—designers can use nudges to appeal to the automatic system, which is more
readily available and reduces burden upon the user.
In Nudge, Thaler and Sunstein call upon choice architects to design for what the
user’s reflective self would want [232]. Yet how is a designer to know a user’s true
preferences? This is a vexing problem, both in theory and practice [140]. In the absence of
a clear theoretical and practical answer, designers often end up defaulting to ‘what we can
get users to do is what they really want,’ weakly rationalized by a notion of “freedom of
choice” grounded in RCT. This is highly problematic because it often influences people
towards actions that are against the interests of their reflective self.

3.2 — Dark Patterns
Although Cass and Sunstein intended nudge theory to be used in the interest of the
reflective self, in actuality it is often employed in designs that go against the interests of
the reflective self, in which case they might be called dark patterns. The design practitioner
Harry Brignull [254] introduced the concept of dark patterns to rally the design
community against such exploitative designs. Dark patterns can be defined as (a) a
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recurrent configuration of elements in digital interfaces that is (b) intentionally created by
a designer and (c) leads to user behavior that goes against the user’s best interests [133].
This includes interfaces that are designed to deceive the user, and often also those that
apply some level of coercion. The designers usually achieves this by exploiting
psychological vulnerabilities, i.e., heuristics and biases in user’s psychology.
Brignull's original types of dark patterns focus on financial and privacy harms to
the user. However, given that people routinely report using technology in ways that are a
waste of their time and that they later regret [4,94,114,139], there is a need for research
to examine which design patterns prompt such attentional harms for the user. We might
term these ‘attention capture dark patterns’, designs that manipulate the user into
spending time and attention in an app against their best interests. In my work, I use this
framing of dark patterns to broaden the appeal of my work to a broader community of
design practitioners, researchers, and regulators and extend it to address attentional
harms.
Tech industry insiders, like the ex-President of Facebook, warn that social media
apps are especially likely to innovate and employ design patterns that "consume as much
of your time and conscious attention as possible" [180]. For social games, one such a
proposed pattern is “playing by appointment,” wherein a player must return to play on a
schedule defined by the game, or else lose their precious resources, which exploits the loss
aversion bias [247]. For social media, a common suggestion in popular self-help guides is
to take back control by turning off notifications [105]. However, it is not yet fully
established whether or when such mechanisms lead users to feel a loss of control. For
example, some users report that notifications actually reduce their checking habits, since
they know they will be alerted when their desired content is ready [179]. My work takes a
systematic approach to identifying potential attention capture dark patterns within the
YouTube interface.
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3.3 — User Frustrations
Whether in diet, fitness, or relationships, there is often a gap between how people
aspire to act and how they actually act, which is sometimes called the intention-action gap
[216]. In the domain of technology use/non-use this gap exists too and is exacerbated by
the dark patterns discussed above. As a result, users express frustration and concerns
with how they spend their time and attention on technology.
These frustrations can be grouped into specific and general concerns. Specific
concerns are ones where users can articulate how their actions connect to undesirable
outcomes. General concerns are ones where users express a sense of dissatisfaction, but
without pointing to a specific negative consequence.

Specific Concerns
Specific attention-related concerns over technology can be clustered into several areas:
Work: Users often worry that the constant interruption and allure of technology
impedes their ability to do work (broadly defined). At the office, employees report
checking their email more often than they would like or are obligated to [150]. At the
library, students report procrastinating on papers or escaping from challenging problem
sets when social media is just a click away [233]. Here designers should be cautioned that
people sometimes employ the language of “productivity”--which could be misinterpreted
as a specific work-related concern--when their actual concern is about making good use of
their time [15,139]; this general concern is addressed below.
Mental and physical health: Losing the ability to focus is a concern; some people
relate that they are no longer able to sit down and read a book like they used to [37,170].
This concern is not based on any one instance of use, but rather on the general pattern of
multitasking or continuous partial attention that technology encourages [11]. Mindfulness
traditions view the ability to focus as the foundation of a virtuous life [55] and see its
erosion as a dangerous consequence of technology use [126]. Physical health too is a
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concern, as compulsive technology can negatively affect sleep and increase sedentary
behavior [121].
Social: Social factors shape this gap in myriad and complex ways. Offline, people
report concerns about “phubbing,” either ignoring or being ignored by others when they
are busy with their smartphones [114]. Online, users report feeling compelled to reply to
messages for social or work reasons even when they would rather not [148].
Addiction: In certain cases, the gap between intentions and actions is so wide and
detrimental to wellbeing so as to constitute a clinical addiction. In Las Vegas, people
attend addiction groups for support by day and then gamble on machines at night while
their young children are left to run around a grocery store [215:250]. By comparison,
when people speak of smartphone “addiction” in a more colloquial manner, they likely
mean an intention-action gap that is far less severe in its consequences for the individual
user, but affects a far larger population. Nonetheless, as emerging technologies become
increasingly ubiquitous and immersive (e.g., VR), researchers should monitor for signs of
clinical addiction.
Designers should consider both subjective experience and expert evidence, and
some specific concerns have more support from experts than others. For instance,
researchers have found little or no support for health fears about radiation from
smartphone signals, but considerable support for worries that nighttime use negatively
affects sleep duration and quality [49].

A General Concern: Time Well Spent
My own dissertation research has found that beyond these specific concerns,
people often express a general concern about both the quantity and quality of time they
spend in apps. Here the concern is not so much that the experience itself was unenjoyable
in the moment, but rather that it was a “waste of time” or “unproductive” in hindsight.
These experiences are often described in terms of a loss of agency, as in “Getting sucked
into some mindless BuzzFeed article” (Lukoff et al., 2018, p. 15). Nor do people necessarily
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have a specific alternative activity or goal in mind, but they still look back upon their use
with a sense of guilt or regret. In this sense, it is apt that the name of one movement to
fight against the attention capture practices of the technology industry is phrased in the
past tense: Time Well Spent. My dissertation addresses this general concern by exploring
how we can design for users to gain a greater sense of agency over their technology use
and ensure that their time is well spent.
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CHAPTER 4 - DIGITAL WELLBEING TOOLS
Digital wellbeing has become an umbrella term for efforts to support intentional
technology use [138]. To identify new design opportunities in this domain, it is helpful to
understand what has been tried before in research and industry. I draw upon both my
own reading of the academic literature and our review of 367 digital self-control tools
on app and web stores from a dual-systems perspective previously mentioned in
Chapter 2 [143]. I organize my review according to how the primary design mechanism
in each intervention maps to dual systems theory. The first section on reflective system
designs will discuss tools that employ self-monitoring, goal-setting, or change the
expected value of use/non-use. The second section on automatic system designs will
discuss tools that remove sensory input or block functionality.

4.1 — Reflective System Designs
These designs require the conscious and effortful thinking of the reflective system to be
effective.
Self-monitoring. Self-monitoring is common in tools for the intentional non-use of
technology. PreventDark, an Android app which detects phone use in the dark and notifies
the user that they should put their phone away, explores a context-aware solution for the
specific concern of sleep loss [197]. The TimeAware desktop widget presents the same
usage statistics in two ways: (1) productive time or (2) distracted time. An experiment
found that only the latter frame reduced time spent on ‘distracting’ apps, but it also
increased stress for users [110]. Displaying usage statistics is also popular in commercial
tools and is done in both of the major tools that come pre-installed on smartphones:
ScreenTime for iOS and Digital Wellbeing for Android.
Conscious goals. Some tools ask the user to set conscious goals and then help
monitor progress. MyTime has the user set a daily limit for apps that they would like to
reduce their time on. It tells the user when time is up, accompanied by a reminder of their
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aspiration for that day [94]. Setting conscious goals is also a component of apps with more
coercive enforcement mechanisms, such as GoalKeeper [108].
Social awareness. Social features can also be leveraged in support of intentional
technology use. NUGU has users set usage goals and then share performance with friends
to receive encouragement [114]. Lock n’ LoL lets a group of users synchronously lock their
phones, which mutes notifications and restricts usage [113].
Expected value. Other designs alter the expected costs or rewards of technology
use or non-use in minor or major ways. This class of interventions has grown popular in
HCI research and has been variously termed disruptions, micro frictions, micro
boundaries, lockout tasks, and interaction restraints [52,94,181]. If the cost of the
disruption is low, these may also function similar to a reminder: for instance, LocknType
requires the user to type in a string of numbers in order to access social media apps. If the
cost of the disruption is high, the mechanism may be more similar to a shove than a nudge:
Goalkeeper sets a daily use limit that is enforced by escalating the amount of time that the
user is locked out from their phone (1, 5, 15, 30, or 60 minutes) [108]. TypeOut combines a
lockout task with goal setting and affirmation at the moment of temptation [246], finding
that these two interventions together significantly outperformed each of interventions on
their own in terms of the rate of intervention acceptance and reducing app use. However,
goal affirmation did not decrease user frustration with the lockout task, indicating that it
is difficult to overcome user reactance against micro frictions.

4.2 — Automatic System Designs
These designs encourage intentional technology non-use without requiring conscious
effort on the part of the user. Sometimes these interventions can also break habits of the
automatic system, such that the behavior persists even after the intervention is removed
[187]. Overall, these approaches appear to be far more common in the design of
commercial tools than research ones; few of the academic tools that I reviewed utilized
automatic system design mechanisms.
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Removing sensory input. One design approach is to minimize or hide undesirable
devices, apps, or functionality. Lottridge et al. designed a Firefox extension which reduces
the prominence of non-work tabs in the browser, finding that it reduced multi-tasking and
increased time on work-related websites [131]. HabitLab, a browser extension that helps
users reduce distractions on social media sites, includes some interventions that remove
specific elements, such as feed items from sources known for clickbait such as Buzzfeed
[117]. In my own work with colleagues, I have designed and tested a browser extension
that removes the Facebook newsfeed [145] and built an alternative client for Twitter that
hides promoted tweets [248].
However, overall there is still surprisingly little study of how designers might hide
or minimize problematic features. This approach is also absent in Hiniker et al.’s design
taxonomy of smartphone non-use, perhaps because smartphone apps are ‘sandboxed’ so
as to make this technically difficult. By comparison, on app and web stores, hiding specific
features (e.g., the Facebook newsfeed) was present in about one-third of the 367 digital
self-control tools (primarily Chrome browser extensions) that we reviewed, suggesting
this as a promising opportunity for further research. I explore this approach in my design
and deployment of SwitchTube (Chapter 7), an app for watching YouTube videos with a
Focus Mode that hides video recommendations.
Blocking functionality. Blocking is perhaps the most popular of all interventions:
AppDetox lets users to set times to block certain apps [130], as do about one-third of
commercial tools. Interestingly, user reviews often complain that such tools are not
restrictive enough, and that they contain loopholes that allow the user to escape from their
prior commitment [194,233]. In the book Nudge, blocking is considered a nudge (or
commitment device) if imposed upon oneself, but a shove if imposed by a third party [232].
Additional opportunities. Only a few commercial technologies and none of the
research interventions tried replacing undesirable habits with new, desirable ones (e.g.,
via implementation intentions [76]). None of the tools employed subconscious stimuli
(insofar as I am aware) as is done in mindless computing [2].
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Beyond Screen Time Tools
Despite some diversity in the design mechanisms employed by digital wellbeing
tools, early efforts have primarily taken the form of ‘screen time tools’ that focus on
limiting or blocking time spent on apps. These now come pre-installed on all iOS and
Android devices. For example, Apple’s Screen Time prompts users to set limits on
particular apps (e.g., Facebook) or categories of apps (e.g., Social Media). If time is
exceeded, the phone displays a pop-up that prompts the user to leave the app or ignore
the limit. Unfortunately this approach also indiscriminately blocks access to features
within apps that users still do want to access (e.g., the groups feature in Facebook).
My dissertation work examines the consequences of forcing users into this
all-or-nothing bargain and explores an alternative approach wherein one redesigns the
features within apps that are problematic in the first place (e.g., the Facebook newsfeed).
In doing so, I aim to support the user’s sense of agency and reduce the regret, guilt, and
frustration they feel with the time they spend on digital interfaces.
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CHAPTER 5 — UNDERSTANDING HOW APP USE
LEADS TO A LOSS OF SENSE OF AGENCY FOR
TIME SPENT ON DIGITAL INTERFACES
Technology users often describe how the apps they use are pleasurable, but that
they can distract from their higher goals. For example, checking social updates on
Facebook might be fun, but take time away from a lunch with friends or a challenging
programming assignment [145].
One way to understand the problem is through the lens of Aristotelian Virtue
Ethics [100] . Many apps appear to be excellent at providing hedonia, or maximizing what
feels good right now. But, the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle proposed that
eudaimonia, or growing through challenging experiences that bring meaning, is a
necessary component of well-being. In today’s era, how can we create digital
environments that support meaningful experiences and digital wellbeing?
To investigate this question, we (in order of authorship: myself, Cissy Yu, Julie
Kientz, and Alexis Hiniker) conducted an experience sampling study that asked about the
types of mobile app use that participants found meaningful or meaningless that we
published at Ubicomp 2018 [139]. Across 45 Android smartphone users and 86,000
samples of app use, we found that productivity and information use cases were, on
average, significantly more meaningful for participants than entertainment and social
media. However, this effect was moderated by social context: at times, the same type of
use was found to be meaningful and sometimes not. One father ordinarily found the game
Candy Crush to be meaningless, but in cases when he was overwhelmed by caring for his
three children found it meaningful as a momentary form of escape and emotional
self-regulation.
Although our initial focus in this work was on meaningful use, our findings suggest
that a loss of sense of control over how time is spent is central to meaningless app use. In
this dissertation chapter, I therefore reconsider our results not just from the perspective
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of virtue ethics, but also in terms of sense of agency. I address the question: What app use
makes people feel a loss of agency for the time they spend on digital interfaces? (TQ1)

5.1 — Background and Motivation
Meaningful and Meaningless Technology Use
Supporting smartphone users who express dissatisfaction requires a nuanced
understanding of when and why users are dissatisfied. Understanding the usage patterns
that leave people frustrated with their own choices has the potential to help users shape
the strategies they use to manage their usage behaviors. It also has the potential to help
designers avoid design patterns that satisfy short-term metrics (e.g., time spent in the app)
at the expense of long-term declines in user satisfaction.
To understand user dissatisfaction, one common approach is to examine which
types of media use leave people ‘feeling bad’. In studies of media use, this negative feeling
is often measured in terms of emotional valence [12,119,238]. This approach aligns with a
hedonistic tradition that views subjective well-being (and sometimes happiness too) in
terms of affect balance: the presence of positive affect and absence of negative affect
[251]. Yet affect balance alone may not fully capture why people are dissatisfied with
aspects of their smartphone use [140].
In this study, we focus on the construct of meaningfulness, a key component of the
eudaimonic conception of well-being. It is true that meaningfulness is positively related to
affect balance: most meaningful experiences also make us feel good. However, the two
concepts still differ in important ways [12,249]. For example, scrolling through pictures of
adorable kittens might cheer one up, but feel meaningless. Conversely, messaging one’s
ex-girlfriend to apologize might be a sad experience, but meaningful. In contrast to
hedonic happiness, people associate meaningfulness with giving rather than taking in
relationships, enduring unpleasant experiences in pursuit of future goals, and reflecting
one’s ideal self [12].
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The field of positive psychology made great progress in understanding how to
cultivate happiness in the hedonic sense, yet it is only more recently that scholarship has
turned to the eudaimonic notion of meaningfulness [12]. Similarly, in positive computing
[34], valuable work has investigated happiness, often drawing upon the sensing
technologies advanced by affective computing [33], yet there seems to be less emphasis
on studying meaningfulness. This paper focuses on the construct of meaningfulness as a
key consideration when designing for human flourishing.
Using a Uses and Gratifications (U&G) perspective [201], we explored the meaning,
or lack thereof, that people derive from their smartphones through interviews with users
and log data capturing their experiences in the moment. We built a mobile app that logged
app use and used the experience sampling method (ESM) [54] to capture the behavior of
45 smartphone users for two weeks. We asked smartphone users about their underlying
motivation for phone use at the start of, during, and at the end of specific instances of app
use. Using qualitative data from these ESM prompts and from exit interviews, we
extracted themes about the gratifications users seek as they engage with their phones and
the meaning they draw from these experiences. We then corroborated users’ subjective
descriptions of their experiences through a quantitative analysis of 86,402 sessions of app
use and the 9,318 sessions from which we collected experience samples.
Participants reported that habitual use was typically less meaningful than
intentional use. Habit-driven experiences made users feel a loss of sense of agency over
their own behavior. Quantitative analysis of log data was consistent with these themes,
showing both that users turn to their phones out of habit and lose track of their intentions
and fall into habitual patterns of engagement with their phone. Participants further said
that they turn to their phones to escape from negative emotions and held mixed opinions
about how well such engagement served them. By examining habit, type of use, and
meaning together, we provide insights into why people engage in behaviors they wish they
could change.
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The Uses and Gratifications Perspective
Historically, new technologies have been examined from a media effects
perspective, but beginning in the 1950s, communications researchers began to examine
people’s motivations for engaging with technology, rather than simply examining the
effects of technology and treating users as passive recipients of media experiences [202].
The resulting Uses and Gratifications (U&G) theory explains that media use is an active
choice on the part of a user, driven by the user’s desire to seek specific gratifications.
U&G has proven to be a productive frame for understanding users’ experiences
with a wide variety of new technologies. Prior work has drawn on U&G to explain why
users engage with VCRs ([46], social media ([189]), early cellular phones [125]), soap
operas [201]), tablets ([146]), and many other technologies. While other work has looked
at the gratifications users obtain from their smartphone use (e.g., [96]), this investigation
uses them as a lens for examining technology resistance and users’ frustration with their
own behavior.
At a high level, the gratifications users seek from media can be grouped under two
motivations: instrumental motivation, in which the user engages with technology
intentionally to achieve a specific purpose, and habitual motivation, in which the user
engages with technology habitually to pass the time ([199,200]. This dichotomy is
particularly relevant to this investigation because prior work suggests that habitual
motivation is associated with the types of smartphone use that people would like to
reduce. For example, SNSs are used habitually ([196,208]) and are common sources of
lagging resistance for users [13,96]. Other work shows that apps with high informational
rewards lead to checking habits [179]. Thus, it is possible that the instrumental-habitual
divide contributes to the extent to which users draw meaning from their experiences.
We can also consider the gratifications that users seek from a particular
technology at a more detailed level that may be more actionable for designers of mobile
apps. Research studies that collect large volumes of data about smartphone use tend to
rely upon the categories provided by commercial app stores like Apple’s App Store and
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Google’s Play Store [74,245], sometimes making manual adjustments ([21,190]. However,
app store categories are only a crude approximation of the gratifications that smartphone
users seek. First, categories can be ambiguous. For instance, the top rankings in the
“Lifestyle” category on the Play Store include apps for dating (e.g., Tinder), retail (e.g.,
Starbucks), tools (e.g., Timely Alarm Clock), and religion (e.g., Salatuk - prayer time).
Second, any app-level categorization scheme will not capture how a single app can be used
in multiple ways that do not fall under a single category. For instance, as of August 2017,
the top-ranked app in the “Communication” category on the U.S. Google Play Store was a
mobile browser (Chrome), which can be used for communication (e.g., emailing a friend),
but also for information-seeking (e.g., searching on Google) and entertainment (e.g.,
watching videos on YouTube). A more user-centered typology is needed to understand
what people want when launching an app.
Instead of app store categories, typologies based on surveys and experiments with
users [20,30,40,115,238], better inform the U&G perspective on smartphone use.
Bessiere et al. used surveys and factor analysis to identify four distinct ways of using the
internet: communication with close ties, communication to meet people,
information-seeking, and entertainment ([20]). Chan developed a similar typology for
smartphone use, also with 4 types: voice communication, online communication,
information-seeking, and passing time ([40]). He found that communicative uses were
positively related to subjective well-being, whereas non-communicative uses were not.
Verduyn et al. compared social media use that was active (direct exchanges) and passive
(consuming information), finding that passive Facebook use led to declines in affective
well-being [238]. The types used in this prior work informed the development of our own
U&G typology of smartphone use. In particular, their findings suggest that active
communication and passive consumption of social media should be seen as distinct types
of use that offer different gratifications.
We build on prior work by using a U&G perspective to examine the meaning that
people derive from smartphone use. We study what smartphone users want at two levels:
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at a high level, in terms of instrumental and habitual motivations, and, at a more detailed
level, in terms of five different types of use (see Methods).

Research Questions
Our research questions were as follows:
● RQ1: Which U&Gs are associated with smartphone use that people find
meaningless?
● RQ2: How do U&Gs change as a user engages with an app?

5.2 — Methods
We used mixed methods to collect both smartphone log data and multiple sources
of qualitative data about users’ experiences. 45 adults living in the United States installed
an Android app that logged their smartphone use and asked them questions about their
experience. All participants completed an exit survey, and 11 also participated in an exit
interview.

Recruitment
Recruitment In June 2017, we recruited 45 U.S. adults from Craigslist (n=34) and
university email lists (n=11). We did not solicit users who had particular desires to reduce
smartphone use, but rather wanted to recruit a general U.S. population. Participants
responded to an ad for a study that “tracks the apps you use and asks you about your
experience.” Median age was 28 (range 18-50). 53% identified as men and 47% as women.
Racial identity (non-mutually exclusive) was 77% White, 13% Asian, 4% Black, and 9%
other, with 16% of all participants indicating Hispanic/Latino ethnicity. In terms of
education, 13% held a high school degree or equivalent, 36% had completed some college
or an associate degree, 36% held a bachelor’s degree, and 16% had a master’s degree or
doctorate. Prior to this general recruitment, we had also conducted two iterations of pilot
testing (n=4, n=5) to ensure that study instructions were clear and to troubleshoot our
study app.
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Participants were all Android smartphone owners (version 5.0 or later) who
reported using their phone for at least 30 minutes per day (median=165 minutes). Our
study app was made available on the Google Play Store and required participants to enter
an invite code upon installation. Two invited respondents were unable to install the study
app due to technical issues and could not continue as participants. Participants were
compensated with a $75 Amazon gift card and received an additional $25 if they
completed the exit interview. This research was reviewed and approved by The University
of Washington’s Institutional Review Board.

Experience Sampling Method (ESM)
We developed a study app that logged the name, category, date, time, and duration
of each app that a participant used during the study period using the android.app.usage
API [86]. The code for the study app is available on Github2. When the study app detected
that participants were using their phone, it asked them short self-report questions as per
ESM. Our prompt could be dismissed by pressing the back button; study instructions
informed participants that skipping a prompt in this manner was okay if their phone use
was time-sensitive. Our sampling protocol is shown in Figure 5 and described in the text
that follows.

Figure 5. Sampling protocol for the study app

2

https://github.com/yucissy/Emotion-sampling
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To capture a diverse set of apps, if an app was sampled, it was not sampled again
until after 3 other apps had been sampled. We were concerned that some messaging apps
are checked so frequently (e.g., SnapChat) that they would crowd out samples from all
other apps [21,206].
The study app prompted participants at one of three random timings: start, during,
and end. Each instance of app use was sampled at a single timing, not at all three, as we
expected that the disruption of our prompt would distort subsequent behavior so that any
additional measurement of the same use would be invalid. Although we never collected
more than one sample for any particular instance of app use, collecting a large number of
samples would allow us to stitch together a picture of how user motivations evolve from
the start-to-middle-to-end of app use.
Start samples came at the launch of an app. During samples were requested at a
random time between 15-120 seconds of use. If a participant closed an app before
reaching that number of seconds, the study app went back to the beginning of the
sampling protocol. We therefore collected fewer samples during app use than at the other
timings. End samples were collected immediately after an app’s window was closed,
provided that the app was used for at least 15 seconds. We selected 15 seconds as the
minimum cutoff, as wanted participants to interact with an app before we questioned
them about their experience. We took guidance from prior literature that found 15
seconds to be the amount of time associated with at least brief interaction with apps,
whereas less time was associated with simply glancing at a device ([9]). Again, if an end
sample was selected but app use did not reach 15 seconds, the study app reverted to the
beginning of the sampling protocol. This also explains why we collected more samples at
the start timing than at the end timing. So as not to overburden participants, we waited for
at least 30 minutes after sending a prompt (regardless of whether or not it was answered)
before sending another one.
We also measured affect as has been done in prior studies of social media use
[119], [238]. Although it was not the focus of our study, we thought it might yield
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interesting comparisons against prior work. Affective state was measured along the two
dimensions of the circumplex model of affect ([203]): valence (7-point scale; negative to
positive) and arousal (7-point scale; low energy to high energy).
U&G motivation asked whether the participant was using the app instrumentally
(“To achieve a specific goal”) or habitually (“To browse, explore, or pass the time”) as done in
([96]). “Not sure” was also an option.
Our U&G types (see Table 1) were based on prior literature and our own testing.
Similar to Bessiere et al. ([20]) and Chan [40], we included communication, information,
and entertainment as types of use. We adopted the distinction between active and passive
social media use, reusing language from the study instructions in [78]. In our typology,
however, active social media use was subsumed under communication. Our aim was for
participants to include all communicative use under communication, even if it occurred in
apps that are not always regarded as “social media.” For example, chatting with friends in
mobile messaging apps (e.g., WhatsApp). Based on usage behavior in prior studies
[21,245], we added productivity as an additional type. “Not sure” was also included as an
option. Although this paper refers to types of use by their short name (e.g.,
communication), participants were always shown the full name in the study app (e.g.,
communicating or interacting with other people), as listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. U&G types with examples
Type of use
3

Short name

Full name

Examples

Productivity

Getting things done or
self-improvement

· Checking balance in a banking app
· Logging a run in a MyFitnessPal

Information

Getting information

· Searching on Google
· Checking the forecast in a weather app

Communication

Communicating or interacting
with other people

· Liking or commenting on Facebook
· Messaging with friends on SnapChat

Entertainment

Entertainment

· Watching videos on YouTube
· Playing games like Candy Crush

Social media

Browsing social media without
interacting with other people

· Scrolling through the newsfeed on Facebook
· Reading friends’ stories on SnapChat

Not sure

Not sure

Anything that doesn’t easily fit into one of the other
categories

To assess our typology, we ran one test of validity and another of reliability. Key
methods and results are presented here; for a detailed explanation please see the
supporting materials that are published together with the archival version of the
published paper [139]. To test validity, we recruited 64 smartphone owners from Amazon
Mechanical Turk. We asked participants to describe 3 recent app uses and categorize
them according to our typology. In 5 instances, participants used “Not sure” to classify app
uses similar to “recording my gym sessions and bike rides” and “I used the application
called Memrise to self-teach some Japanese.” We therefore broadened productivity from
“Getting things done” to “Getting things done or self-improvement.” We chose not to
create additional types for a few other uses that participants reported difficulty
categorizing, such as online shopping (2 cases), flashlight (2 cases), and taking photos (2
cases), as these were less common. We also created examples that we shared with
participants to help them distinguish between types of use (see Table 1).

3

Short names are used in this paper, but participants always saw full names. Participants saw these
examples in their training.
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To test reliability, we recruited 8 new participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Thirty cases of app use were randomly selected from those generated by participants in
the test of validity. Each participant completed a 5-minute training for our revised
typology (with examples) and then categorized the 30 cases. Light's Kappa, a measure of
interrater reliability for fully crossed designs with more than two raters ([84]), was 0.74
(where 0.6-0.8 can be interpreted as indicating substantial agreement ([127])). The same
online training was later administered to participants who enrolled in the main study.
Meaningfulness was asked as, ‘‘How much do you feel like you have spent your time
on something meaningful?’’ (7-point scale; not at all meaningful – neutral - very
meaningful). We did not further define meaningfulness, as we wanted participants to
interpret it as relevant to their own lives, as has been done in previous research in positive
psychology [12]. The same question was asked about Facebook use in ([205]), in which
answers were found to be highly similar to answers in response to alternate wordings
“...wasted your time?” and “...done something useful?” (Cronbach’s alpha = .91). This
question was asked only at the end timing, as we wanted to allow participants to complete
their app use before reflecting upon its meaningfulness.

Exit Survey
Participants completed a short exit survey that asked how often they wished to use
their phone for each of our types of use (5-point scale; far less often - the same amount far more often). Our aim was to compare global intention for smartphone use against
in-the-moment ESM reports of meaningfulness. We surveyed global intention at the end
of the study rather than the beginning because we did not want this question to influence
ESM reports. However, it should be noted that there may have been an effect in the
opposite direction: after the two-weeks of ESM prompts, participants may have gained
greater awareness and formed new intentions for phone use. The survey also inquired
whether participants had experienced technical difficulties using the study app.
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Exit Interviews
We chose 12 study participants (6 men, 6 women; age range 18-46) to invite to the
exit interview using multistage sampling. In the first stage, we clustered participants into
two groups based on gender identity. In the second stage, we further clustered the two
groups into sextiles based on age. We then randomly selected one participant from each
of these 12 groups. One participant was unable to participate due to schedule conflicts; all
other invited participants chose to participate in the interview. We conducted interviews
on the phone, and each lasted about 45 minutes.
In the first part of the interview, we asked participants what they had learned
about their smartphone use, why they found certain types of use to be more or less
meaningful, and whether they wanted to make any changes to their phone-use habits. In
the second part of the interview, we made use of a retrospective interviewing technique
([159]). For each participant, we prepared a timeline of their previous 24 hours of
smartphone use, and we reviewed it together with them to contextualize specific
instances of phone use and to better understand how different types of smartphone use
fit into their daily life.

Data Analysis
Interviews. We began our data analysis with the qualitative data from interview
recordings that were professionally transcribed. The first and last author first divided
interview transcripts and each conducted an open-coding of an independent subset. We
then met to collaboratively discuss emergent themes. Using these emergent themes,
researchers then repeatedly reviewed transcripts to refine themes and pull out examples.
Using example quotes, we conducted collaborative affinity diagramming, clustering
examples into a collection of cross-cutting themes. We used these to define our
quantitative analysis of ESM and log data by examining whether this log data supported or
refuted the themes generated from our qualitative analysis.
ESM Data. We then proceeded with rough confirmatory analysis using ESM data.
Rough confirmatory data analysis lies between exploratory data analysis and
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confirmatory data analysis, using probabilistic approaches such as confidence intervals
and significance tests to conduct an initial assessment of plausible models ([16]). We
present most of our quantitative results using simple graphical representations. When we
conducted statistical tests, we were interested in variables that were highly significant (p
< .01) and had large effect sizes, and thus should therefore clearly be included in the
model. Our quantitative results should be interpreted as an initial assessment of multiple
potential models rather than as confirmation of a single model.

5.3 — Results
We first present descriptive statistics for the ESM data to characterize the
smartphone use of participants. Participants used apps a total of 86,402 times over the
two weeks of the study. We sampled the experience of participants in 9,318 (10.8%) of
app uses. The completed response rate was 86% and the median time taken to answer a
sample was 11 seconds. Participants received a mean of 13.3 prompts per day (sd=6.3).
Because we sampled only when a participant was using an app, more frequent
smartphone users received more prompts.
Table 5 shows a summary of these ESM samples. The majority of use was
instrumental (60.5%) rather than habitual (39.5%). Communication was the most common
type of use (31.3%) and we excluded “Not Sure” responses from further analysis.
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Table 5. Summary of ESM samples of
smartphone use
Samples

Adjusted Percentage

86402

100%

Non-ESM

77084

89.2%

ESM

9318

10.8%

Start

4790

51.4%

During

1578

16.9%

End

2950

31.7%

4573

60.5%

Habitual

2984

39.5%

Not sure

493

NA

Productivity

930

12.4%

Total app uses

Timing

U&G motivation

Instrumental

U&G type

Information

1702

22.7%

Communication

2346

31.3%

Entertainment

1401

18.7%

Social media

1106

14.8%

Not sure

551

NA
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The summary statistics for our affect and meaningfulness measures are shown in
Table 6. There was a positive bias in emotional valence ratings, which has also been found
in prior studies ([91]).
Table 6. Summary of affect and meaningfulness
Number

Mean

SD

Affect
Valence

8149

3.4

1.2

Arousal

8149

3.0

1.2

2230

3.0

1.4

Meaningfulness

We also examined whether participants reported using the same app in different
ways, which was our key motivation for developing a typology of smartphone uses and
gratifications. Table 7 shows the results for the 5 apps for which users answered the most
ESM prompts. For each app, we list the total number of samples and the percentage share
by type of use, with the largest share in bold. For example, participants used Chrome for
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information-seeking in 50% of samples, with the rest of use spread across entertainment
(20%), social media (11%), communication (10%), and productivity (9%). Among all 66
apps in our dataset with 20 or more samples, we found that the median of the largest
share for a type of use (e.g., information in the Chrome example) was 58%.
These results clearly show that people often use the same app for different types of
uses & gratifications. This would not be evident based on app store categories alone: for
example, Gmail is listed in Communication on Google Play, but in 39% of samples
participants responded that their use was best described as getting information. Snapchat
is listed under Social, but in 66% of samples participants reported that they were engaged
in active communication rather than passive social media use. For researchers who are
interested in the different ways that apps are used or are considering adopting a similar
methodology, we anonymized and aggregated this part of the dataset and made it
available in the supporting materials of the published paper [139].
x
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Table 7. Top 5 most popular apps and the diverse ways in which they are used
App name

Category in
Google Play

Total samples

Productivity

Information

Communication

Entertainment

Social
media

Chrome

Communication

701

9%

50%

10%

20%

11%

Facebook

Social

476

1%

5%

25%

14%

54%

Gmail

Communication

459

12%

39%

31%

10%

8%

Instagram

Social

360

2%

5%

26%

21%

46%

Snapchat

Social

326

1%

2%

66%

11%

19%

In the exit survey, study participants shared two notable concerns about our
experience sampling protocol. Three participants expressed concern at receiving prompts
while they were driving. In the future, researchers who sample app use on smartphones
should consider disabling prompts when people are using navigation apps. One
participant expressed frustration at prompts that occurred during SnapChat use, when he
had limited time to view a friend’s photo before it disappeared. In hindsight, we would
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have more strongly emphasized to participants that they were free to dismiss prompts
that came at inopportune times.

Meaningfulness of Different Types of Use
Participants held similar opinions about which U&G types were more and less
meaningful. Productivity and communication with close ties were mostly considered
meaningful, while social media and entertainment were frequently viewed as meaningless.
In the exit survey, participants expressed the desire to reduce the use of the same U&G
types seen as meaningless.
—Interview Data—
Meaningful Experiences with Smartphones. Participants associated using their
smartphone for productivity with a sense of meaning. Productivity use cases were often
related to office work: “The Slack app, that one is meaningful because that one actually gives
us support… it’s meaningful in that way because it helps me get work done easier” (P10). For
P10, the two weeks of participation helped him realize how he used his phone more
productively than he had thought: “I always knew that my phone is probably more important
than my wallet at this point in my life, but I didn't realize how often I used it productively versus
just screwing around” (P10).
Because our definition of productivity was broad (“Getting things done or
self-improvement”), participants also reported productivity uses beyond the workplace:
A fitness app, that would be something productive, or something that had to do with
organization, like creating a to-do list, or, you know, keeping up with plans at work and
writing down notes and projects. I'd say that feels a lot more meaningful to me than just
maybe going into an app and scrolling through cute cat pictures. (P7)
It was common for participants to contrast productivity against other use cases such as
social media: “I have a Fitbit and then a calorie counter thing. Using both together I think is
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more meaningful and worth my while than just looking at Facebook” (P6). Asking participants
what they found meaningful helped reveal what they found meaningless.
Active communication was also frequently regarded as meaningful regardless of
which app store category it fell under:
Probably the most meaningful task that I used my phone for was communicating or
interacting with other people. And that was irrespective of what kind of app I used, so if it
was like Messenger or Facebook or Snapchat, it didn’t matter what app I was using, or
email. If I was using it to interact with someone, I think I associated that usage of the
phone more positively. (P3)
Of the apps mentioned in this quote, only Messenger is listed in the “Communication”
category on Play Store, whereas email apps are usually in either “Communication” or
“Productivity,” and Facebook and Snapchat are in “Social.” Other participants reported
meaningful communication in apps that fall under categories such as “Tools” (e.g., the
dialer), “Music and Audio” (e.g., Spotify), and “Lifestyle” (e.g., Tinder). Meaningful
communication was not bounded by app store categories.
Participants saw interactions with close ties as especially meaningful:
I didn’t speak to my daughter for at least four or five days. I got my own apartment, I just
moved into this apartment where I’m at now, and she’s mad because I left. Then
yesterday she finally talked to me on Facebook, so that’s why I put a 6 [out of 7 for
meaningfulness]. (P10)
When we asked participants what type of use they considered meaningful, it sometimes
took them a few moments to respond. Communication with family was often the answer
these participants gave upon reflection:
Meaningful... I mean other than maybe just calls with family or texting throughout the
day, but yeah I would say just generally... Yeah I'd say calls are probably the only really
very meaningful thing that I'd be doing, maybe emails with family news or updates like
that. (P11)
We did not distinguish between communication with close and weak ties in our U&G
types, but it appears to relate to the meaningfulness of smartphone use.
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Meaningless Experiences with Smartphones. Almost all participants singled out passive
social media use when asked if they found any smartphone use meaningless:
Oh yeah. Browsing social media. Going to Facebook just to browse and not doing
anything else. Going to Instagram just to browse. I think those are pretty much
meaningless. (P3)
As in this quote, qualifier words like “just” and “kind of” were used almost every time that
participants described their social media use, in a way that downplayed the significance of
their activity. This contrasted with the more direct language used to describe more
meaningful uses that was free of such qualifiers.
Several participants suggested that social media could be more meaningful if they
engaged more actively:
Social media has the potential to be meaningful, but the way that I often use it is
meaningless, as a way to just pass the time. I am not very active on social media, engaging
with it. I am just a consumer which feels less useful to me… not building meaningful
connections. (P1)
P6 was similarly critical of the passive nature of his social media use, using words like “not
do anything” and “sitting there”:
I would just scroll through Facebook and not do anything. I was just kind of wasting time,
sitting there, looking at pictures and videos. Looking back on it, no, that really wasn’t
meaningful whatsoever... Maybe if I was actually going to be using Facebook or texting
more or Snapchatting more, it would be actually to interact with someone and speak with
someone, so I have better relationships with people, instead of just looking at pictures
and not doing anything, interaction-wise. (P6)
Similarly, in P7’s mind, what she called her “lurking” did not build relationships in the same
way as “actual interaction” (active communication in our types of use). P3 also regarded
his present social media use as mostly meaningless, but believed that it had potential to be
more active and meaningful.
Entertainment was also sometimes cited as meaningless. “I wouldn't say any time
spent on that app [the Deep Town game] was meaningful, it's just a way to entertain
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myself mindlessly” (P11). Another participant explained why he considered entertainment
uses to be meaningless: “I just tended to gain more out of using it as a tool rather than
using it to pass the time or using it to do something that didn't have like an end gain” (P3).
As in this quote, participants often attributed meaningfulness to a lack of ‘productive’
output.
Experience Sampling Data. Next we investigated whether type of use affects
meaningfulness in the experience sampling data. In addition, based on prior literature, we
examined how U&G motivation (instrumental versus habitual) relates to meaningfulness.
Figure 6 reveals a clear relationship between meaningfulness and type of use.
Productivity, information, and communication show higher ratings of meaningfulness than
entertainment and social media. These results are consistent with the interview data.
Figure 7 shows that meaningfulness is also strongly related to U&G motivation. Habitual
use is associated with less meaningful experience.

Figure 6. Meaningfulness vs. U&G type. Shows the mean and its 95% CI.
Entertainment and social media are related to a lower sense of meaningfulness.
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Figure 7. Meaningfulness vs. U&G motivation. Shows the mean and its 95% CI.
Habitual motivation is related to a lower sense of meaningfulness.

We performed a linear mixed effects analysis of the relationship between
meaningfulness and our explanatory variables (Table 8). As fixed effects, we entered U&G
type, U&G motivation, and time of day. Time of day was included because prior work
suggests that people use their phone less purposefully later in the day [96]. As a random
effect, we included participant ID, so that intercept was allowed to vary by participant. We
used R and the lmerTest package ([120]) to run models with the REML estimation and test
for significance.
Relative to smartphone use for productivity, social media use decreased ratings of
meaningfulness by about 0.67 ± .12 (standard errors), holding other factors constant.
Entertainment use led to a roughly similar decline (0.56 ± .11) on the 7-point scale for
meaningfulness, whereas information and communication were not significantly different
from productivity use. Using one’s phone habitually rather than instrumentally reduced
meaningfulness ratings by about 0.68 ± .07. Coefficients for time of day were mostly in the
expected direction (with evening and night corresponding with less meaningful use), but
effect sizes were small and insignificant.
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Table 8. Mixed Effects Regression for
Meaningfulness (n=1947)
Source
Intercept

Estimate
3.74

SE

t

P

0.13

35.28

<.001

U&G Type (baseline = Productivity)
Information

-.13

.10

-1.32

<.188

Communication

-.09

.09

-.95

<.345

Entertainment

-.56

.11

-5.06

<.001

Social media

-.67

.12

-5.72

<.001

.07

-9.47

<.001

U&G Motivation (baseline = Instrumental)
Habitual

-.68

Time of day (baseline = Morning (6am-12pm))
Afternoon (12-6pm)

.08

.07

1.23

.218

Evening (6pm-12am)

-.06

.07

-.91

.365

Night (12-6am)

-.17

.11

-1.55

.121
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x
x
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x
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x
x
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Exit Survey. In the exit survey, participants rated how often they wanted to use their
phone for different U&G types on a 5-point scale, ranging from far less often to far more
often (Fig. 4). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on these ratings yielded significant
variation among conditions (F(4, 225) = 26.41, p < 0.001). The results of a post hoc Tukey
test are also shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Desired frequency of use vs. U&G type (1 = far less often, 5 = far more often). Shows x
x
the mean and its 95% CI. Letters (a, b, c, d) indicate pairs that are not significantly different
from each other. For example, Productivity and Information are both marked (a), so do not
x
differ significantly. However, Productivity does differ significantly from all other U&G types (p x
< 0.01).

Ratings were mostly consistent with the ESM data, with productivity receiving the
highest average rating and social media the lowest. One exception is that communication
lay in the middle, with no significant difference relative to entertainment (p = 0.07) and
informational use (p = 0.32). Prior literature and our interview data suggest that
communication with close ties would have been rated higher than interaction with weak
ties, but our definition of communication as a type of use did not make this distinction. On
the whole, participants wanted to reduce usage behavior that was also associated with a
lack of meaningfulness in the ESM data.

Loss of Sense of Agency
In interviews, participants reported a loss of sense of agency for the time they
spent using smartphone apps. They highlighted the automatic nature of their checking
habits, particularly for social media, entertainment, and sometimes communication. This
kind of time spent on habitual smartphone use was frequently characterized as
meaningless.
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Experience sampling data reveal social media and entertainment are used
habitually far more often than other types of use. These data also show that participants
began smartphone use with a higher sense of instrumental motivation than they ended
with. In other words, intention is eroded during the course of smartphone use.
Interview Data
A recurrent theme was loss of sense of agency, acting without the experience of
choice [58]. Many participants felt like they were not in control of their use: “A lot of the
times I'd be on my browser and maybe I can get sucked into some mindless BuzzFeed
article. I feel like it's kind of more of a black hole than if you go on a fitness app that's
strictly for one thing” (P7). Another participant wished that he had more self-control,
particularly when his wife was annoyed with him for being on his phone all the time.
However, when asked why he thought he lacked this self-control, he clarified that it felt
like his use was no longer an active choice:
I'd say it's more just a condition thing at this point. It's so normalized to have the phone in
my pocket or on the table or whatever and just be absentmindedly glancing at it or
picking up and scrolling through something. That probably isn't meaningful at all, just
kind of a force of habit. (P11)
Lack of sense of control was rarely attributed to active failure to resist in-the-moment, but
rather to unconscious habit. We therefore use loss of sense of agency rather than loss of
self-control to describe this feeling of acting without the experience of choice.
Participants shared many anecdotes in which they were not even aware of their
own use at the moment: “Without even realizing it, I pulled out my phone and just started
mindlessly checking my email. Then when I put it away I realized, ‘Oh, I feel bad for
ignoring my friends’” (P1). The presence or intervention of close ties often helped a
participant become aware of use that their reflective self also considered problematic.
One participant told her fiancé that she was not going to check Facebook on her phone
while they were watching television together on the couch:
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I would not look at my phone for about 10 minutes, and then I wouldn’t even realize it,
but I had it back in my hand and I was looking at it, and then [my fiancé] would bring up,
‘You’re using your phone again. You said you weren’t going to use your phone when we
were watching this episode.’ I'm like, ‘Oh, yeah, right. I forgot,’ then put my phone back
down. It's gotten better maybe, but it's something that's just a habit. It's really hard to
break habits. (P6)
Smartphone use was viewed as a strong habit and sometimes as an ‘addiction’. One
participant explained why he wanted to use his phone less often after participating in the
study:
Because I kind of realized how glued I was. It's almost second instinct, you know? The
minute you are bored or don't have anything to do, you just turn to your phone, and I'd
like to be able to get out more and really live life. (P7)
Despite their best intentions, participants reported that because phone use habits had
become so ingrained, they were now “really hard” to change.
A lack of sense of agency went hand-in-hand with a lack of meaning for
participants. Again, P6 shared: “Sometimes, I'll look at the videos, yeah, and they make me
sad, so why would I even, why do I keep looking at it? I don't know why I do, but I do.” One
participant summed up this relationship, “Candy Crush is absolutely addictive, and it's just
absolutely useless” (P5). Other participants described cases of unconscious use as
“completely pointless” and “a waste of time.”
Experience Sampling Data
To check whether participants were “sucked into” meaningless use, we tested the
relationship between U&G motivation and the timing of the sample (Figure 9). A
chi-square test of independence revealed that the relation between these variables was
2

significant, 𝑋 (2, 7557) = 109.74, p <.001. The percentage share of instrumental
motivation declined from the start timing (65.6%) to the during timing (51.4%). There was
a slight increase in instrumental use from the during timing to the end timing (55.7%),
which may be because participants may have looked back upon an app use that started
with instrumental motivation and later changed to habitual motivation and concluded
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that, on the whole, it was still more instrumental. At the start of app use, participants had a
specific purpose in mind more often than during or at the end of use.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Figure 9. U&G motivation vs. timing. Instrumental motivation declines over the course of use, x
relative to habitual use.
x
We also examined whether the erosion of instrumental motivation differed
between types of use. Figure 10 shows the percent of instrumental use and the sample of
the timing, for each type of use. First, we note that different types of use had different
baselines. Regardless of timing, productivity, information, and communication use was far
more likely to be instrumentally motivated than was entertainment and social media.
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Figure 10. Instrumental motivation vs. timing, by type of use. Compared to other types of use, x
x
entertainment and social media are less likely to be instrumentally motivated to begin with
x
and also show greater decline over the course of use.
x
In addition, change over time was different for the types of use. The absolute
change in instrumental motivation from the start to the end timing was: 0.0% for
productivity, -4.0% for information, -6.0% for communication, -7.9% for entertainment,
and -9.8% for social media. For each of the five types of use, we ran a logistic regression
analysis with U&G motivation of use as the response variable and timing as the
explanatory variable. The decrease from the start to end of use was significant (p<.001)
for communication, entertainment, and social media, but not for productivity and
information. This suggests that when phone use was instrumentally motivated, type of use
influenced how likely participants were to switch to a habitual intention.
Our results also suggest two pathways between the U&G motivations and types
associated with a loss of sense of agency. In interviews, participants reported mindlessly
checking their phone “without even realizing it.” This forms a habitual checking pathway in
which habitual motivation leads to entertainment and social media use. The erosion of
motivation pathway reinforces the same relationship in the other direction. For the
entertainment and social media U&G types, participants were most likely to shift towards
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habitual motivations later in the course of app use. In other words, as time went on during
a session of use, participants reported losing control over goal-oriented, instrumental use.

Micro Escapes
Participants reported that their phone served as a temporary relief from negative states,
which we call a micro escape. In this case, participants were not concerned with the
meaningfulness of smartphone use, but rather whether or not it helped them cope with
undesirable real-life emotions and situations. Participants held different opinions as to
whether micro escapes were helpful.
Interview Data
Escaping from Negative States. Participants described turning to their phone during a
wide variety of challenging states, both internal (e.g., boredom) and external (e.g., a
dispute at work). For instance, a participant who works in customer service shared, “I find
my phone to be a way for me to get away and distract myself, instead of sitting there
stressed out because I just argued with a customer” (P10). Instead of enduring such
undesirable states, smartphones provided participants with an instant way to escape from
almost any situation.
Participants turned to their smartphone for relief when they experienced low
emotional valence: “I mostly scroll through social media just to get through the day, like
I'm bored so I scroll social media. Otherwise, I don't think I scroll social media when I'm
happy” (P3). Low valence states that participants said prompted micro escapes included
stress, frustration, annoyance, and being upset. One notable exception to this theme was
P8, who saw no relationship between his affective state and how he used his phone: “My
emotions have absolutely nothing to do with my phone unless I have to make a call that’s
of importance.” On the whole, however, participants believed that micro escapes were
more common when they were in a negative mood.
The relationship between smartphone escapism and arousal (energy level) was
ambiguous. On the one hand, participants reported using their phone to escape when they
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were upset, annoyed, and overwhelmed, states that are associated with high arousal
([203]). On the other hand, participants shared that they often used their phone in this
way when they were bored, fatigued, and tired, states linked to low arousal [203]. Four
participants observed that micro escapes grew more common as they got tired at night.
Participants characterized smartphone use that was prompted by low valence or
low arousal as lacking in meaning and purpose:
When my mood or when my energy was lower, I tended to reach for my phone to perform
tasks that were very nonspecific or did not have any sort of value associated with them. I
would either get on Facebook and scroll through my feed or go to YouTube or any activity
that had no purpose associated with it other than to pass the time or to distract me from
whatever was going on at the moment. (P3)
Passive consumption was the main pattern of use at these times, as indicated by verbs
such as “scrolling,” “browsing,” “watching,” and “checking to pass the time.” Social media
and entertainment were the types of use that participants most often described as micro
escapes. To escape, participants turned to passive consumption that in-of-itself they
reported was not very meaningful.
Do People Find Micro Escapes Helpful? Participants held mixed opinions about whether
smartphone micro escapes were a helpful response to their negative states. Some
participants felt that pulling out their phone helped them cope with certain states
(particularly negative emotions with high arousal), whereas others wished they did not do
so as often (especially when it replaced a work-related task). Our interview data cover
only subjective experience of an individual: what participants themselves viewed as useful
(or not). However, we note that objective outcomes (e.g., productivity) and the experience
of third parties (i.e., other people affected by an individual’s smartphone use) are also
important to study.
Micro Escapes for Emotional Self-Regulation. P5 described the phone as a “great
distraction tool” that reduced his anxiety: “It takes my mind off of it so that I'm not worried
about it, or bothered by it.” Four others also found the phone to be an effective tool for
emotional self-regulation. P10, who works in customer service, said, “I tried to help them
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out and they cursed me out. I'll turn to my phone in order to just pretty much keep me
calm and keep me sane pretty much.” In cases where participants found micro escapes to
be helpful, the emotions they addressed tended to be low in valence, but high in arousal
(e.g., upset, stress, frustration, annoyance, and anxiety ([203]). Five of participants
reported that smartphone use helped them to cool down these ‘hot’ emotions.
Other participants felt that smartphone micro escapes were not beneficial,
particularly when used to escape low valence and low arousal states (e.g., boredom and
fatigue). P6 wished that she did not use her phone when she was bored at night,
comparing it against other activities she considered more productive:
I definitely noticed that, as the night goes on and as it gets later, I’d look at Facebook more
and more. I think it’s just because I’m getting tired and bored, and it’s just a way to pass
the time, when, in reality, I could be actually doing stuff at my house and talking to
someone in person and getting things done… I feel like it’s a waste of time. (P6)
Like P6, P3 also turned to her phone for escape when she was bored or mentally taxed:
Why do I go on Facebook when I’m bored or I can’t write what I want? I don’t know… it
would have been to just disengage my brain from my task and then I think the ideal is to
go back to it with a fresh mind. But I don’t think going on Facebook actually accomplishes
that. (P3)
P3 was at a loss to explain why she used her phone to escape when she knew it to be
ineffective: “The thing is like I never feel any better, but I still do it. It’s such a weird
realization. Yeah, the phone usage does not help the situation whatsoever, yet I still do it.”
This habitual nature of use contrasted against the aforementioned cases where
participants described more consciously choosing to use their phone to relieve negative
emotions.
Micro Escapes in Social Situations. Four participants valued how smartphones helped
them escape from social situations. For P2, who described herself as a “sociable introvert”
who sometimes needs “a little escape from the humans,” her smartphone provided her
with the means to do so: “It's not okay in our society to be like, ‘You guys are exhausting.
I'm just gonna stand over here for five minutes and take a deep breath, and then I'm gonna
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come back to the party or the picnic or whatever.’” P3 similarly liked using his phone to
escape from socializing with relatives. Both participants appreciated that they could use
their smartphone to escape while in social settings, a form of use they viewed as socially
acceptable.
P9 described how his phone helped him to cope with the stress of family life
without having to leave the kitchen: “You can't step outside for a minute each time it gets
hectic, because it's always hectic with three children. Again, I end up using [apps and
games] to uplift myself and relax.” For P9, a micro escape was a helpful emotional
self-regulation strategy relative to physically removing himself from the setting. We
cannot say whether other family members share this opinion.

5.4 — Discussion
Our results reveal systematic ways in which habitual use, type of use, and feelings
of meaning all move together. We sought to better understand, first, which uses and
gratifications are associated with meaningless experiences, and, second, how these uses
and gratifications change as the user engages with an app. Our results show that both the
motivation of use (i.e., whether a user picks up the device with intention or out of habit),
and the type of use they engage in (as defined by our U&G taxonomy) each independently
predict the meaning the user will derive from the experience. Our results also show that
habitual use leaves users feeling a lack of control over their own behavior and that these
are patterns of engagement that users would like to change.

Characterizing Meaningless Experiences
Reflecting on their phone use generally, participants repeatedly told us they derive
relatively little meaning from passively consuming social media and entertainment
content. However, they also explained that this was a function of the type of use they
engaged in rather than the content itself. Though participants consistently cited Facebook
as a source of feelings of meaninglessness, these reports reflected their attitude toward
passively scrolling through content, not their attitude toward engaging with their friends
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through the platform. This suggests that with respect to the meaning users derive from
their phone use, the type of use an individual engages in may be a more useful unit of
analysis than app name or app category. Though it can also be valuable to ask questions of
particular apps, our results show the value of U&G in this space and that an app-level
analysis might miss distinctions specific to the type of use. For example, while some prior
work reports that Facebook use predicts declines in subjective well-being [119], other
work finds that Facebook use increases social capital and feelings of connectedness [66].
Our results suggest that these seemingly contradictory perspectives may both capture
users’ experiences accurately and that their differing conclusions may arise from
distinctions in the type of use and the gratifications users are seeking.
In addition to the type of use participants engaged in, the motivation behind app
use also predicted meaningfulness. Passively browsing social media or consuming
entertainment was more meaningful when it was a conscious choice on the part of the
user and less meaningful when it was an instinctive reflex. Prior work has shown that
“Short-duration, Isolated, Reward-Based” (SIRB) phone use (such as passive social media
consumption) is associated with habit-driven phone use, and that these experiences erode
the user’s intentions [179]). Here, we show that using the phone to engage with SIRB
activities and habitually motivated use are each independently associated with less
meaningful experiences. Each of these factors independently contributes to a loss of
meaning, over and above the contributions of the other.
This is important from a design perspective, because participants reported that
they are dissatisfied with their engagement in meaningless activities. In theory, there
might be no need for designers to promote experiences that users find meaningful: if users
felt good about engaging in habitual phone use and the SIRB activities they characterize as
meaningless, one might argue that these are scenarios to support. But consistent with the
construct of lagging resistance ([13]) and other prior work on SIRB experiences [94,212],
many of the participants in our study reported they would like to change this usage. Prior
work on SIRB activities shows that these experiences lead to checking habits and
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increased phone use [179]). Here, we further show that these patterns of use predict
meaningless experiences that participants wish to reduce.

Lack of Sense of Agency and Meaning
The relationship between habitual use and a lack of meaning persisted across all
types of use, even types of use that participants usually found meaningful, like getting
things done or connecting with others. Participants shared that they would frequently use
their phones without realizing what they were doing and that these experiences lacked
meaning. This is consistent with the underlying principles of U&G, which conceives of
users as active agents seeking specific gratifications through specific uses [202:69]. Our
results suggest that experiences that erode intention and promote habitual use disrupt
this core pathway to a user valuing a medium.
These findings imply that even persuasive interfaces designed to draw users into
meaningful activities may promote dissatisfaction by pushing users to engage mindlessly.
Designers of persuasive interfaces that intend to promote meaningful activities should
also consider when and why users might want to engage in this activity of their own
volition. A game that encourages a user to solve math problems, care about environmental
sustainability, or remember to vote might promote an activity that she finds meaningful,
yet could still leave her feeling a loss of agency if the interface promotes habitual phone
use, checking habits, and erosion of intentions. A value-sensitive design approach [73]
could help designers identify not only what habits users want to form, but also the
context-specific ways in which they wish to enact them and the social norms that may help
or hinder [137].

Micro Escapes
Some participants explained that they were not always seeking meaning from their
phone use; they described sometimes seeking the gratification of escaping from their
surroundings and the present moment, not a gratification that comes from phone content
directly. This is consistent with prior work in U&G showing escapism as a common
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motivation for media use [106,198]. Notably, participants pointed out that these escapes
offered them lasting value in times of stress or anger. In these cases, users said that the
distraction of the phone allowed them to escape from high-arousal feelings, which
dissipated as they engaged in phone activities. It was less clear that micro escapes to avoid
boredom or tiredness offered the same lasting value. This provides some suggestion that
users may benefit from micro escapes to avoid high-arousal situations but not low-arousal
ones. But given that we only encountered this theme through retrospective interviews,
the extent to which we can make this claim is limited.
We believe that it would be valuable for future work to examine the lasting impact
of micro escapes in both high-arousal and low-arousal contexts. Does turning to Candy
Crush in a moment of outrage make it less likely that an individual will fire off an angry
email? And does turning to Candy Crush at the end of an exhausting day offer
rejuvenation? Participants’ reflections suggest that micro escapes can help with the first
scenario but offer less assistance in the second. Future work to understand the
consequences of escaping in these various scenarios has the potential to offer concrete
guidance to users about how they might expect their phone activity to influence their
well-being. For developers, it suggests that a general population could benefit from
smartphone experiences that detect high-arousal states and assist with emotional
self-regulation, as has previously been done with clinical populations [186].

Design Implications
In the technology industry, it’s often said that “you build what you measure” [251].
Measuring a user’s sense of meaningfulness is undoubtedly harder than tracking their
views, taps, or time spent in an app, but can still be done. The overall agreement of the
quantitative and qualitative findings in this study suggest that asking for numerical ratings
during app use is a valid approach to measuring meaningfulness. However, the interview
finding that apps are used as micro escapes from stressful situations shows that
qualitative investigation is still critical to understanding the meaningfulness of app use in a
broader context. In Facebook’s case, the firm setup an offline panel to solicit qualitative
input from users and discovered, for instance, that tragic posts were low in engagement
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metrics but “really mattered” to people [178] . Developers should consider both
quantitative and qualitative data when designing for meaningfulness.
Mobile app designers who want to build meaningful experiences should consider
how to respect a user’s sense of agency. To do so, designers should examine how an app
supports or distracts a user from their purpose for visiting. Prior work in ubiquitous
computing has shown that it is possible to detect or predict when a user is likely to be
using the phone mindlessly or problematically [96,221], suggesting that it may be possible
for an app to detect when it is and is not being used with intention. If intention is clear, an
app could dynamically change its interface to foreground that use case and background
others. If a single pattern of use is especially common, a developer may even consider
“unbundling" it. For instance, Facebook split off its instant messaging features into a
separate Messenger app. If intention is unclear, an app could provide the user with a pause
to reflect, rather than defaulting to its most engaging content. For example, when a user
opens a new browser window, one could present top news stories or most frequently
visited sites, but The Momentum browser extension asks, “What is your main focus for
today?”
Apps can also encourage users to move on when their original purpose is achieved.
For example, when a user reaches a clean email inbox in Gmail, it shows a blank screen
with the message “You’re all done! Please enjoy your day." By contrast, when a user
finishes watching a video on YouTube or Netflix, they start auto-playing the next video by
default. Designing for a positive disengagement experience could heighten a user’s sense
of agency and sense of meaning.
Lastly, smartphone users themselves can also take steps to retain control over their
experience. Before picking up their phone, they could form a clear intention for use.
Mindfulness-based approaches may aid users to observe and establish psychological
distance from the internal triggers that prompt habitual use [126]. Users can also
architect the environment on their device to encourage single purpose use, for instance by
removing app icons from their home screen and instead accessing them via search
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[23,141] . Hiding cues that trigger habitual use could help people keep control and use
their smartphone in more meaningful ways [141].

5.5 — Limitations and Future Work
Though we collected ESM and log data from participants, our investigation was
exploratory. We used themes from interviews and open-ended ESM responses rather than
preconceived hypotheses to guide our analysis. Our claims should be interpreted as
qualitative findings rather than hypothesis-confirmation; it would be valuable for future
work to evaluate these relationships experimentally. We sampled participants from one
cultural context and our sample was over-representative of younger adults, so our results
may not generalize to other populations. In future work, analyzing individual app use as
part of a larger sequence of use (e.g., use that follows an incoming message/notification)
could also yield further insights.
Our findings suggest specific links between motivation of use, type of use, and
meaning, and they suggest two pathways—specifically, checking habits and an erosion of
purpose—that lead to a loss of sense of agency. A future, large-scale quantitative
investigation would help confirm or refute the existence of these links and help to develop
these themes into formal theory if applicable. Future work also remains to examine these
relationships in the larger social context in which phone use occurs; here we examined
only how specific motivations and types of use affect the individual.
U&G is one of many lenses that can be used to understand people’s experiences
with their smartphones. It has been critiqued for its reliance on self-report [220], its
emphasis on the individual without consideration of the collective [239], and its
assumption—in contrast to a media effects perspective—that users have full agency when
they choose to engage with technology [64]. Despite its shortcomings, U&G has proven
over many decades to be one productive way of understanding how individuals’ engage
with media and technology [202]. Similarly, although we chose to focus on
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meaningfulness, concepts such as self-actualization and meaning-making [228] also shed
light on eudaimonic well-being. Using other frameworks to examine how people derive
meaning from their smartphone use would provide a valuable complement to the data we
present here.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we used a U&G perspective to examine how motivation (i.e., a
specific intention or a general habit) and type of use (e.g., information-seeking or
communication) affect the meaning that a user derives from phone use. We developed a
typology of 5 different smartphone uses and gratifications and found that users routinely
used the same app for different purposes. Passively browsing social media and consuming
entertainment felt less meaningful to participants than other types of use. Separately,
some participants said that they do not always seek meaning from their phone; sometimes
they seek escape, which can offer lasting value by distracting or calming them during
high-arousal emotions (e.g., anger).
Returning to the central theme of sense of agency for time spent on digital
interfaces, we found that using one’s phone out of habit—for any type of use—reduced
meaning. Participants explained that they wanted to cut back on this kind of habitual use,
which they associated with a loss of sense of agency. We also found that as a time passed
during a session of app use, participants lost control over their original goals for use and
slipped into habitual use, leading them to regret how they spent their overall time in the
app. Designers who seek to promote experiences that users find meaningful can consider
the types of use they promote, the extent to which they erode users’ intentions, and how
their designs are likely to promote or inhibit sense of agency.
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CHAPTER 6 — DESIGNING TO INFLUENCE SENSE
OF AGENCY OVER APP USE
In this chapter, I describe our CHI 2021 publication (in order of authorship: myself,
Ulrik Lyngs, Himanshu Zade, J. Vera Liao, James Choi, Kaiyue Fan, Sean A. Munson, and
Alexis Hiniker) in which we address: What design features within apps can we change to
support user sense of agency? (TQ2) [136]. We first conducted a survey with 120 users of
the YouTube mobile app to identify specific features that led them to feel more and less in
control over how they spend their time on YouTube. For example, playlists, search, and
watch history mostly supported control whereas recommendations, ads, and autoplay
tended to undermine control.
We then present our findings from two co-design activities with 13 YouTube users,
where we mockup changes to the existing interface that would influence sense of agency.
We found that the mechanisms that users preferred changed depending upon the
situation. When they had a specific intention in mind, such as watching a tutorial on how
to solve a Rubik’s cube, they wanted more control. By contrast, when they did not have a
specific intention in mind and just wanted to relax or felt bored, they wanted YouTube to
take control.
Taken together, our work suggests that digital wellbeing designers might use
adaptable interfaces that support greater control when the user has a specific intention
(e.g., a search-first interface), but provide less control when the user has no specific
intention in mind (e.g., a recommendations-first interface). This sets up my work in the
next chapter in which I develop, deploy, and evaluate one such adaptable interface, the
SwitchTube mobile app.
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Introduction
At Netflix, we are competing for our customers’ time, so our competitors include
Snapchat, YouTube, sleep, etc.” - Reed Hastings, Netflix CEO [240:50]
In the attention economy, social media apps employ a variety of design
mechanisms–such as eye-catching notification icons and never-ending autoplay–to
maximize their share of the user’s time. Designers and content producers often achieve
this by intentionally creating experiences that diminish user sense of agency [15]. People
self-report that their desire to consume media frequently conflicts with their plans or
goals and that they fail to resist about three-quarters of the time [59]. And loss of control
is a key component of many measures of problematic technology use [42].
In response, digital wellbeing researchers have innovated what we term external
mechanisms that help users manage or monitor their app use, such as lockout timers [109]
and productivity dashboards [111]. While these mechanisms apply universally to many
different apps, they do not change the internal mechanisms within an app, such as autoplay,
that might lead it to be problematic in the first place.
One promising approach is to redesign these mechanisms for a greater sense of
agency, i.e., the feeling of control over one’s actions and their outcomes [22]. Low sense of
agency over technology use is associated with negative life impacts such as a loss of social
opportunities, productivity, and sleep [35] that often motivate digital wellbeing efforts to
begin with. Moreover, a lack of sense of agency itself can be understood as a driver of the
dissatisfaction that people often feel with their social media use [147].
In this work, we take the mobile app for YouTube, the most widely used social
media service in the United States [184], as a test case to understand and redesign how
internal mechanisms influence sense of agency. The design of YouTube must balance the
interests of many different interested parties. For example, policymakers may wish to
exert control over extremist content. Advertisers may wish to control how much time
users spend on ads. Designers may wish to control how much time users spend in the app.
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Content creators may wish to control how much time users spend on their channel. All of
these parties merit consideration, however, in this work we focus specifically on users and
how design influences the control they feel over the time they spend in the mobile app.
We investigate two research questions in two studies that build upon each other:
RQ1. What existing mechanisms in the YouTube mobile app influence sense of agency?
In a survey, we asked 120 YouTube users which mechanisms make them feel most
and least in control of how they spend their time in the YouTube mobile app.
RQ2. What changes to these mechanisms might increase sense of agency?
Based on the responses to the survey, we redesigned four internal mechanisms to
change user sense of agency in the YouTube app: recommendations, playlists,
search, and auto play. In co-design sessions, we then asked 13 YouTube users to
sketch changes of their own and evaluate our mockups. We also asked how much
control they would prefer to have in different situations.
The two contributions of this work are:
(1) We identify the internal design mechanisms that influence users’ sense of
agency over how they spend time in the YouTube mobile app and how they might
be changed. While some of these mechanisms are expected (e.g., autoplay), others
are less so (e.g., playlists) and suggest promising directions for digital wellbeing
(e.g., designing to support ‘micro plans’ that guide behavior within a single session
of use).
(2) We distinguish when designing for a sense of agency is desirable from when it
might actually go against what users want. Participants in our co-design sessions
preferred greater control when they had a specific intention for using the app (e.g.,
to cook a recipe) than when they had a non-specific intention (e.g., to relax), in
which case they wanted to let the app take control. We propose ways for designers
to navigate this mixed preference for different levels of control at different times.
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6.1 — Background and Motivation
Designing to Undermine Sense of Agency
YouTube is an important case for better understanding the design mechanisms of
attention capture. YouTube has over two billion monthly users worldwide and is extremely
popular in the U.S., where about three-quarters of adults report using YouTube on their
smartphone, with 32% using it several times a day, 19% about once per day, and 49% less
often [184]. It is also frequently reported as a source of distraction [1], suggesting that it is
a good site for the investigation of attention capture dark patterns. In particular,
Youtube’s algorithmic recommendations merit special consideration as they drive more
than 70% of watchtime [225].

Designing to Support Sense of Agency
Reducing screentime in certain apps is a common measure of success in digital
wellbeing tools. The two most popular mobile operating systems, Android and iOS, both
come pre-installed with tools for the user to track and limit their time in mobile apps.
Within the YouTube app itself, there are also features to manage time spent: ‘Time
watched statistics,’ which shows how much time a user has spent on YouTube in each of
the last 7 days, and the ‘Take a break reminder,’ which periodically prompts the user to
take a rest. A strength of addressing digital wellbeing via such screentime tools is that
time spent is easy to track and easy to understand.
However, a weakness of this approach is that reducing screen time is often a poor
proxy for what users actually want. Instead, user intentions are often highly specific, such
as wanting to reduce the time spent on targeted features of an app (e.g., on the Facebook
newsfeed, but not in Facebook groups) or in certain contexts (e.g., when with family, but
not when commuting on the bus) [94,139,145].
Within YouTube, there are two digital wellbeing features that do move beyond time
spent controls and offer more granular control. The ‘Notifications digest’ lets a user
bundle push notifications together into a single notification each day, which may reduce
the triggers that lead to non-conscious, habitual use [140]. ‘Autoplay toggle’ lets a user
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decide to stop the next video from playing automatically; this may preserve the natural
stopping point that comes at the end of the video, a mechanism that has been shown to
help users set more deliberate boundaries around use [93]. While the notification digest
and the autoplay toggle clearly do more than just track and limit time, it is not immediately
clear by what measure of success they might be evaluated.
One promising alternative to the screentime paradigm is to design for sense of
agency for the time that users spend on digital interfaces, the focus of this dissertation.
Sense of agency is a construct that refers to the feeling of control over one’s actions and
their outcomes [22]. Sense of agency can be broken down into feelings of agency, that is,
the in-the-moment perception of control, and judgments of agency, that is, the post hoc,
explicit attribution of an action to the self or other [230]. In the present paper, we focus on
the latter, judgments of agency with respect to the time that people spend online.
Prior work has investigated different ways that interfaces can support sense of
agency. First, some input modalities seem to support a greater sense of agency than
others (e.g., keyboard input versus voice commands) [129]. Second, a system’s feedback
should match a user’s predicted feedback [128]. Third, a study of flight navigation systems
found that increasing the level of automation reduced sense of agency [17]. These lessons
might be revisited in the domain of digital wellbeing, as how an interface modulates sense
of agency may vary with context [128].

Design Mechanisms for Digital Wellbeing
The mechanisms of digital wellbeing interventions can be placed along a spectrum
(see Figure 11). At one end are external mechanisms that monitor or police apps, such as
screentime statistics and lockout timers. A hallmark of an external mechanism is that it
functions identically across multiple apps, as in a timer that locks the user out of social
media, gaming, and video apps. However, external mechanisms do not significantly change
the experience within individual apps.
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Figure 11. Mechanisms that influence how people spend their time in apps can be placed
along a spectrum, as in these examples. External mechanisms monitor or police apps, while
internal mechanisms redesign or rebuild the experience within a problematic app. Internal
mechanisms offer designers a more targeted way of supporting user agency.

At the other end of the spectrum, internal mechanisms contribute to the redesign
or rebuild of an experience. For example, Focus Mode in Microsoft Word redesigns the
writing process by hiding all formatting options [6]. Going a step further, the standalone
app Flowstate not only offers a minimal interface, but also deletes all text on the page if
the user stops writing for longer than seven seconds [227]. Internal mechanisms
fundamentally change the experience within a problematic app, or rebuild it into a new
experience entirely.
At present, design researchers have innovated many tools on the external side of
the spectrum, that monitor and police multiple apps in the same way
[47,108,109,163,176]. Likewise, industry designers have built tools that apply the same
time lockout mechanism to all apps, such as the screentime tools that come pre-installed
on Android and iOS.
In contrast to external mechanisms, the space of internal mechanisms is relatively
underexplored (see [86,131][131] for notable exceptions), but holds particular promise
for increasing user agency in two ways. First, designers can craft more targeted
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interventions with internal mechanisms than with external ones. External mechanisms,
such as locking the user out of a device, often require a level of commitment and sacrifice
that users might recommend to others, but are reluctant to accept themselves [248].
Whereas an external mechanism might block the Facebook app after time is up, a more
internal one could reconfigure the newsfeed to show only content from close personal
friends. A redesign of internal mechanisms may be able to remove problematic aspects
from an app, while still retaining its benefits.
Second, internal mechanisms shift the focus from fighting distractions to aligning
interests. External mechanisms often respond to the temptations of problematic apps
with microboundaries [52] or restraints on interactions [182]. However, this sets up an
arms race in which the designers of digital wellbeing tools are always in a defensive
position. An alternative is for designers to re-envision the internal mechanisms that lead
to compulsive use in the first place [233]. Looking at the mechanisms inside of specific
apps may encourage designers to not just block existing mechanisms but to innovate
better ones, such as Flowstate’s seven seconds rule for writing. This paper presents an
examination how such internal mechanisms can be redesigned to support sense of agency.

6.2 — Study 1: Survey of 120 YouTube Users
Study 1 examines how existing mechanisms in the YouTube mobile app support or
undermine sense of agency (RQ1). We decided to start by investigating user’s experiences
in the current app before proceeding to design and evaluate potential changes in Study 2
(RQ2). Both studies were approved by the University of Washington’s Institutional Review
Board.
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Participants
Recruitment. To obtain a general sample of users of the YouTube mobile app, we recruited
from Amazon Mechanical Turk workers in the United States. Participants were invited to
“Help us understand how people spend their time on the YouTube mobile app.” They were
required to meet four inclusion criteria:
(1) A task approval rating greater than 98% for their prior work on Mechanical
Turk, indicating a history of high-quality responses.
(2) Own a smartphone. Three members of our research team tested the
YouTube mobile app on both Android and iPhone and found that the app has
nearly identical features and only minor stylistic differences, so we accepted
users of both types of devices as participants (80 Android, 40 iPhone users).
(3) Spend a minimum of 3 hours on YouTube in the past week (across all
devices), according to their time watched statistics in the YouTube app. In
the survey, participants saw instructions with screenshots that showed
where to find this statistic in the app, confirmed that they had found it, and
then entered it into the survey. To see time watched statistics, users must be
signed into the app.
(4) Of the time they spend on YouTube, 20% or more is on their smartphone
(self-estimated).
Demographics. A total of 120 participants met the inclusion criteria and completed the
survey (see demographics in Table 9). We excluded responses from an additional 7
participants who started but did not complete the survey. We oversampled men, Asian,
and young people relative to the 2019 estimates of the United States Census Bureau
[236]. Other participant samples may use the YouTube mobile app differently, e.g., users in
emerging countries for whom a smartphone is often their only device for watching videos
[224]. Further research is required to determine whether our results apply to other
populations.
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Table 9. Demographics of the 120 survey participants
Gender identity

Man (63%), Woman (36%), Non-binary (0%), Prefer not to say (1%)

Age range

18-24 (8%), 25-34 (41%), 35-44 (40%), 45-54 (11%), 55+ (1%)

Education

High school (22%), Associate degree (22%), Bachelor’s degree (46%),
Advanced degree (11%)

Household
income (US)

<25K (14%), 25-50K (23%), 50-75K (30%), 75-125K (20%), > 125K
(11%), prefer not to say (2%)

Race

(choose one White (69%), Asian (17%), Black (9%), Hispanic/Latino
or more) (4%), Native American (2%)

YouTube use. Participants spent a median of 101 minutes per day (interquartile range:
57-156) on YouTube across all devices in the week prior to the survey. Of this time,
participants estimated they spent a median of 50% (interquartile range: 30-75%) in the
mobile app. For comparison, the YouTube press page states that mobile accounts for over
70% of watchtime [225]. Upon multiplying these two responses together for each
participant, we found that participants spent an average of 70 minutes per day in the
YouTube mobile app. This is similar to the average for all YouTube users: in 2017, YouTube
shared that signed-in users spend an average of more than 60 minutes per day in the
mobile app [149]. We neglected to ask whether participants were using the paid YouTube
premium service, which removes ads and can play videos offline and in the background;
however, Google reports that only 1% of YouTube’s monthly visitors subscribe to this
service [226].

Procedure
Participants answered questions in an online survey. The initial questions asked
about our four inclusion criteria. Eligible participants continued on to background
questions about their demographics and YouTube use. The complete survey wording,
along with all of the other appendices for this study can be found at: https://osf.io/w3hmd
To investigate RQ1, one question table asked about things that made participants
feel most in control of how they spend their time on YouTube (See Table 10). A second
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question table asked about things that made them feel less in control. The order of these
two question tables was randomized. In terms of wording, we chose to ask about feeling
"in control," as this is how sense of agency has been measured in previous studies of sense
of agency in HCI (e.g., [158]) and on a self-report scale [231]. We used the informal term
“things” because, in piloting the survey, we found that testers were unsure about whether
certain things (e.g., recommendations and ads) counted as “mechanisms′′ of the app and
we did not want to provide examples that would bias responses. In total, each participant
was required to submit 6 responses for things that influenced their sense of agency on
YouTube (3 for most in control, 3 for least in control).
Participants were compensated $6.00 for answering all questions, an amount that
exceeds the U.S. minimum wage ($7.25 per hour). The survey took a median of 21 minutes
to complete (interquartile range: 15-29).
Table 10. The wording and format of the “more in control” question in the survey. The example
responses here come from a single study participant. All participants also completed a second
version of this question table, with the text modified from “most” to “least” in the Thing Question
and from “more” to “less” in the Explain Question.
Thing Question:
What are 3 things about ______________ the mobile app
that lead you to feel most in control over how you
spend your time on YouTube?

Explain Question:
How does this thing ______________ make you feel
more in control of how you spend your time on
YouTube?

Thing 1

“I am able to quickly access my subscribed channels.”

“I don’t spend uncontrolled amounts of time
browsing through videos that may or may not be
related to what I want to watch.”

Thing 2

“I am able to get notifications of certain channels or videos
getting posted.”

“I will know exactly when a new video goes up that I
may be interested in watching. This way I am not
randomly checking for uploads and spending extra
time searching and browsing.”

Thing 3

“Screen/watch time.”

“I can follow trends and tell when I am spending
more time than usual on the app.”

Coding reliability thematic analysis
We conducted a coding reliability thematic analysis [24,27], in which we first
established reliable codes for design mechanisms and then used them to generate themes
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that captured shared meanings. We started by iteratively coding the 720 responses (6 per
participant). Each “thing” was analyzed as a single response, combining answers to the
Thing Question and the Explain Question (i.e., one row in Table 2). In our first pass, two
researchers individually reviewed all responses and met to develop initial codes. At this
stage, we eliminated 112 responses without any substantive content, e.g., “I can’t think of
anything else.” Of the 112 responses without substance, 55 came from “less in control”
and 57 from “more.”
We further limited coding to responses that specified a mechanism within the
interface of the YouTube mobile app, i.e., something the app’s designers could directly
change. This included responses such as, “Recommended videos - Being shown
recommended videos is like a moth to a light for me,” which was coded as
‘recommendations’. It excluded responses about situational factors that are largely
outside of the control of the designer such as, “I make my own decisions - I am a conscious
person who can make decisions on what I do.” This eliminated 141 more responses (59
from “less in control” and 82 from “more in control”). Interestingly, “more in control”
included 28 responses that we coded as willpower, e.g., “I make my own decisions,” with
only 1 such response for “less”. This suggests a potential self-serving bias wherein
in-control behavior is attributed to one’s own willpower whereas out-of-control behavior
is attributed to external factors [71]. The other responses that we removed were about
characteristics of mobile phones (e.g., “The app is easy to access and tempt me on my
phone...”) and usability issues (e.g., “it crashes on me every other day or so” and “it
consumes a lot of battery life”) that are not specific to the interface of the YouTube mobile
app. After excluding these responses, we continued with coding the 467 responses that
referenced a specific design mechanism.
In our second pass, we applied the initial codes to 120 randomly selected responses
and met to discuss. Since one mechanism (recommendations) came up more often than all
others, we developed three subcodes for how recommendations affected participant
experiences on YouTube. After merging similar codes, our codebook consisted of 21
design mechanisms, such as autoplay, playlists, and multiple device sync. In our third pass,
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we each independently coded the same 50 randomly selected responses. Interrater
reliability was assessed using Cohen’s kappa, with 𝜅 = 0.73 indicating substantial
agreement [122]. In our fourth pass, we each coded half of the remaining responses,
discussed the final counts, and selected several representative quotes for each code. The
first author then wrote up a draft of the coding results and reviewed together with the
other authors. We mapped codes (design mechanisms) to potential themes, generating
three higher-level themes that structured our final writeup. In our analysis and writeup,
we noted cases where responses for an individual code were split with regards to a theme,
e.g., ‘notifications’ sometimes supported and sometimes undermined ‘planning ahead’.

Results and Analysis
Design Mechanisms. 467 responses referenced a specific design mechanism (246 for less
in control, 221 for more in control). Nine mechanisms were described as influencing sense
of agency 15 or more times and are the focus of our analysis. Figure 12 provides a
glanceable view of how many times each of these nine mechanisms was mentioned as
leading to more or less control. Table 11 shows the same data with a description and
example response for each mechanism. Appendix I contains annotated screenshots that
show the exact implementation of these nine mechanisms in the YouTube mobile app as
they appeared when participants provided their feedback.
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Figure 12. This diverging bar chart shows how many times these nine design mechanisms led
participants to feel more control or less control. Features are sorted from top-to-bottom
according to which ones were mentioned the most frequently by respondents.
Recommendations, ads, and autoplay primarily made respondents feel less in control.
Playlists, search, subscriptions, play controls, and watch history & stats primarily made
respondents feel more in control. Notifications were sometimes mentioned as leading to
more control and sometimes to less.

In summary, recommendations were the most frequently mentioned mechanism,
accounting for 27% of all responses. Recommendations, ads, and autoplay primarily made
respondents feel less in control. Playlists, search, subscriptions, play controls, and watch
history & stats primarily made respondents feel more in control. Notifications were
divided with about half of responses in each direction.
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Table 11. This table shows nine design mechanisms that were mentioned 15 or more times in
response to the survey question: “What are 3 things about the mobile app that lead you to feel [most |
least] in control over how you spend your time on YouTube?” Design mechanisms are shown in the
order of frequency of mention. The most frequently mentioned mechanism, recommendations, is
shown with 3 subcodes. The representative quote(s) column shows one typical response for each
design mechanism; both a “more in control” and a “less in control” quote are shown if the minority
opinion on the direction of control was more than 20% of total responses.
Design Mechanism

Description

Count of
responses

Less in
control (% of
responses)

Representative quote(s)
(2 quotes if minority opinion
on direction of control >20%
of responses)

Recommended videos on
the home, explore, & video
player screens.

128

77%

See subcodes in the 3 rows below.

/ Irrelevant
recommendations

Repetitive, dull, or
generic
recommendations that
the user is not interested
in.

42
(of 128)

100%

“The related videos are sometimes videos I’ve
seen before, over and over.”

/ Relevant
recommendations

Engaging or catchy
recommendations that the
user is interested in.

45
(of 128)

53%

“YouTube has very good algorithms that know
what I like, when I want it.” —VS.— “I have a
hard time not looking
at the suggested videos that the algorithm
picks for me...
I almost always justify watching just one more
video.”

/ Customization
settings

Settings to customize
location, quantity, or
content of
recommendations.

41
(of 128)

81%

“Not having control over the trending list. I feel
like I’m force-fed content.”

Ads

Ads that appear before,
during, and after videos in
the player.

55

98%

“I feel as if I am forced to watch ads, which
can suck up a lot of time.”

Playlists (includes
Watch Later)

Creating, saving, and
playing a list of videos.
Watch Later is a default
playlist for all users.
Playlists autoplay all
videos on the list.

39

0%

“I can create playlists or queue videos in
advance to limit what I watch to a specific list
instead of endlessly searching
around for what I want.”

Search

Searching for videos.

36

33%

“Very efficient and relevant searches.” —VS.—
“Countless videos have nothing to do with my
latest search request.”

Subscriptions

Follow specific video
creators.

35

0%

“I can choose the content creators I want to
follow so that I can limit my time to specific
creators I enjoy the most.”

Autoplay

Automatically plays a new
video after the current
one. Can be toggled on/off.

32

87%

“I feel like I have little control whenever
YouTube takes it upon itself to just play
whatever it feels like playing.”

Recommendations...
(see 3 subcodes
below)
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Watch history &
stats

A chronological record of
videos watched and time
watched stats in YouTube.

28

7%

“I am able to view EVERYTHING I do in the
app. I can keep an eye if I need to change
behavior, what type of
videos I watch, everything.“

Play controls

Controls to play/pause,
seek forward/back, etc.

24

12%

“I can start, pause and stop content streaming
easily, at any time.”

Notifications

System and in-app alerts
with new subscription
content,
recommendations, etc.

15

53%

“If I especially like a channel I can know about
everything they upload as soon as they do.”
—VS.— “Notifications
draw me to YouTube and create my schedule
for 20-30
minutes. This creates an addiction.”

How Existing Mechanisms Influence Sense of Agency
The design mechanisms we identified in the YouTube mobile app informed three
higher-level themes. First, users experience actions in the app along a spectrum of
consent. Second, mechanisms for planning ahead help them feel more in control. Third, the
accuracy of YouTube algorithms has mixed consequences for control. The writeup for each
theme draws upon examples from our coding of the design mechanisms.
The spectrum of consent. Participants’ sense of agency depended on whether it felt like
they had ‘agreed’ to the actions of the app. Participants gave their active consent through
actions such as tapping on a play control: “I’m watching a video that’s taken too long of my
time, so I can just pause it and come back to it. I feel control there.” Participants could also
issue ongoing consent for the app, e.g., by subscribing to a creator: “My subscriptions
show me what I asked to see and I can choose what and when I wish to watch each video.”
At the other end of the spectrum were mechanisms like autoplay that acted without
consent: “It feels weird for the app to start acting before I’ve told it to do anything.”
Participants appreciated features such as these that supported their agency to decide
what to do next with their time, including when to start and stop an activity.
Non-consent was often felt as a result of (perceived) deception. For example, users
disliked ads, but also expected them and indicated their reluctant consent. However, they
seemed more upset when the app was unpredictable or violated expectations, as in: “I
understand the reason for the ads, but I don’t get why some are 5 seconds and you can
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skip them while others are 60 seconds and you can’t.” Other cases where participants felt
manipulated included when a “small accidental click” triggered an ad, when video creators
were “not upfront” about the products they promoted, and when autoplay “automatically”
turned on. Participants disliked when the app openly acted against their interests, but
expressed stronger sentiments when they felt that the app also misled them about it.
Planning ahead. Participants felt more in control when they planned their consumption in
advance. Playlists helped participants plan how much to watch (e.g., “I can create playlists
or queue videos in advance to limit what I watch to a specific list instead of endlessly
searching around for what I want”). Participants described the end of a playlist as a “good
place to stop”, in contrast to browsing recommendations, which they described as
“endless.” Watch Later, a default playlist on YouTube, also let participants control when
and where to watch. A guitar teacher described how Watch Later empowered them to
save videos on-the-go and watch them later in their music studio. Watch history & stats
also supported planning by providing an awareness that participants could use to adjust
their behavior: “I can look at my watch history and see how many videos I have watched
today. That puts it into perspective if I should spend time doing something else if I am
spending too much time on YouTube.” Several participants described using this awareness
in conjunction with the Watch Later playlist: “I am able to put a video in my Watch Later
playlist if I think I have spent too much time on YouTube for the day.”
By contrast, sense of agency was diminished by mechanisms that prompted and
pressured participants with suggestions that were hard to decline. Autoplay and
recommendations frequently led to this, as in “I often spend more time than I meant to
because there is a good related video that seems worth watching so ya know, ‘Just one
more’ which becomes a couple hours.” The Watch Later playlist again served as a safety
valve in ‘just one more’ situations: “Watch Later means I don’t feel pressured into
watching a recommended video from autoplay right when I see it.”
Notifications sometimes supported planning and sometimes not. For example, they
put participants on the spot: “Based on my viewing history, the app will push me new
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content and I may not have the fortitude to not click to view.” However, notifications also
helped participants plan when to check the app by reducing their fear of missing out:
“With notifications I will know exactly when a new video goes up that I may be interested
in watching. This way I am not randomly checking for uploads and spending extra time
searching and browsing.” This may explain why notifications were split between “more in
control” and “less in control” responses (47% vs. 53% ).
The accuracy of algorithms has mixed consequences for control. Irrelevant
recommendations, i.e., those that were repetitive or unrelated to personal interests,
universally undermined sense of agency: “Seeing ’recommended’ videos that have nothing
to do with my viewing history leads to unwanted scrolling and possibly unwanted
content.” Similarly, irrelevant search results undermined control because they forced
participants to keep scrolling for what they wanted, e.g., “I use specific search terms, but I
still have to scan past a lot of vaguely or even unrelated stuff to find what I want.”
For relevant recommendations, participants’ control responses were divided
nearly 50-50. In contrast to irrelevant recommendations, relevant ones supported control
with their personalization (e.g., “It has some very good algorithms that know what I like,
when I want it” ) or with suggestions that reached just beyond the users’ comfort zone
(e.g., “I can expand my tastes based on my own preference” ). However, relevant
recommendations sometimes undermined control by being too engaging, i.e.,
recommending videos that users watch, but that are unplanned and later regretted. This
was captured in participants’ use of terms like the “wormhole” (two mentions) and “rabbit
hole” (five mentions), as in “The way that videos get promoted to my home page and have
appealing thumbnails– I end up clicking on them and wonder how I got to this place and
why I am watching this video. I ended up going down the rabbit hole and watching the
video and then others like it and so on.” Some of these recommendations were described
as “clickbait” (six mentions) that misled with content that did not meet expectations and
sometimes also violated participants’ consent (e.g., by showing “inappropriate content”).
More often though, participants seemed to like the content, but felt that it was too much
(e.g., “At times there is no escape when I become interested in documentary after
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documentary”) or not the right time (e.g., “Some of the church videos are addicting and I
keep watching them at night”). In other words, even when recommendations were
personally relevant in terms of the user’s interests, they were often not relevant, or even
distracted from, their current task or situation.
Given their mixed experiences with recommendations, participants expressed
frustration with the customization settings at their disposal (or lack thereof). Participants
lacked the ability to customize the location, quantity, and content of recommendations.
Having recommendations on almost every screen led to a loss of control: “It seems like
there are video recommendations everywhere. They are obviously in my home feed; they
are in the explore menu; and they are under and beside and within other videos. It often
takes me down the rabbit hole.” Up next recommendations that appear below the current
video (and autoplay after it finishes) were specifically mentioned seven times. The
“endless” quantity of recommendations also made it hard to stop watching. Finally,
participants also wanted to control what content is recommended, particularly when
recommended content did not match their aspirations: “There are cases in a particular day
where I just want to watch cat videos. But I do not want my entire screen to recommend
cat videos.” Participants wanted to customize the content of recommendations more
directly than just by generating a watch history: “The only thing you can do to control the
algorithm is to watch videos. But you get no say how it’ll recommend new ones.” The vast
majority of participants seemed either unaware of YouTube’s existing customization
settings for recommendations or found them inadequate.
A minority of responses described recommendation settings that do support sense
of agency. For instance, three participants appreciated how the settings menu allows them
to mark “Not interested” on specific videos, e.g., “When I’m tempted but know a video is
not educational I can hide it.” In this case, the user is in fact interested in the sense that the
video recommendation aligns with their personal interests and triggers their curiosity.
However, they must paradoxically mark it as “Not interested” in order to tell the interface
to stop showing videos of this kind because they conflict with their longer term goals.
YouTube’s settings also allow participants to delete videos from their watch history–which
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stops them from being used in personalized recommendations–but only one participant
mentioned this feature.

6.3 — Study 2: Co-design with YouTube Users
Study 1 identified existing mechanisms in the YouTube mobile app that influence
user sense of agency (RQ1). In Study 2, we sought to understand how changes to these
design mechanisms might influence sense of agency (RQ2). We conducted 13 study
sessions with individual YouTube users that included two co-design activities: 1) sketching
participant-generated changes; and 2) evaluating researcher-generated changes that
were based on the results of Study 1. Consistent with a research-through-design
approach [250], the aim of these activities was not to converge upon a single solution but
rather to generate knowledge, i.e., what to design for a sense of agency.

Preparatory Design Work
In preparation for the evaluation co-design activity, five of us on the research team
(myself, HZ, JVL, JC, KF), all advanced-degree students in a technology design program,
created mockups of changes to mechanisms in the YouTube mobile app that we expected
to impact sense of agency. To generate a wide range of possible changes, we started with a
design brainstorm that generated 67 different ideas, e.g., creating a ‘How-to mode’ for
viewing only educational content, reducing video playback speed to 50% after a daily time
limit is exceeded, or making Watch Later the default action for recommendations. Ideas
were reviewed as a group and favorites could be ‘claimed’ by one author who further
refined it. This generated a total of 33 different sketches. We presented, discussed, and
then scored these sketches according to three criteria: expected impact on sense of
agency (based on the results of Study 1), novelty relative to existing digital wellbeing tools,
and feasibility of implementation. Expected effect on sense of agency was weighted twice
in our scoring.
We created mockups for the seven sketches with the highest average scores. We
wanted participants to evaluate a variety of potential changes to each mechanism, so we
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created three versions of each mockup: low, medium, and high-control. For example, the
recommendations mechanism in the YouTube app was redesigned to change the number
of recommendations shown on the homepage, with the low-control version showing
unlimited recommendations, the medium-control version showing only three
recommendations with a button to “show more,” and the high-control version not showing
any recommendations (see images in Figure 13). To focus on RQ2, our results and analysis
here address only the four mockups (see Table 12) that directly change one of the existing
internal mechanisms in YouTube that we identified in Study 1. The other three mockups
we tested—activity-goal setting, time-goal setting, and a timer—are more external
mechanisms that might apply equally well to other apps. However, we decided to focus
this paper on the unique potential of internal mechanisms.
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Mockups of the recommendations redesign
Low-control version:
Unlimited recommendations

Medium-control version:
Shows 3 recommendations,
then a click-to-show-more
button

High-control version:
No recommendations

Figure 13. Mockups of the redesign of the recommendations mechanism. We created three
versions of the mockup that we expected to offer different levels of control. These 3 versions of
each redesign were evaluated by participants in the co-design evaluation activity.
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Table 12. This table describes our redesigns of 4 existing mechanisms in the YouTube app. We created three
versions of each mockup that we expected to provide different levels of control to the user: low, medium,
and high. Appendix II describes more details about the search redesign and the three additional mockups we
created, which we do not report on here.
Redesigned
mechanism

Dimension of change

Low-control
version

Medium-control
version

High-control
version

Related experience for users
(as described by Study 1
participants)

Comparison to
current version of
YouTube mobile
app

Recommendations
(recs)

Number of video recs
on home screen

Unlimited
recs

Shows 3 recs,
then a
click-to-showmore button

No recs

Endless recs often undermine
sense of agency

Similar to
low-control version

Playlists

Prominence of
button to save a
video to the Watch
later playlist

No Watch
Later button

Small Watch
later button

Large Watch
Later button

Watch Later playlist lets users
plan ahead, reduces pressure to
watch now

Similar to
medium-control
version

Search

Prioritization of viral
vs. relevant results

Prioritize
“viral” results

User can toggle
between “viral” &
“relevant” results

Prioritize
“relevant”
results

Sometimes recs and search
results that are too engaging
undermine sense of agency

Similar to
medium-control
version

Autoplay

Degree of consent
required to play the
next rec

Autoplay the
next rec

Show the next
rec

No next rec

Autoplaying videos without
consent undermines sense of
agency

Similar to
low-control version

We note that although our research focuses at the level of ‘design mechanisms,’ the
details of these designs matter. For instance, although the recommendations in the
current version of YouTube seemed to reduce sense of agency in most of the Study 1
responses, a different implementation of ‘recommendations’ might produce different
effects. This is true of our mockups too: in our search redesign we showed a task-oriented
example query (“How to cook a turkey”), whereas a leisure-oriented example query (e.g.,
“Funny cat videos”) could have led to different results. We include descriptions of the
most relevant details of each of these design mechanisms in the body of the paper,
screenshots of their current implementation in the YouTube mobile app in Appendix I, and
images of all of our mockups in Appendix II.

Participants
Recruitment. We recruited YouTube users in Seattle via email lists and social media
channels to “Help us understand how people spend their time in the YouTube mobile app.”
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We did not initially set inclusion criteria for participation (beyond adult YouTube users) as
we viewed our co-design activities as exploratory. However, after our initial sessions
proved insightful for our team of design researchers, we sent a follow-up survey to
participants that asked about demographics and YouTube use. Participants were
compensated with a $30 voucher.
Demographics and YouTube use. 13 YouTube users (7 women, 6 men) participated in our
sessions. The median age was 29 (range: 18-36). Participants reported using YouTube a
median of 52 minutes per day (range: 27-70), again based on checking their time watched
statistics in the YouTube mobile app. For reference, this amount of time is slightly lower
than the average of signed-in YouTube users (60 minutes) [149] and considerably lower
than the median of participants in Study 1 (101 minutes).

Procedures
Sessions included an initial think-aloud demonstration of their current YouTube
use, followed by sketching and evaluation codesign activities. The median length of a
session was 73 minutes (range: 57-105 minutes).
Think-aloud Demonstrations with YouTube App. In a modified version of a
think-aloud-protocol [102], the participant opened YouTube on their smartphone and
talked us through a typical engagement cycle (how they start and stop use) [233]. Next,
they showed and talked us through the mechanisms that made them feel most and least in
control of how they spend their time on YouTube.
Co-design Activity 1: Sketching. To elicit participant-generated ideas, we asked
participants to sketch over paper mockups of three key screens: home, search, and video
player (see Figure 14). Each screen represented a minimal version of a video app without
recommendations, rather than a direct copy of the current YouTube interface. We chose
this minimal version to encourage participants to generate new ideas, rather than to
evaluate the existing interface (which we did in Study 1). Participants were handed a pen
and a copy of one mockup (e.g., the home screen) and were asked, “What would you
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change on this page to feel more in control of how you spend your time on YouTube?” They
then received a second copy of the same mockup and were asked to sketch changes that
would make them feel “less in control.” Each participant created a total of six sketches
(two versions of three different screens). As they sketched, participants were asked to
explain their thinking [213].
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Figure 14. Sketches of the home screen of the YouTube mobile app. The participant (P11)
i
explained that in the “more in control” version, recommendations are based on topics chosen
o
by the user. In the “less in control” version, the user needs to scroll through recommendations
a
to see the search bar at the bottom of the screen.
e
x
Co-design Activity 2: Evaluation. To receive feedback on our changes from YouTube
users, we asked participants to evaluate our mockups of the redesigned mechanisms in
the YouTube mobile app (see Table 5). For each mockup, the three different versions were
placed in front of the participant in a random order, they reviewed for about one minute,
and then asked any questions they had. We did not tell participants which one was the
low, medium, or high control version. The participant was then asked to rank the three
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versions in order from the one they would least prefer to use to the one they would most
prefer, and explain why.

Codebook Thematic Analysis
We used codebook thematic analysis to analyze the data [25]; [27], wherein we
generated themes that are more interpretive than just a summary of all of the data, but
less interpretive than in reflexive thematic analysis where the researcher’s subject
position plays a central role in the analysis [26]. After each co-design session, the
researcher leading the session completed a debriefing form with their top three
takeaways and shared participant sketches with the rest of the research team. We held
weekly meetings to discuss these data and discuss initial ideas. After finishing data
collection, all co-design sessions were transcribed. To further familiarize ourselves with
the data, three of the authors read the transcripts and again reviewed the sketches. We
next independently coded the data using a web app for collaborative coding [223] to
generate our set of initial codes. After reviewing this first pass of coding together, we
refined and consolidated codes and generated initial themes. Our final set of codes
included: user freedom of choice, situational features affecting control, design
mechanisms for control, setting clear expectations for the user, and triggers to stop, each
of which had further subcodes. We applied our codes to all transcripts and sketches and
reviewed the results to create our final themes. For each theme, we extracted vivid
exhibits [8], which we used to write analytical memos.

Results and Analysis
We generated two themes about how participants expected changes to the design
mechanisms of YouTube would affect their sense of agency. First, participants wanted
design mechanisms that provided more control when they had an intention in mind as
opposed to when they just wanted to explore. Second, participants envisioned and wanted
mechanisms for active and informed choices to increase control.
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Specific intentions call for more control. When individual participants reviewed the
different versions of their own sketches and our mockups, they were often conflicted
about how much control they preferred. It depended upon the situation. When they had a
specific intention or goal for their YouTube visit (e.g., to cook a recipe), they wanted design
mechanisms that provided greater control. When they had a non-specific intention such
as relaxing, they preferred design mechanisms that turned control over to YouTube.
For participants, specific intentions varied from watching a video of a favorite
dance, to the latest basketball highlight, to a tutorial on solving a Rubik’s Cube. When they
had such a specific intention in mind, they wanted greater control than YouTube currently
gives them. P4 removed recommendations from their sketch, explaining: “If I have a
specific goal, I know what I want, I don’t need recommendations to guide my search, I just
want to be in control of my search.” P2 evaluated our redesign of the search mechanism
that emphasized results with higher entertainment value by saying, “I’m probably going to
click on it because it’s cute and I’m just going to waste so much time. So it’s going to make
me feel totally out of control of what I actually wanted to come here for.” In these cases,
participants wanted stronger control mechanisms so that the app would not hijack their
specific intention.
Sometimes participants held intentions with a moderate level of specificity, in
which case participants wanted to retain some control but also delegate some to YouTube.
Often these intentions were topical, as in when P11 wanted to be able to use the app in an
“active way” to search and browse videos about programming, but not in a “passive way”
to follow just any recommendation. Sometimes, these intentions were temporal, such as
when working or studying, participants preferred a version of YouTube that helps them
watch a moderate number of videos without making them “fall down a rabbit hole of
similar related stuff” (P13). To address these cases, participants sketched both changes to
internal mechanisms that were specific to YouTube (e.g., limits on the number of
recommended videos) and also more external mechanisms that might apply across a
variety of social media apps (e.g., time reminders).
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By contrast, when participants had only a non-specific intention (e.g., to unwind or
explore), they wanted YouTube to lead the way. Our redesigns of the recommendations
mechanism showed either unlimited, limited, or no video recommendations, to which P2
responded “If I came here for a specific reason, like my goal is to learn how-to do
something, then I prefer this one without recommendations. However, if I just want to
watch something that gets my mind off things, I prefer the one where I can choose to show
more recommendations.” At times when participants just wanted to be entertained,
designing for greater control could actually get in the way. P13 shared, “If you’re not giving
me recommendations, and if you’re making me search, then I’m not in control. Or, I’m in
control, but the problem is I’m spending more time. There’s no point.” In other words, even
at times when participants desired less sense of agency in terms of control over the
interface, they still saw the reward in terms of being able to spend their time online the way
they wanted.
Active and informed choices. The Study 1 theme “Spectrum of consent” addressed
whether the user had ’agreed’ to an action taken by the app (e.g., autoplaying the next
video). To support control, Study 2 participants envisioned more active choices, where the
user felt like they were the one to initiate the action. As a step in this direction, P1
described a home screen that presented, “Six categories we think you’re most interested
in, and then you’re at least making the active choice, ‘I want to watch some interviews
right now.’” In this design, the app’s algorithm would recommend a set of personalized
topics, but the user would be the one to choose between them. A still more active choice
was when the user was the one to generate the set of choices in the first place, as in P7’s
sketch: “There aren’t a billion recommendations on the home screen. It’s just a search bar.
You go straight to what you want to watch, you watch it, and then you’re done.”
Participants described search as a paragon of user-led choice, and many foregrounded the
search option in their sketches to increase control and hid it in ones to decrease control
(see Figure 3).
Many sketches also supported more informed choices. These designs made it
easier for users to know what to expect from a video by surfacing metadata like view
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count, user ratings, and descriptions. Five participants proposed novel metadata, such as
an ‘activity time’ filter that would sort how-to videos by the time it takes to perform the
activity they teach, e.g., cook a recipe (P12). Another suggested expert ratings as an
indicator of quality (P5). Conversely, in sketches to undermine control, it was common to
remove video metadata. P12 likened this to the experience at Costco, a supermarket chain
that deliberately shows no signs in its stores [173]: “If you want to go find cookies, they
won’t actually show you where the cookies are so you literally have to go through every
single aisle. You have to go find it.”
More choice alone did not lead to more control. In sketches of designs to
undermine control, participants covered every corner of the home screen with video
recommendations that scrolled infinitely (P11) and in every direction (P5). P13 described,
“If they didn’t have [recommended videos], it would be a lot harder to follow these
different rabbit holes. I imagine that I would have to intentionally seek out another video,
so I wouldn’t feel sucked in as much.” Recommendations prompted a passive form of
choice, in which users reacted to the app’s infinite scroll of suggestions, rather than
making active choices on their own terms.

6.4 — Overall Discussion
Together, our two studies identify design mechanisms that influence sense of
agency in the YouTube mobile app and how they might be changed to increase it. In Study
1, participants reported that, in the current app, recommendations, ads, and autoplay
mostly led them to feel less in control, whereas playlists, search, subscriptions, play
controls, and watch history & stats mostly made them feel more in control. Across all
existing mechanisms, participants felt less in control when the app took actions of its own
without their consent (e.g., autoplaying a new video recommendation). Recommendations
were of special concern and participants expressed frustration at their inability to
customize their location, quantity, and content. In contrast, by helping participants plan
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ahead for even just a short while, existing mechanisms like playlists and watch stats made
participants feel more in control.
When participants envisioned and evaluated changes in Study 2, they wanted more
opportunities to make active choices, rather than respond to a set of choices proposed by
the app. This preference was stronger when they had a specific intention in mind (e.g., to
watch a certain video or topic), whereas when their intention was more general (e.g., to
pass the time) they favored turning control over to YouTube.
We expect that our findings on how design mechanisms influence sense of agency
on YouTube are most likely to generalize to other social media and media apps where
users (a) report feeling out of control at times (e.g., Facebook [147]); and (b) use the app
for both specific and non-specific intentions (e.g., Pinterest [42]). We first discuss our
findings mostly with respect to our test case of YouTube, before considering implications
for digital wellbeing more broadly.

Rethinking What ‘Relevance’ Means for Recommendations
Recommendations were mentioned by participants as undermining sense of
agency far more times than any other design mechanism in the YouTube mobile app,
suggesting that recommender systems [193] should be of central concern to digital
wellbeing designers. However, they led to a reduced sense of agency via two very
different routes: irrelevance and relevance.
First, recommendations were sometimes irrelevant, showing videos in which
participants were simply not interested. However, due to rapid advances in artificial
intelligence and recommender systems like YouTube specifically (e.g., [50]), one might
expect recommendations in social media apps to become more and more relevant in the
coming years.
Second, recommendations were sometimes too ‘relevant,’ which presents a more
vexing problem from a digital wellbeing perspective. For example, participants reported
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that they sometimes saw too many interesting recommendations (e.g., for documentaries
or for church videos late at night), which made them feel a loss of control.
In this case, YouTube’s algorithm is arguably too good at a local optimization
problem: Out of millions of videos, which one is the user most likely to watch? But it
misses a more global optimization problem: Out of many possible actions, which one does
the user most want to take? In these cases, recommendations appealed to a users’ impulse
or short-term desire to watch more videos, but conflicted with their long-term goals,
creating a self-control dilemma for the user [63,143].
Our findings call for rethinking what ‘relevance’ means for recommendations in the
context of digital wellbeing. Prior research on recommender systems has argued that
“being accurate is not enough,” as a fixation on accuracy can lead designers to ignore
important facets of user experience like serendipity [155:1]. For participants in our study,
sense of agency was clearly a neglected facet of user experience, as YouTube’s
recommendations led them to actions (i.e., watching more videos) they did not feel in
control of. To be clear, this does not mean that Google or others should try to create an
‘algorithm for life’ that recommends between watching another video, writing a term
paper, and going to sleep.
However, it does suggest that recommender systems could first start with the
global problem of when to show recommendations, before moving on to the local problem
of which items to recommend. For example, a decision not to show recommendations
might be informed by the time of day (e.g., 2am is too late), screentime preferences (e.g.,
when the user has already exceeded their goal of 30-minutes per day on entertainment
apps), or explicit user preferences (e.g., only show three recommendations unless I
click-to-show-more). In HCI research, sometimes the implication of a user needs
assessment is not to design technology, as a new technology might not be appropriate in
the context of the larger situation [14]. Similarly, for recommender systems, our findings
suggest that sometimes the implication is not to recommend. Prior work has addressed
how a system can display the level of confidence it has in its recommendations to the user
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[154], but this should be preceded by a more fundamental question of whether or not to
show recommendations in the first place.
Whereas both of the studies in this work elicit user preferences (“what users say”),
the dominant paradigm of recommender systems today, including YouTube, is
behaviorism: recommendations largely neglect explicit preferences and instead rely on
behavior traces (“what users do”) [65]. The present bias effect [175] predicts that actual
behavior will favor the choice that offers immediate rewards at the expense of long-term
goals. In this way, recommender systems reinforce the sometimes problematic behavior of
the current self rather than helping people realize their ‘aspirational self’ that reflects
long-term goals [65]; [140].
Participants also wanted to customize the content of recommendations, e.g., “I do
not want my entire screen to recommend cat videos.” Today, the dominant paradigm of
recommender systems, including YouTube, is behaviorism: recommendations rely on
behavior traces (“what users do”) and largely neglect explicit preferences (“what users
say”). In this way, recommender systems reinforce the sometimes problematic behavior of
the current self rather than helping people realize their ‘aspirational self’ that reflects
long-term goals [65,140]. Designers might address this by making it easier for users to (a)
explicitly state preferences for topics they would like to see or not see; (b) explicitly rate
recommendations (e.g., show me more like this one); (c) edit their viewing history to
influence future recommendations (e.g., delete all cat videos); or (d) select an algorithmic
personae to curate their recommendations (e.g., “The Diplomat,” who brings news videos
from the other side) [86:72]. The current YouTube app offers limited support for these
first three features (e.g., users can select from among topics for recommendations on the
home page of the app), but participants in our study seemed mostly either unaware of
these customization settings or found them to be inadequate.
To summarize, we encourage designers of recommender systems to think beyond
just optimizing for the item that is most likely to be clicked, watched, or liked. This includes
considering when to show recommendations in the first place. It also means exploring how
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recommendations can support user aspirations rather than just reinforce current
behaviors, which requires better measures of long-term preferences. Designers and
researchers should continue to explore how to personalize recommendations to satisfy
these broader user needs, or provide customization options that put users in control - at
least to the extent they want.

Designing to Support Microplanning
Behavior change researchers have long known that plans can help bridge the gap
between intentions and behavior. In this work, plans are usually crafted in advance
through careful deliberation and guide behavior for some time into the future [3]. For
example, a screentime tool in this mold might ask the user to review and reflect upon their
past usage data and develop a plan for their use over the next month. Participants in our
study also ‘planned’, but they did so in a more ad hoc manner. For example, they queued
videos in advance to limit what they watched during a single session or glanced at their
Time watched statistics to know whether to watch another video or add it to their Watch
Later playlist.
These types of actions might be called ‘microplanning,’ making lightweight plans
that guide behavior for a short time, usually just a single session of use. Our naming takes
inspiration from Cox et al.’s coining of the term ‘microboundary’ to describe “a small
obstacle prior to an interaction that prevents us rushing from one context to another,”
which serves as a ‘micro’ version of a commitment device that prevents the user from
“acting hastily and regretting it later” [52] . ‘Microboundary’ has helped center an
important concept from behavioral economics, commitment devices that restrict future
choices to reflect long-term goals [29,210], in the research and development of digital
wellbeing tools, e.g., [108,143,187].
Similarly, we hope that the concept of ‘microplans’ encourages the use of behavior
planning knowledge in the design of digital wellbeing tools. For example, this literature
finds that plans are more likely to succeed if they specify where, when, and how a behavior
will be enacted [77]. A microplan might incorporate just the where part, and be supported
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by a video playlist that is tied to a specific location, e.g., song tutorials for my guitar studio.
Triggers are also a key component of effective plans [70], so in this case the playlist might
be the primary recommendation in the app anytime the user is within 50 meters of the
studio. In another example, Hiniker et al. adapted an evidence-based Plan-Do-Review
sequence [68] for an app that asked children to plan out their video-watching, finding that
it helped them transition to their next activity with ease [95]. In the domain of impulse
buying [165], an e-commerce site (or third-party extension) might foreground ‘shopping
list’ tools to support intentional buying.

Different Levels of Control for Ritualized and Instrumental Use
In Study 2, participants suggested ways that the YouTube mobile app might be
redesigned to increase sense of agency (e.g., by reducing the number of recommendations
it displays). However, such changes might lead to adverse effects as there were also times
when participants preferred low-control features. Although HCI design guidelines advise
supporting user sense of agency [171,222], we should not assume that a greater sense of
agency is always desirable.
Specifically, participants preferred higher-control mechanisms when they had a
specific intention in mind and lower-control ones when they had a non-specific intention.
This finding broadly aligns with two types of viewing that have been identified in uses and
gratifications research on television use [199]: (1) ritualized use, open-ended use to gratify
diversionary needs; and (2) instrumental use, goal-directed use to gratify informational
needs. On this view, the current version of the YouTube app appears to offer good support
for ritualized use, but poor support for instrumental use, as participants often felt that
their specific intentions were hijacked by its autoplay and endless recommendations.
How might a single app support sense of agency for both ritualized and
instrumental use? One approach is a customizable interface that lets the user switch
between low and high levels of control. This can be done at the app-level, e.g., switching
between an Explore Mode and a Focus Mode. Or it can be done at a mechanism-level, e.g.,
YouTube currently offers an on/off toggle for autoplay, but does not provide any way to
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toggle recommendations, which were the mechanism most frequently mentioned as
leading to a loss of control in Study 1. This approach may be particularly suitable for
power users, as prior research indicates that power users prefer interfaces that are
customizable (user-tailored) by a toggle, whereas non-power users prefer ones that are
personalized (system-tailored) for them [229].
A second approach then is an interface that is personalized for the user based on a
prediction model. Recent work has found that classifiers can be trained to predict these
types of media use with high confidence, e.g., for Pinterest [43] and smartphone use [96].
For example, if YouTube expects that the user is visiting for ritualistic use, it could remain
as is, or even go further to take control as in its Leanback mode for “effortless viewing”
that autoplays a never-ending stream of high-definition recommendations [78]. Both our
own findings on autoplay and previous work suggest that such a high level of automation
would reduce sense of agency [17], but it may still be the interface that the user prefers in
this situation. Conversely, if YouTube has high confidence that the user is visiting for
instrumental use, it could present a search-only interface and hide all recommendations.
Finally, if it has low confidence in its prediction, it could present a middle-ground interface
that shows limited recommendations, or it might err on the side of caution and lead with a
search-first interface in case the user has an intention to express.

Towards a Language of Attention Capture Dark Patterns
Our findings address what and when to design to increase sense of agency.
However, in the attention economy, what might motivate key parties to support such
designs? One step is for the design community to develop a common language of attention
capture dark patterns that recognizes designs that lead to attentional harms.
Developing such a lingua franca of attention capture design patterns could be
integrated into design education [79], influence designer thinking, and reputations, as is
done by the name-and-shame campaign of the darkpatterns.org website [28]. At the
company level, it could help inspire products that are aware of the user’s sense of agency.
For example, in spite of the incentives of the attention economy, Apple is now working to
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make privacy a selling point [85], e.g., by preventing developers from tracking users across
multiple apps without their active consent [5]. At the regulatory level, a recent review of
dark patterns by Naraynan et al. notes that if the design community does not self-regulate
by setting standards for itself, it may be regulated by more onerous standards set by
others [168]. The U.S. Senate is currently considering how to regulate social media, with
one bill that would make it illegal to “manipulate a user interface with the purpose or
substantial effect of obscuring, subverting, or impairing user autonomy” [153] and
another that would ban autoplay and infinite scroll [41]. For designers, the language of
dark patterns is an important way to contribute to a broader critical discussion of design
practices in the technology industry [79].
We caution that the message of attention capture dark patterns should not be
“never X,” but rather “be careful when X.” Participants in both of our studies reported
mixed experiences with many design mechanisms, including autoplay and
recommendations. An outright ban on these mechanisms is likely to reduce sense of
agency in a substantial number of situations where the user just wants to explore. Instead,
a nuanced guide to dark patterns might present examples of the problem, followed by
counterexamples where such a pattern is appropriate. While this creates a murky gray
middle, it also better describes the effects of the design mechanisms that we identified in
our studies.

Limitations
In addition to the previously stated limitations of our participant sampling and
focus on design mechanisms as a unit of analysis, our work also has at least two
conceptual limitations that could be explored in future work. First, both of our studies
asked participants to share their preferences, however present bias [174] predicts that
actual behavior will favor the choice that offers immediate rewards at the expense of
long-term goals. An in-situ study of how people respond to redesigns intended to
influence sense of agency would yield results on (“what users do”), which might need to be
reconciled with the present results on (“what users say”). Second, time and attention are
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not the only factors that influence sense of agency. By asking participants in both studies
to reflect on “...in control of how you spend your time on YouTube” we discouraged
participants from considering other factors such as privacy. In Study 2, this may have
primed participants to focus on sense of agency over other factors when evaluating which
version of the mockup they preferred.

Conclusion
Whereas a common approach to digital wellbeing is designing to reduce
screentime, this work takes an alternative approach of designing to increase sense of
agency. In two studies, we identify mechanisms within the YouTube mobile app that
participants report influence their sense of agency and how they want to change them.
We find that participants generally prefer mechanisms like autoplay and
recommendations to be redesigned for a greater sense of agency than the YouTube
mobile app currently provides. However, there are still times at which participants prefer
to lean back and for YouTube to take control. In Chapter 7, I explore how a system can
support different levels of agency for different use cases.
For digital wellbeing designers, we highlight a need for recommender systems that
better reflect user aspirations rather than just reinforce their current behavior. We also
propose mechanisms that support ‘microplanning,’ making lightweight plans to guide a
single session of use, to increase user sense of agency. Finally, we propose language that
the design community might adopt to recognize design patterns that impose attentional
harms upon the user.
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CHAPTER 7 — SWITCHTUBE: TOGGLING
BETWEEN EXPLORE AND FOCUS MODE WHEN
WATCHING YOUTUBE VIDEOS
This chapter builds on the survey and co-design work with YouTube users
described in the previous chapter (Chapter 6) to develop and evaluate SwitchTube, a
mobile client for watching YouTube videos. We (myself, Ulrik Lyngs, Karina Shirokova,
Raveena Rao, Larry Tian, Himanshu Zade, Sean A. Munson, and Alexis Hiniker) explore
how an adaptable commitment interface (ACI)—an interface that commits the user to
avoid distractions but can also easily be toggled off—affects user experience. This work
addresses my third thesis question: For apps that lead users to feel a loss of control, can
alternative versions support sense of agency in-the-wild? (TQ3)
We first surveyed 606 YouTube users from the U.S. to learn what changes, if any,
they would like to make to their use of the mobile app and what stage of the behavior
change process they are currently at. In our second study, we designed and built three
versions of the SwitchTube app, each of which has different features intended to support
different levels of sense of agency. We then deployed SwitchTube in a three-week field
study with 46 U.S. participants and conducted data-driven retrospective interviews with
16 of them. Our SwitchTube work contributes (1) an empirical understanding of the
relationship between sense of agency, short-term satisfaction, long-term goals, and time
spent; and (2) lessons for adaptable interfaces that support different levels of sense of
agency. We plan to submit this work to CHI 2023.

7.1 — Background and Motivation
YouTube as a Site of Problematic Technology Use
People report that the YouTube mobile app is a source of entertainment and
education, but also of temptations that conflict with their preferences and goals. For
instance, users express concern that they get sucked down the rabbit hole and watch
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more videos than they originally planned (Chapter 6). As another example, the
RegretsReporter is a browser extension and crowdsourced research project by the
Mozilla Foundation to understand the harms of the YouTube algorithm [255]. Project
contributors report that they have received unwanted recommendations for videos such
as “Blacks in Power Don’t Empower Blacks,” which promote racist language and ideas and
“Woody’s Got Wood,” a hypersexualized parody of the animated children’s film “Toy Story.”
YouTube is second only to Facebook as a target for intervention among digital self-control
tools [143]. These examples illustrate that users have concerns over both the quantity and
the quality of the content that they consume on YouTube.
In a study of television consumption [81], Gui and Stanca introduce a taxonomy for
understanding quantity and quality in both the short-term and long-term as dimensions of
problematic media use (Table 13). They distinguish between four different media effects:
1. Time choice effects: the impact of the quantity of television viewing on
short-term satisfaction (e.g., regret for lost time, sense of passivity)
2. Lifestyle effects: the impact of the quantity of television viewing on
long-term wellbeing (e.g., fewer social relations, sleep problems)
3. Content choice effects: the impact of the quality of television content on
short-term satisfaction (e.g., dissatisfaction with the content of the show
they watched relative to other shows)
4. Cultivation effects: the impact of the quality of television content on
long-term wellbeing (e.g., fostering increased materialism or political
extremism)
By limiting time on phones or in certain apps but not the content within those apps,
designers of current screen time tools have largely prioritized the management of time
choice effects. In the long-term, such choices about how much to consume have lifestyle
effects, as in when participants describe struggling to finish a term paper due to digital
distractions [145]. Yet cases such as the racist and sexualized YouTube videos
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demonstrate that the quality of media content is also a concern for users (content choice
effects). In the long-term, these may have cultivation effects wherein a person may find
their own character has changed in a direction they regret, e.g., becoming a conspiracy
theorist after following ever more extreme YouTube videos [195]. A digital wellbeing tool
for YouTube then should first assess not just how to support user goals for quantity of
time, but also to support their goals for the quality of content.
Table 13. A taxonomy of the effects of media consumption. Adapted from [81].
Satisfaction
(short-term)

Wellbeing
(long-term)

Quantity of TV
consumption

Time choice effects

Lifestyle effects

Quality of TV
consumption

Content choice effects

Cultivation effects

xxxx
xxxx
x

One challenge is that the features that users prefer in digital self-control tools
depend upon personality, gender, and culture [151,152]. In my own work (Chapter 6), I
found that even the same YouTube users have different needs in different use cases [136].
For instance, when users have a specific intention in mind, they tend to prefer a
search-first interface. But when users do not have a specific intention in mind, they prefer
to turn control over to YouTube with a recommendations-first interface. One potential
solution then is to adapt the user interface to support the varying levels of control desired
by the user in that particular situation.

Adapting the User Interface for Different Levels of Sense of Agency
Adaptable interfaces can be tailored to the individual and their situation. For
example, in the Microsoft Word desktop app the user can manually select “Focus Mode” to
hide the toolbar and menus and write without distraction (see Figure 15). As another
example, the Google Maps mobile app automatically turns on Dark Mode after sunset to
make it easier to see driving directions at night.
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Figure 15. The Microsoft Word desktop app enables the user to manually turn on “Focus
Mode,” which hides the menus and toolbar.

So how might a single app support different levels of sense of agency for the user?
One approach is an adaptable interface that lets the user manually switch between
versions designed to support different levels of sense of control. This can be done at the
app-level, e.g., switching between an Explore Mode and a Focus Mode. Or it can be at a
mechanism-level, e.g., YouTube currently offers an on/off toggle for autoplay. This manual
approach may be particularly suitable for power users, as prior research indicates that
power users of technology (defined by high usage, expertise, and dependence) prefer
interfaces that they can customize themselves (user-tailored). Non-power users, however,
prefer ones that are automatically personalized for the user (system-tailored) [229].

Adaptable Interfaces: Undermining the Power of a Commitment Device?
There is a particular unresolved challenge for adaptable interfaces in the domain of
digital self-control. Digital self-control tools often function as commitment devices: the
user commits to a goal and the tool holds them to it [134]. That is, the present self engages
in reflective system thinking and anticipates that their future self, when engaged in
automatic system thinking, will be unable to stick with their goal. So the present self
delegates their behavioral goals to a digital self-control tool (Figure 16). The digital
self-control tool then acts as a commitment device: it enforces the wishes of the present
self upon the future self. For example, a user might resolve to limit their Facebook use to
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30 minutes a day and install a browser extension that locks them out when time is up. Yet
when the user can easily toggle between interfaces, it raises the question how strongly
must a commitment device be enforced in order to be effective?

Figure 16. The present self does not trust the future self to stick to their goal, so they
delegate their goal to a digital self-control tool which acts as a commitment device. The tool
enforces the goals upon the future self. But if the enforcement is too easy to override, will the
commitment still be effective? Reprinted from [134].
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Prior work has found that digital self-control tools are generally more effective at
curbing screen time when the severity of enforcement or the degree of friction of the tool
is stronger [52,108], an intuition that users themselves hold [234,246]. Too weak and it
might be too easy for the user to circumvent their original goal, for example by clicking
“Ignore Limit” on a warning that time is up (Figure 2, panel a). But too strong and it might
trigger frustration and lead them to abandon the tool completely, as in software that
blocks a website with no override option (Figure 2, panel b). This motivates a search for a
“Goldilocks” level of enforcement that strikes the right balance: providing the right
amount of goal support without leading to psychological reactance against the tool [142].
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(a) Weak enforcement
Easily tolerated by users, but goals are also
easily and frequently circumvented

(b) Strong enforcement
Helps users reach their goals, but often
triggers frustration that leads to abandonment
of the tool

Apple’s Screen Time lets users easily ignore

The desktop software Freedom blocks websites

their time limit in apps

without an override option

This suggests competing hypotheses for when an adaptable interface serves as a
commitment device, which I shall call an adaptable commitment interface (ACI). On the
one hand, an ACI might provide the best of both worlds: an interface that lets users
determine which interface best suits their needs for that situation. On the other hand, if
the user can too easily switch between interfaces, an ACI might undermine the
enforcement mechanism that the present self uses to hold the future self to their goals.
This is a unique challenge that does not apply to most cases of adaptable interfaces (e.g.,
Dark Mode on Google Maps). However, in the case of digital self-control tools, where
there is a temporal conflict in user goals, it remains an open question whether an
adaptable interface will still function as an effective commitment device.

Research Questions
This chapter considers three research questions regarding YouTube use and
adaptable commitment interfaces:
● RQ1: How prevalent is the desire to change the quantity and quality of use
among YouTube users in the U.S.? I draw upon the stages of change model of
motivation [188] to understand how and when people want to change their
YouTube use.
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● RQ2: When and why do people switch between interfaces in an ACI? Since users
have the choice to switch at any time, will they switch in ways that undermine their
commitment? Or will they switch in ways that meet their situational needs?
● RQ3: How does an ACI influence user experience? In particular, how does an ACI
for digital wellbeing influence measures of sense of agency, satisfaction, and goal
alignment among users who want to make a change to their YouTube use?
I first report on a survey of the change motivations that YouTube users hold in the first
place (RQ1), before turning to the design and deployment of SwitchTube, an ACI designed
to answer RQ2 and RQ3.

7.2 — Survey: Stages of Change for YouTube Users
In behavior change, the transtheoretical model (stages of change) is often used to
assess an individual’s readiness to make a change [188], ranging from pre-contemplation
(no intention to change behavior) to action (actively trying to modify behaviors). I draw
upon this model to answer RQ1: How prevalent and at what stage is the desire to change
the quantity and quality of use among YouTube users in the U.S.? A large-scale survey
could assess how commonly users are motivated to change by digital wellbeing concerns,
in the specific case of YouTube use, as well as the nature of their concerns. This
information could be used to inform the design and development of tools to modify the
YouTube experience, as we did with our own SwitchTube app.

Methods
Recruitment. To obtain a general sample of users of the YouTube mobile app, we recruited
participants from Prolific, a platform that specializes in crowdsourcing participants for
research studies. Participants were invited to tell us about their YouTube watching habits
and preferences without any mention of changing or reducing use. They were required to
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meet four inclusion criteria: live in the United States, be fluent in English, use YouTube at
least once per month, and use an Android mobile phone.
Demographics. A total of 606 participants met the inclusion criteria and completed the
survey (see demographics in Table 14). We excluded responses from an additional 90
participants who started but did not complete the survey. We oversampled young people
relative to the 2019 estimates of the United States Census Bureau [236].
Table 14. Demographics of the 606 survey participants
Gender identity

Man (53%), Woman (47%), Non-binary (0%), Prefer not to say (0%)

Age range

18-24 (19%), 25-34 (39%), 35-44 (25%), 45-54 (9%), 55+ (8%)

Education

High school (34%), Associate degree (22%), Bachelor’s degree (46%),
Advanced degree (11%)

Race/ethnicity

White (64%), Black (12%), Asian (9%), Hispanic (6%), 2 or more races
(8%), other (1%)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

YouTube Use. Survey participants spent a median of 90 minutes per day (interquartile
range: 40-180) on YouTube across all devices in the week prior to the survey
(self-estimated4). Of this time, participants estimated they spent a median of 52%
(interquartile range: 20-80%) in the mobile app. For comparison, the YouTube press page
states that mobile accounts for over 70% of watchtime [225]. Upon multiplying these two
responses together for each participant, we found that participants spent an average of
34 minutes per day in the YouTube mobile app. This is somewhat below the average for all
YouTube users: in 2017, YouTube shared that signed-in users spend an average of more
than 60 minutes per day in the mobile app [149].

Self-estimates of time spent are only moderately correlated with actual usage. We considered asking
participants to report the weekly Time Watched stats presented by the YouTube app, however the support
page for YouTube currently states, “Due to a known issue, time watched on computers is reported incorrectly”
without further explanation.
4
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Procedure
Participants answered questions in an online survey. The initial questions asked
about our four inclusion criteria. Eligible participants continued on to background
questions about their demographics, technology use, and YouTube use specifically.
To investigate RQ1, we adapted a questionnaire from prior behavior change
research [243] to assess participants’ stage of change with regards to their YouTube use
(Table 15). For example, our first question asked, “Are you currently trying to take more
control over how you spend time on YouTube?” If the participant answered “Yes,” they were
categorized into the Action Stage. If they answered “No” or “Not sure,” they answered
further questions about their readiness to change.
To understand the nature of their intended change, we asked, “What, if anything, do
you want to change about your YouTube use?” and how important that change was for them
(5-point scale; Not at all important - Extremely important). Participants were paid $1.37
for a survey that took an estimated 8 minutes to complete, an incentive rate that exceeds
the U.S. minimum wage ($7.25 per hour). This research was approved by the University of
Washington IRB.

Coding Reliability Thematic Analysis
We conducted a coding reliability thematic analysis [27] to identify commonalities
in participants’ goals for change. Three authors read through 100 of the 606 responses
together and discussed possible codes informed by Gui and Stanca’s framework of the
quantity and quality of media overuse [81]. They created a shared codebook with mutually
inclusive codes and subcodes. For example, the change response, “I would like to watch
more educational videos rather than a lot of the junky videos that pop up on my feed” was
coded as “Increase type of content (code) → Educational or useful (subcode)” and also as
“Decrease type of content (code)→ Recommendations (subcode).” Two authors then
applied this codebook across a random sample of the same 50 responses. The interrater
reliability for our codes and subcodes ranged from Cohen's Kappa of 0.66 (substantial
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agreement) to 1 (perfect agreement) [122]. The same two authors proceeded to code the
remainder of the responses.

Results and Analysis
Stages of change. Based on the survey participants’ responses (Table 15), we categorized
participants into 5 different stages of change:
1. Action (40%): actively trying to change
2. Preparation (8%): planning to change shortly
3. Contemplation (4%): wanting to change, but with no immediate plans
4. Precontemplation (3%): no intention of changing
5. Maintenance (45%): maintaining current behavior
Responses followed a bimodal distribution, with the vast majority of participants either at
the Action Stage (40%) or the Maintenance Stage (45%). That is, participants were
predominantly either actively trying to make a change or already satisfied with their
behavior. Overall, about half of our sample of general YouTube users were either actively
trying or in preparation to make a change to take more control of their YouTube use.
The concept of “lagging resistance” documented for Facebook users [13] suggests
that many social media users might fall into the murky middle of wanting to change but
not doing so just yet. However, our results find that YouTube users who wanted to change
were trying to do so now or imminently. We speculate that this may be because there are
fewer social pressures to engage in YouTube use, whereas Facebook use is often
connected to external constraints such as a fear of missing out on social events. That
about half of participants were in the action or preparation stage aligns with previous
findings of an underlying discontent with social media use [123].
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Table 15. The questions and responses used to categorize survey participants x
into stages of change with regard to their YouTube use.
x
Question

Stage of change

Participants (%)

Are you currently trying to take more control
over how you spend time on YouTube?
𝤿 Yes →

Action

40%

Preparation

8%

Contemplation

4%

𝤿 Yes →

Maintenance

45%

𝤿 No or Not sure →

Precontemplation

3%

𝤿 No or Not sure >> (go to the next question)
Do you plan to [...] in the next month?
𝤿 Yes →
𝤿 No or Not sure >> (go to the next question)
Do you plan to [...] in the next six months?
𝤿 Yes →
𝤿 No or Not sure >> (go to the next question)
Do you currently feel in control of how you
spend time on YouTube?

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Nature of Goals. Of the 606 survey participants, 71% shared goal(s) for change and 29%
did not want to change anything. In other words, even among participants in the
maintenance stage (45% of participants) who already felt in control of the time they spent
on YouTube, there was often still a desire to change something about their YouTube use.
Participants shared 817 goals and wanted to change both the quantity and quality
of time that they spent on YouTube (Table 16). In terms of quantity, participants
overwhelmingly wanted to decrease the amount of time they spent on YouTube (37% of
goals) rather than increase it (5%). Participants mentioned working hours and bedtime as
particular times that they wanted to reduce use: “I tend to watch it a bit too much,
especially as background noise while I work from home.” In terms of quality, participants
mentioned some content that they wanted to watch more of (28% of goals) and other
content that they wanted to watch less of (23%). Participants wanted to watch more
content that was educational (34%), new (18%), entertaining (12%), and meaningful (12%).
Participants wanted to watch less content that was meaningless (27%), ads (20%),
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recommendations (15%), and entertaining (7%). Less common goals included increasing
awareness of use (2%) and a diverse category of other goals (8%) such as starting a
channel, re-organizing saved videos, and reducing data usage.
Table 16. Our coding of the changes to YouTube use that survey participants
x
wanted to make. *Subcodes that accounted for less than 5% of the parent code
x
are not displayed.
x
Goal Code

% of codes

Increase quantity of time

5%

Decrease quantity of time

37%

Sub-code*

During work
During nighttime

Increase type of content

28%

Meaningful
Educational or useful
Entertaining, funny, interesting
New or diverse
Other

Decrease type of content

23%

Ads
Meaningingless
Entertaining, funny, interesting
Recommendations
Other

Increase awareness of use

2%

Other

8%

x
x
% of parent code
x
x
x
8%
x
7%
x
x
12%
x
34%
x
x
12%
x
18%
x
x
25%
x
20%
x
27%
x
x
7%
x
15%
x
x
23%
x
x
x
x

Of note is that the default system screentime tools (Apple Screen Time and
Google’s Digital Wellbeing) currently address only about 40% of our participant’s change
goals. Given their focus on limiting time spent and presenting usage stats, they might
support the goals of decreasing overall quantity of time (37% of goals) and increasing
awareness (2%). However, they do not have features that support participants to change
the type of content they consume within apps such as YouTube. For these goals,
participants have to turn to the features of YouTube itself, where my previous research
found that users feel frustration over their inability to customize the quantity, content,
and placement of recommendations that appear in the interface (Chapter 6).
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Overall, about half of participants were actively trying to change or planning to do
so shortly. A majority of these participants wanted more granular control over the type of
content they consumed on YouTube, not just the ability to limit the quantity of time that
current screen time tools provide. We aimed to address the needs of these participants
through the design of the SwitchTube app.
Finally, the survey also served to screen and recruit participants into our next
phase of our study, the field experiment. In therapy, the stages of change are often used to
match the therapeutic process to the stage of the client. Similarly, by enrolling only survey
participants seeking to make a change in our field experiment, we could ensure that our
technological intervention (SwitchTube) was likely to serve the needs of our study
participants.

7.3 — SwitchTube Field Experiment: Evaluating an
Adaptable Commitment Interface
To answer our two remaining research questions, colleagues and I designed, built,
and deployed SwitchTube, a mobile app that manipulates the sense of agency that users
have when watching YouTube videos (Figure 17). In addition to a low-control (Explore
Version) and high-control (Focus Version), we also created a Switch Version that lets
users toggle between low-control and high-control. This option was based on our
findings in prior research that participants wanted interfaces that adapted to their
intentions for use (Chapter 6). By comparing these three interfaces against each other, we
aimed to understand when and why people switch between interfaces in an ACI (RQ2) and
the influence of an ACI on user experience (RQ3).
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Figure 17. Colleagues and I built and compared three different versions of the SwitchTube
x
app, which manipulate the level of control users have when watching YouTube videos. The
x
Low-control (Explore Version) has a recommendations-first homepage whereas the
x
High-control (Focus Version) has a search-first homepage. The Switch Version is an adaptable x
commitment interface that lets users toggle between these two interfaces.
x
x
We tested the three versions of SwitchTube against each other in a 3-week
within-subjects experiment [132] with 46 participants, all YouTube users who were
actively or imminently trying to change their use. We collected data from logs of app use,
experience sampling, and exit interviews. We found that in the case of SwitchTube, an ACI
provides the best of both worlds: participants experienced higher sense of agency,
satisfaction, and personal goal alignment when they could toggle between multiple
interfaces to suit their situational needs.

Preparatory Design Work
Based on our findings in prior research and our survey in this work, we set out to
understand how to design a mobile app that provides users with a greater sense of agency
over their video watching experience. Together with a team of 6 other advanced-degree
students in a technology design program, I went through a design process of ideating,
prototyping, building, and piloting before we tested SwitchTube in the field.
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Ideating. We started by ideating 10 different design dimensions to manipulate user sense
of agency over time spent based on our own work in Chapter 6 and a few attention
capture dark patterns that have been proposed in the literature (e.g., “playing by
appointment” in [247]). For example, the Time Pressure dimension ranged on a spectrum
from no control to full control and the Content Selection dimension varied from maximum
to minimum temptation level. We then translated each of these dimensions into 23 sets of
three concrete feature ideas each that ranged along this spectrum in terms of how much
support they offered for user sense of agency (some dimensions had multiple feature
sets). For example, for Time Pressure, we imagined video recommendations that expired if
not watched within 30 minutes (low sense of agency), ones that expired within a week
(medium sense of agency), and ones that were always available (high sense of agency). For
Content Selection, we imagined a search algorithm that was tweaked to show results with
a maximum entertainment level regardless of the user’s actual query (low sense of
agency), one version that showed both entertaining and relevant results (medium sense of
agency), and one version with only relevant results (high sense of agency). As a group, we
then scored these feature sets in terms of impact, novelty, and technical feasibility.
Prototyping. We created paper mockups for the 3 highest-scoring feature sets and
evaluated them in 13 co-design sessions with YouTube users as described in the previous
chapter. For example, Figure 18 shows our prototype for Content Selection with three
different versions of search results. Our initial plan had been to build three different
versions of SwitchTube, each of which supported a different level of sense of agency (low,
medium, high) to find a “Goldilocks” level of control as has been explored in prior work on
lockout mechanisms [108]. However, one of the relevant findings in our co-design was that
rather than having an absolute preference, participants wanted different levels of control
for different situations. When they had a specific intention in mind, they preferred a
search-first interface, whereas when they just wanted to relax or pass the time, they
preferred a recommendations-first interface. This led us to revise our initial plan and
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instead design a low agency version, a high agency version, and one version where users
could switch between the two (hence the name SwitchTube).
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Figure 18. For the Content Selection dimension, we showed three different versions of
x
search results that varied entertainment level to support a low, medium, or high sense of
agency. Here, when a user searches for “How to cook a turkey” they see either what we called x
viral results (e.g., “Cute Dog Cooks Thanksgiving Dinner”) or relevant results (e.g., “Easy Roast x
x
Turkey for Beginners”).
x
We created an interactive mockup of our complete SwitchTube design in Figma and
conducted usability testing with 4 participants, university students who were all active
YouTube users. Participants completed four tasks, which helped us identify a number of
smaller usability issues. One of the usability testing participants said they would like to
use the low-agency version to “explore viral content” and the high-agency version to
“focus on my goal,” which led us to call the two versions “Explore” and “Focus.” While
labeling the two versions in this way could lead study participants to form preconceived
notions of how to use that version (as opposed to say, “Version A” and “Version B”), we
decided that this was worthwhile to make it easy for participants to recall the two
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versions in the exit survey and interview and did not inherently suggest to participants
that they should prefer one version over the other.
Table 17 shows an overview of the three different versions of the final SwitchTube
study app and its features. A video overview of the app is also available here:
https://youtu.be/4Np6PqeV8e8 Each of the three versions are intended to provide the
user with different levels of sense of agency:
● Explore: Recommendations-first. The homepage shows abundant
recommendations. YouTube’s Data API requires the user to navigate an arduous
approval process in order to permit third-party access to personalized video
recommendations, so we decided to populate recommendations with top charts
from several categories for the U.S. (e.g., music, comedy, and education). In other
words this version was less likely to show videos that were “too personally
relevant” (but not task relevant), as compared to the official YouTube app. Search
results are manipulated to be more viral (by appending “viral” to the search query
input by the user). The video player shows related videos below the current video
and autoplays the next video. Explore was intended to provide a low level of sense
of agency.
● Focus: Search-first. On the homepage, recommendations are turned off by default,
but can be turned on by the user. Search results are relevant, just the standard
YouTube results. The video player does not show related videos or autoplay. Focus
was intended to provide a medium level of sense of agency.
● Switch: This version displays a persistent toggle at the bottom of the screen that
lets the user switch between Explore Mode and Focus Mode. Switch was intended
to provide a high level of sense of agency (see hypotheses in the next section).
We refer to the three versions of the app as the Explore (version), Focus (version), and
Switch (version), and the two toggle options within Switch as Explore Mode and Focus
Mode.
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Table 17. Three Versions of SwitchTube
Version

Intended level of
sense of agency

Homepage

Search Results

Video Player

Explore

Low

Unlimited recommendations
(from 8 U.S. YouTube
categories, e.g., music)

Viral results - append
“viral” to the user’s
search query

• Next video autoplays
• Related videos appear
underneath

Focus

Medium

Recommendations off by
default (user can individually
choose categories to turn on)

Relevant results standard YouTube
results for the user’s
query

• No autoplay
• No related videos

Switch

High

Toggle lets the user switch between Focus Mode and Explore Mode.

Building. An illustrated software architecture model for the SwitchTube study app on
Android is shown in Figure 19. The app assigned participants to experimental conditions
and used a logger to monitor information about how participants used the app. The user
interface had homepage video feeds, a video player, and search results. These were
populated with data pulled from the YouTube Data API and the Google Custom Search
API. Finally, the app conducted experience sampling, which we built as a custom system.
All of this data was sent to the Firebase Realtime Database and then synced with Google
BigQuery to allow for custom views and further analysis.
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Figure 19. The technical implementation of the SwitchTube study app for Android.

One particular challenge was that we had to make due with a severely limited
quota for the YouTube Data API, which we used to populate the video recommendations
on the homepage and video player (related videos and autoplay) and return search results.
At the time when we built SwitchTube, YouTube restricted developers to a default quota
of 10,000 per day, whereas the API had previously had a far higher quota when members
of our research team had previously used it [95]. As a result, we quickly maxed out our
quota in our testing of the app (e.g., a search has a quota cost of 100). We tried the official
form for requesting an increased quota—which we were willing to pay for—and have still
not yet received a response as of a year later. Drawing upon our privileged position, we
contacted multiple personal connections at Google in managerial positions who were also
unable to get the YouTube Data API team to grant our request. In the end, we were forced
to integrate a second API into SwitchTube (the Google Custom Search API), which we
could pay for and use to populate search results, but it cost us considerable time and
effort to do so. We hope our report of this barrier lends support to the regulatory push to
require technology companies to provide researchers with greater access to audit and
redesign their algorithmic systems.
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Piloting. Our research team internally piloted the app on a variety of Android devices over
multiple weeks. This again identified countless usability issues, from the font size of the
experience sampling prompts to missing log data, that we resolved in the next version. We
then recruited four students, all active YouTube users, from outside of the research team
for external piloting, which identified still further issues about study procedures, but also
confirmed that the SwitchTube study app was ready for deployment. We note that these
participants identified several usability issues that we simply decided not to fix (e.g., when
the phone was rotated horizontally the video had to reload). Our goal was not to rebuild a
user experience as seamless as YouTube itself (which would have required a Herculean
effort), but rather to develop a version that would be acceptable enough for participants
that they would engage with it sufficiently to answer our research questions.

Pre-Registered Hypotheses
Our third research question asks how adaptable commitment interfaces influence
user experience. In line with this question, we posed several specific hypotheses.
Following the best practices of the open science movement, we pre-registered these
before examining the data [132]. In the field of behavioral economics and social
psychology, the failure to reproduce the results of many well-cited studies [177] has led to
widespread adoption of pre-registration as a community norm [166]. However, it has only
recently become a topic of discussion within the HCI community and is still not widely
practiced [80,107,241,242]. Pre-registration can help researchers think through study
protocols and guard against the natural temptation to hypothesize after the results are
known (HARK) [45]. By pre-registering, we committed to testing and reporting the results
of these hypotheses regardless of the result.
As noted in the pre-registration, in addition to this confirmatory analysis with
pre-registered hypotheses we also planned to conduct exploratory analyses of the log data
from the app, such as time spent in the different versions, but generally planned to use
descriptive statistics rather than frequentist statistics for this purpose.
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In general, our pre-registered hypotheses tested whether the Switch Version (an
adaptable commitment interface) indeed provides the “best of both worlds” across
measures for sense of agency, satisfaction, and personal goal alignment. All of our
hypotheses were tested based on measuring the mean per participant rating (1-7) of
experience sampling responses for these metrics.
H1: User Sense of Agency. Our first set of hypotheses (H1a-H1c) addressed user sense of
agency, which my prior work suggests is at the center of user concerns with social media
and also matters for wellbeing in its own right. Our expectation was: Switch > Focus >
Explore, which corresponds to 3 pairwise comparisons:
● H1a: The mean rating will be higher for Focus than Explore.
● H1b: The mean rating will be higher for Switch than Explore.
● H1c: The mean rating will be higher for Switch than Focus.
The features in Focus and Explore were based on our prior research into how the features
of YouTube affect user sense of agency [1]. As Switch lets users toggle between the Focus
and Explore interface, we expected that this additional option will further increase user
sense of agency.
H2: Satisfaction. Our second set of hypotheses (H2a-H2c) addressed user satisfaction, as
in the short-term pleasure that users derive from social media apps. Our expectation is:
Switch > Explore > Focus, again corresponding to 3 pairwise hypotheses that follow the
same pattern as H1. In our previous YouTube work, users reported that recommendations
often provided short-term satisfaction, but Focus makes these difficult to follow. We
expected Switch might provide a useful option to hide recommendations at times when
they are not wanted.
H3: Goal Alignment. Our third set of hypotheses (H3a-H3c) addressed personal goal
alignment, as in how well app use aligned with the user’s long-term goals for use. Our
expectation is: Switch > Focus > Explore, which again implies 3 pairwise comparisons. This
is because users often found that search supports their personal goals, but Explore
minimizes and limits search. We expect Switch to provide a useful option for times when
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search does not support personal goals in comparison to recommendations (e.g., as in
when survey participants said their goal was to find new or diverse content to watch).

Methods
Recruitment. We screened the 606 participants from our survey for the following three
inclusion criteria:
(1) Action or preparation stage of change with regards to their YouTube use (48% of survey
participants met this criterion).
(2) Own an Android smartphone with operating system version 6.x - Marshmallow or
higher. This was because the study app did not support older versions (87% of survey
participants).
(3) Spend a minimum of 10 or more minutes per day on the YouTube mobile app, according
to self-estimate (75% of survey participants). This was to ensure that participants already
had a regular habit of watching videos on mobile, making it more natural for them to use
SwitchTube.

This left us with 146 survey participants who were eligible to also become experiment
participants. Given that a prospective power analysis for ESM studies requires an
estimate of effect size that is difficult to obtain for a novel technology, we instead followed
Berkel et al.’s guidance and informed our target number of participants using local
standards in the HCI community [18], where the median is 18 participants and the mean is
53 [31]. Since we wanted to be able to detect differences between conditions with a high
degree of confidence using frequentist hypothesis testing, we set a target of having 45
participants complete the field experiment.
We invited eligible survey participants to participate in small batches until we
approached our target. In the invitation to the study and again upon installing the study
app, participants were informed that the research team would monitor and analyze their
activity in the study app, including their searches and the titles of the videos they
watched.
Demographics. A total of 46 participants completed the experiment (see demographics in
Table 18). We oversampled Black, Asian, and young people relative to the 2019 estimates
of the United States Census Bureau [236].
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Table 18. Demographics of the 46 field experiment participants
Gender
identity

Man (54%), Woman (46%), Non-binary (0%), Prefer not to say (0%)

Age range

18-24 (35%), 25-34 (39%), 35-44 (17%), 45-54 (4%), 55+ (4%)

Education

High school (35%), Associate degree (13%), Bachelor’s degree (37%), Advanced degree
(15%)

Race/ethni
city

White (43%), Black (20%), Asian (26%), Hispanic (7%), 2 or more races (4%)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

YouTube Use. Field experiment participants spent a median of 140 minutes per day
(interquartile range: 120-240) on YouTube across all devices in the week prior to the
survey (self-estimated). Of this time, participants estimated they spent a median of 63%
(interquartile range: 40-84%) in the mobile app. Upon multiplying these two responses
together for each participant, we found that field experiment participants spent a median
of 87 minutes per day in the YouTube mobile app. This is higher than the median of 70
minutes per day spent in the app by all survey participants, indicating that those who were
invited and participated in the field experiment were heavier users.
Procedures. As shown in Table 19, participants completed an entrance survey, one week
of use of each of the three versions of the SwitchTube app (Explore, Focus, Switch), an exit
survey, and, for a subset of participants, an exit interview. In the entrance survey,
participants completed additional questions about the nature of their YouTube use and
received instructions for installing the SwitchTube study app on their Android phone from
the Google Play store.
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Table 19. SwitchTube Study Timeline
Start

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Finish

Study App

Install the app

Explore or
Focus

Explore or
Focus

Switch

Uninstall the
app

Activities

Entrance Survey

Incentive

$5

Each week, use the app on 3+ days for a total of at
least 30 minutes. Answer the experience sampling
questions.
$15

$30

Exit Survey

Subset of
participants

Exit interview

$50
(for Week 3 and Exit Survey)

$20

Upon installing SwitchTube, participants were assigned to start in either Explore or
Focus following a counterbalanced assignment. Although it risked introducing ordering
effects (which we address in our analysis), we decided against also counterbalancing the
Switch condition. Instead, Switch always came last so that we could understand when and
why participants choose to toggle between Explore and Focus (RQ2) after having
experienced each for a week. In each week, participants were required to use the app for 3
or more days for a total of at least 30 minutes. If participants did not meet these
requirements, they were disqualified from further participation, but still compensated for
their participation to-date.
The SwitchTube app collected both objective and subjective data. Objective data
included logs of time spent, searches made, videos watched, and the source of watched
videos (e.g., homepage recommendations). In terms of subjective data, participants were
experience sampled using the three questions in Table 20. Conceptually, we wanted to
capture an understanding of how the different versions influenced sense of agency, as well
as satisfaction in the sense of short-term pleasure and goal alignment in the sense of
long-term personal goals. Unfortunately we could not find validated scales that were
short enough to be suitable for ESM, but we tested our wording for clarity in our piloting.
This led us to clarify that we wanted participants to answer about this particular session
of use (“For this SwitchTube use”) rather than for their use of SwitchTube as a whole.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 20. Experience Sampling Questions
Question

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Scale

Sense of agency

For this SwitchTube use, how much did you feel out of
or in control?

1=very out of control
7=very in control

Satisfaction

For this SwitchTube use, how much did you feel
dissatisfied or satisfied?

1=very dissatisfied
7=very satisfied

Goal alignment

For this SwitchTube use, how much did it conflict with
or support your personal goals?

1=very in conflict
7=very supported

In terms of timing, a pop-up appeared with these three questions on the
participant’s phone when the following conditions were met:
1. The participant had not already responded in the past hour;
2. The participant had used the app for at least 30 seconds;
3. The app went into the background (e.g., the user exited the app to the phone’s
home screen or they switched to another app).
If the participant did not respond within one minute, the pop-up disappeared.
After completing one week each in Explore, Focus, and Switch, participants
completed an exit survey. In the exit survey, participants were shown screenshots of the
homepage, search results page, and video player in Explore and Focus as a reminder and
answered which they preferred and why. Participants then explained when and why they
switched between versions of the app. Finally, they answered which version of the app
they preferred and why.
Exit interviews were conducted remotely over Zoom with a subset of participants
using a method called data-driven retrospective interviewing [219]. Using screen share,
participants were shown counts, tables, and visualizations from their own log data, e.g.,
time spent in the app, occasions when they switched between versions, and their ESM
ratings, and asked questions intended to elicit the “why” behind their behaviors. For
example, we asked:
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In the Switch version, you switched between the Focus and the Explore interface 17
times. Can you look at the table below, choose a couple of examples, and describe why
you switched at that time?
We also retrieved the original change that they wanted to make to their YouTube use from
the survey and asked them whether the different versions of SwitchTube supported that
goal. A total of 16 participants were interviewed, at which point we believe we reached
data saturation with regards to our research questions. Interviews lasted about 45
minutes each.
Participant incentives were backloaded to encourage participants to complete the entire
study, allowing us to compare their experience between conditions. This meant: $5 for the
entrance survey, $15 for week 1 of app use, $30 for week 2, $50 for week 3 and the exit
survey, and $20 for the exit interview. To protect data privacy, we assigned each
participant a unique identifier (e.g., 446565) that was associated with their usage data. We
connected this data to the participant’s personally identifiable information (e.g., contact
information) only for the exit interviews, where we presented participants with a
personalized summary of their usage. This research was approved by the University of
Washington IRB.

Data Analysis
Log data were analyzed in an exploratory fashion and are presented as descriptive
statistics. Experience sampling data were analyzed according to our pre-registered
hypotheses. Exit survey and exit interview data were analyzed together by three
researchers (Karina Shirokova, Raveena Rao and I) who conducted a codebook thematic
analysis that addressed our research questions [26]. We first read through all of the data
and added initial codes using Delve, a tool for collaborative qualitative coding. Initial codes
were refined and consolidated through group discussion, leading to a final codebook
which was applied to the data. For example, one code was “within-session switching,”
which was for cases where participants described a use case of toggling between Explore
and Focus during a single visit:
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I actually would switch between the two regularly, but specifically to use focus as a search
bar and explore as a way to find new content I was not thinking of. (P41)
Each code and its supporting quotes was then moved to Miro, a tool for collaborative
affinity diagramming, where they could be easily viewed and clustered according to our
research questions. Through this process, we found that there were four distinct use cases
for switching. We then drew upon these codes and their associated quotes to write four
analytical memos for RQ2 (switching behavior) and RQ3 (sense of agency, satisfaction, and
goal alignment), which form the basis of our results.

7.4 — Results and Analysis
Our log data, experience sampling, and interview data allowed us to triangulate the
experience of study participants using both objective and subjective measures.

App Usage Data
In terms of usage of SwitchTube, there were notable differences and
non-differences in how participants engaged with the three versions of the app for one
week each (Figure 20). Our analysis of usage focuses primarily on the comparison
between the Explore and Focus, before turning to when and why participants used the
toggle in Switch (RQ2) and how each version influenced user experience (RQ3).
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Figure 20. Log data from our deployment study with 46 participants for the three versions of the
SwitchTube app: Explore, Focus, and Switch. Participants spent more time in Focus than Explore.
Participants also spent more time on each video that they watched (or started) in Focus, although
they actually watched more videos in Explore. Participants in Focus also made more searches
than in the other versions. For a detailed explanation of the format used for this figure, which is
repeated in several subsequent figures, see the footnote.5

Time spent. The median time spent using each version of the app for a week was as
follows:
The boxplot shows the median, the interquartile range (Q1-Q3) and, with the top whisker,
Q3 + 1.5x the interquartile range. Each dot represents one of the 46 study participants and the
gray lines show how that participant’s data changed between versions of the app. To zoom in on
the vast majority of the data, we calculated the 95th percentile for all three versions, took the
maximum value, and cut off the top of each figure at that point; the gray lines going off the top
indicate outliers that extend above the top of the figure. The Explore and Focus conditions were
counterbalanced in the actual experiment, but are always displayed Explore first, Focus second in
this figure. Switch always came last, as discussed in the paper.
5
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Time spent in the app per week (minutes)
Explore

Focus

Switch

117

145

107

On the one hand, participants spent considerable time with our study app, far beyond the
30 minutes per week that we asked of participants. At most, one participant even spent
752 minutes (12.5 hours) in a week in the app in Switch. On the other hand, given the high
usage of YouTube that our participants reported (a median of 87 minutes per day on
mobile), SwitchTube still likely represented only a fraction of their overall time spent
watching YouTube videos. Surprisingly, the time spent in Focus actually exceeded the time
spent in Explore and Switch, whereas we had anticipated that the opposite would be the
case because of the lack of recommendations in Focus.
Time spent per video watched. The median time spent per video that participants started
to watch (regardless of whether or not they finished it) was as follows:
Time spent per video watched (minutes)
Explore

Focus

Switch

6.6

10.6

9.1

x
x
x
x

Participants spent more time on each video that they started in Focus, which partially
explains why the overall time spent was greater in that version of the app.
Videos watched. The median number of videos that participants watched over the course
of a week with each version was as follows:
Videos watched (#)
Explore

Focus

Switch

16.5

11

11

Participants started to watch more videos in Explore than in the other versions, even
though they spent less overall time in Explore. In other words, participants in Explore
started more videos that they didn’t finish as their selections were driven by
recommendations rather than content than they had specifically searched for. The videos
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that participants selected in Explore were also slightly shorter (median 8.8 minutes) than
in Focus (10 minutes) and Switch (11.9 minutes).
Searches made. The median number of searches that participants made was as follows:
Searches made (#)
Explore

Focus

Switch

5.5

10

4.5

x
x
x
x

Participants made more searches in Focus, suggesting that (a) the lack of
recommendations led to more searching and/or (b) participants preferred the relevant
results in Focus over the entertaining results in Explore.
Time spent browsing. The median percentage of time spent browsing in the app (any time
spent in the app when no video was playing), was as follows:
Time spent browsing (%)
Explore

Focus

Switch

49%

46%

38%

x
x
x
x

Participants in Explore spent 3% more of their time in SwitchTube browsing than they did
in Focus and 11% more than they did in Switch. This is likely because there were more
recommendations to browse in Explore.
Videos watched by source. Participants could watch videos from the homepage
recommendations, from related videos (which appeared underneath the video that was
currently playing), or from searches (Figure 21). From homepage recommendations,
participants watched far more in Explore (median: 6 videos) than in Focus (median: 1),
indicating the strong influence of an interface where the user has to opt-in to
recommendations. By contrast, Explore and the current interface of the YouTube mobile
app show recommendations without even providing an opt-out choice. From related videos,
participants watched a median of 3 videos in Explore, whereas these were completely
unavailable in Focus. From search, participants watched far fewer videos in Explore
(median: 2) than in Focus (median: 7.5). Across these three video sources, Switch was in
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the middle between Explore and Focus indicating that participants used features from
both versions of the app, rather than just keeping the toggle on one mode.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Figure 21. Videos watched from three different sources: homepage recommendations,
related videos (which appeared underneath the video that was currently playing), or from
searches. Video watching was driven by recommendations in Explore and by searches in
Focus. In Switch, there was a balance between the two.

The SwitchTube User Experience
We triangulated data from multiple sources to understand how participants experienced
SwitchTube. Log data served as an objective measure of feature use, while experience
sampling, the exit survey and interviews revealed contextual information and the
subjective experience behind the usage.

Why and When People Switched (RQ2)
In Switch, users could toggle between the Explore and Focus Modes. Almost all users
made use of this feature, making a median of 8.5 switches during their week in the app
(interquartile range 4-13). Our analysis found that four distinct use cases captured
switching behavior and motivation:
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Use Case 1 — Curiosity about feature differences
When they first opened Switch, participants switched between the Explore and Focus
Modes in rapid succession. Although they had already experienced each of these
individually for a week, they were still curious about the differences between the two: “I
went back and forth a little bit just to see if anything was added to either one of them, or
which one offered more” (P7). This curiosity-driven switching not only satisfied an itch to
understand the differences, but also facilitated preference discovery, i.e., helping
participants decide which version was a better fit for them.
Use Case 2 — Curiosity about new content
Participants sometimes switched from Focus to Explore Mode to see recommendations.
I would occasionally switch to Explore to see if there was anything popular—it was how I
discovered The Weeknd released a new song! But for the most part I preferred to stay in
Focus. (P1)
This use case aligns with one of the top goals survey participants had: watching more new
or diverse content. Sometimes recommendations inspired participants to search in a new
direction: “While I do like searching for content myself, sometimes I do get bored and
looking at genres reminds me of things I would also like to search for” (P36). In these
cases, switching from Focus Mode to Explore Mode satisfied a need for novelty.
Use Case 3 — Between-session switching: addressing situational needs
Another common use case was when a participant had a particular intention for their
session of use and toggled to the most suitable interface: “If I'm searching for something
like ‘flat tire’ I'd go with Focus because that seems to be more educational. Explore is
definitely more entertainment” (P38). Similarly, another participant said,
With Explore showing the most watched content, I often found what I wanted easier with
it. If I was however watching something for educational purposes I always used Focus
first, finding myself less prone to wasting time watching senseless videos. (P12)
With Switch, the user could manually adapt the interface to suit their needs for that
particular session.
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In this use case, the adaptable interface of Switch was effective at holding the user
to their commitment. For one participant, Focus was helpful and also made them realize
how strongly design patterns influenced their behavior:
Focus was better for restricting my viewing and keeping with my restrictive schedule. In
Focus, the app would let me select a video and after it was done it would end with no
autoplay directly afterwards. What I learned was that autoplay was a big reason for
continual watching; far more than I ever knew. (P10)
Other participants appreciated how Focus limited “distractions,” “unintended videos,” and
“losing track of time.” This pattern of use accorded with our prior research and motivation
for the design of SwitchTube: users come to YouTube with many different intentions, so
recommendations are sometimes helpful. However, the current interface of the YouTube
app aggressively promotes new content discovery, even when that is not the user’s
intention.
Use Case 4 — Within-session switching: start focused, explore from there
A final and unanticipated use case was that participants frequently toggled between
Focus and Explore within the same session, as shown in Figure 22.
I used Focus to search for a particular video and when I was done watching I would turn
on Explore sometimes, when I felt like looking for recommended results underneath.
(P13)
In this use case, participants started in Focus Mode to avoid distraction from homepage
recommendations. Then they searched for and clicked on a relevant result. Once the video
started or finished playing, they then toggled over to Explore Mode to reveal related
videos. In this way, they could seed the system with their initial intention without getting
distracted, and then explore from there. With an understanding of app usage data and
switching behaviors, I now turn to how SwitchTube influenced user experience measures.
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Figure 22. In this example of Use Case 4 based on an actual participant quote, the participant x
started with a search in Focus and then toggled to Explore to see related videos. By switching x
within a single session of use like this, participants were able to follow their initial intention in
x
related directions without getting entirely sidetracked.

H1: Sense of Agency
In order to analyze the experience sampling ratings, starting with sense of agency,
we first had to select an appropriate statistical method. Since our data were derived from
an ordinal scale, determining whether the means of each participant ratings are normally
distributed or not was important. We performed a Shapiro-Wilk test that showed that the
distribution of participant means in the Switch condition departed significantly from
normality (W = 0.96, p-value < 0.01). Based on this outcome, we use non-parametric
statistics in all subsequent analyses of ESM ratings. Specifically, we use the median to
summarize participant means, the Friedman test for differences across all groups, and the
Wilcoxon signed rank test for post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
For sense of agency, our hypothesis was: Switch > Focus > Explore. The median of
the participant means was 4.1 for Explore, 5 for Focus, and 5.4 for Switch (Figure 23). The
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participant means for control were statistically significantly different across conditions
using the Friedman test of differences among repeated measures, χ2(2) = 15.3, p<.001. A
pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test with a Holm-Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons revealed statistically significant differences in participant mean score
between Explore and Switch (Z=4.04, p<.001) and Explore and Focus (Z=2.71, p=.014),
but not between Focus and Switch (Z=1.9, p=.059). All subsequent ESM analyses use
these same tests.

Figure 23. Experience sampling ratings for sense of agency were higher for Switch and Focus
than Explore. Explore also had the greatest variation, with more participants feeling out of
control as compared to the other versions. Note: Each dot represents the average of all of a
single participant's ESM responses.
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Because we had based the design of the SwitchTube app on features that
participants reported as having an influence on their sense of agency, these hypotheses
served as a manipulation check that was largely confirmed. The features in Focus did
indeed increase sense of agency and the features in Explore decreased it.
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Recommendations, and a lack of customizability thereof, led participants to feel
like their attention had been led astray. One participant described not being able to find
the Spanish-language music videos he was looking for in Explore:
I felt like I had no control, because it was only the videos that were on there and the
search was not working very well at all. So I was limited to what somebody else chose for
me. (P7)
While there was zero customizability for recommendations in Explore, this sentiment also
aligns with the findings of our previous work, where participants also found the current
customization options in the YouTube mobile app (e.g., marking “Not Interested”) to be
wholly inadequate in terms of providing the level of control they desired.
In terms of Focus versus Switch, the additional option of toggling over to Explore
Mode within Switch did not increase sense of agency beyond the Focus version, but also
did not diminish it. Within Switch, the Focus Mode was generally preferred, but there
were times when participants appreciated the option of toggling to Explore. In line with
Use Case 3 (between-session switching to address situational needs), one participant
described one such time:
Oddly enough, my family collects different versions of the Monopoly board game just for
fun… Since I was [looking for videos of new versions] this late at night as I was with my
family, I just needed something that's really easy to do. Trying to fight through the search
bar at that point was just too much effort. So it was just like let me just scroll through and
find something interesting. We'll call it good. (P27)
In other words, on occasion participants would satisfice by settling for recommendations
that were suboptimal, but low effort, rather than “fighting” the interface for the perfect
video. While having the option of toggling on recommendations sometimes supported
sense of agency, an inability to turn them off at all undermined sense of agency (as is the
case in the Explore version and the current YouTube mobile app).
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H2: Satisfaction
For satisfaction, our hypothesis was: Switch > Explore > Focus. The median of mean
scores per participant was 4.2 for Explore, 4.8 for Focus, and 5.3 for Switch (Figure 24.).
Participant means for satisfaction were statistically significantly different across
conditions: χ2(2) = 14.78, p<.001. There were statistically significant differences in
participant mean score between Explore and Switch (Z=3.63, p<.001), Explore and Focus
(Z=2.66, p=.016), and Focus and Switch (Z=2.1, p=.037).
Switch again rated highest, indicating that its mix of features supported short-term
user satisfaction. However, contrary to our expectation, Focus was actually rated higher
than Explore. Whereas we had expected that recommendations would be essential to
short-term satisfaction, participants reported otherwise.

Figure 24. Experience sampling ratings for satisfaction were higher for Switch than for Focus
and higher for Focus than for Explore. Again, Explore also had the greatest variation.

In interviews, participants appreciated the ability to switch between the interfaces
to meet different needs. In line with Use Case 2, this satisfied curiosity to check out
different content across the two versions:
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I switched back to Focus Mode, searched for Vivaldi, found “The Four Seasons,” and
played that. And then, I guess, four hours later I opened it back up and was like, ‘Let's do
something else,’ switched to Explore Mode and watched two random videos on vending
machines. (P3)
One might guess that the classical music listener is unlikely to watch videos about vending
machines, but our participants did clearly enjoy exploring at times. Similarly, another user
appreciated different search results for different occasions: “Both options are cool
because one is relevant to the search terms and the other one is viral videos so I think
both are effective” (P9). The option to switch provided greater satisfaction.
Linking satisfaction back to sense of agency, many participants liked having the
options that Switch afforded, even if they did not exercise them: “Switch did satisfy my
needs more just because I had the option to switch between the different modes... Even if
you don't use it, having the option is always good” (P23). In other words, just having the
feeling of being in control felt good. In cases like these, our research team found it difficult
to disentangle whether a quote best described a participant’s sense of agency,
satisfaction, or goal alignment. They were all related, which is also seen in the experience
sampling ratings which follow a consistent preference order across all three of our
measures: Switch >= Focus > Explore.

H3: Goal Alignment
For H3, our expectation was: Switch > Focus > Explore. The median of mean scores
per participant was 4.3 for Explore, 4.8 for Focus, and 5.3 for Switch (Figure 25).
Participant means for goals were statistically significantly different across conditions:
χ2(2) = 13.32, p<.001. There were statistically significant differences in participant mean
score between Explore and Switch (Z=3.96, p<.001) and Explore and Focus (Z=2.74,
p=.012), but not Focus and Switch (Z=1.73, p=.085).
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Figure 25. Experience sampling ratings for personal goal alignment were higher for Switch
and Focus than Explore. A notable cluster of Switch and Focus users felt that their goals were
very supported by the interface.

The limited number of features in Focus supported goal alignment. With just a
search bar and video feed feature on the home page, the minimal design made users feel
“less likely to get distracted” by recommendations and related videos. Instead, users felt it
was easier to focus on the videos they intended to watch and spend less time browsing the
app. For example, in the initial survey, P33 expressed their high-level goal as the following:
“I want to be able to use this app less than I am used to.” When interviewed, they explained
that Focus best aligned with this goal:
I liked how in Focus it was just the video and nothing else. There was no comments to
read, no suggested videos on the bottom to scroll through. So, I feel like I was very focused
on that one video that I was watching.
Without the distraction of comments or video recommendations that they felt “forced” to
watch, users were able to quickly accomplish what they were set to do in SwitchTube,
close the app, and do something else. Knowing that Focus does not show
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recommendations, participants used the app when they had a specific goal in mind as
described by P6 who wanted to reduce the quantity of time they spent browsing: “It was
more, set a goal, find it, and complete that goal instead of just scrolling through randomly
looking for something.”
In Switch, participants commonly described experiences that aligned with Use
Case 4, within-session switching, where the participant would start focused and then
explore from there. P19 described how in Switch they could say:
‘I don't want to watch that. I'm only going to go in these directions.’ So even though I
spent less time, the majority of it felt very, very much like I wanted to watch the initial
video that I watched, and I felt good about doing that.
Using an initial video to direct their exploration helped participants stick to their original
goal for use and feel satisfied about it.
Focus better supported participants even when they spent the same amount of
time in it as Explore because the quality of the content that they watched better aligned
with their goals. The same participant described:
[With Focus] it's easier to feel satiated: ‘Okay, yeah, that was cool. I'm glad I watched
that. I don't feel like I necessarily wasted my time’… And I think it's funny to see that I
spent more time in the Focus, but the quality of it felt better. (P19)
In contrast to Explore, time on Focus did not induce the same feelings of guilt about
‘time-wasting.’

7.4 — Discussion
Overall, in our survey we found that about half of the participants in our sample of
general YouTube users were either actively or imminently trying to change something
about their YouTube use. Reducing the quantity of time spent on YouTube was a common
goal, but so was changing the quality of the content, for example by increasing
consumption of educational videos or decreasing that of recommendations.
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In our field experiment, Switch better supported sense of agency, satisfaction, and
goal alignment than Explore alone, and also offered greater satisfaction than Focus alone.
Focus alone was also rated significantly higher than Explore for all three of these
measures. Unexpectedly, this was true despite the fact that time spent in Focus (median:
145 minutes) was actually somewhat higher than in Explore (median: 117). In terms of
switching behavior, participants engaged in both between-switching session to stick to an
original intention for that session of use (Use Case 3) and within-session switching to start
focused and then explore from there (Use Case 4). We discuss these findings and their
design implications.

Quality of Time, Not Just Quantity
For the screen time tools that come pre-installed on every iOS and Android
smartphone (Apple Screen Time and Google’s Digital Wellbeing) and in the vast majority
of third-party digital wellbeing apps and extensions [143], the goal is to reduce time spent
on the phone or in certain apps. However, our survey results add to the growing chorus of
digital wellbeing researchers calling for people to move beyond just screen time as the
metric of success [39,60,138]. Specifically, in the case of YouTube, we find that decreasing
overall quantity of time accounted for only 37% of the goals that survey participants had.
A larger category of goals was shifting the quality of consumption (51% in total), either by
increasing a certain type of content (e.g., educational, new, or meaningful videos) or
decreasing another (e.g., meaningless, sponsored, or recommended videos). In other
words, screen time did matter for participants, but it was a less common goal than
changing the quality of time spent on YouTube, which is largely unsupported by current
screen time tools.
Our results also contribute empirical evidence that designers can support
concerned users and improve user experience without reducing screen time. To our
surprise, SwitchTube study participants actually spent more time in Focus (median: 145
minutes) than in Explore (median: 117), and although many of them had a goal of reducing
their time spent on YouTube, they still rated it significantly higher than Explore in terms of
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sense of agency, satisfaction, and goal alignment. Participants said that even if they spent
the same amount of time in Focus as in Explore, that time was usually better spent. Similar
results have recently been found for a version of Twitter that was redesigned to support a
greater sense of agency [248]. The term “screen time” has provided a common vocabulary
for many users to voice their concerns with digital device use, but it has also led to an
overemphasis on screen time as the singular metric of success and limited the solutions
imagined by design researchers and practitioners.

Adaptable Commitment Interfaces for Digital Wellbeing
The term “adaptable commitment interface” sounds like a paradox. How can one
“commit” if one can easily switch away from that commitment at any time without any
cost? An ACI lacks the core mechanism behind commitment devices: that the present self
imposes a meaningful cost (in terms of time, money, or effort) upon the future self for
abandoning an original goal. Unlike the concept of the goal reminders that are also used in
the digital wellbeing space [94,145], nor does an ACI necessarily provide informational
support. Yet the ACI we designed (the Switch version of SwitchTube) received higher
participant ratings for sense of agency, satisfaction, and goal alignment than an interface
that lacked commitments (the Explore version of SwitchTube). The ACI also outperformed
a non-adaptable commitment interface (the Focus version of SwitchTube) in terms of
participant ratings for satisfaction.
We believe that Switch worked as an ACI because it avoided triggers for distraction
in the first place. This aligns with the emerging consensus in psychological research that
people who are effective self-regulators are skilled at avoiding temptations altogether,
but not necessarily at resisting them using willpower once encountered [62]. For digital
wellbeing designers, this suggests that rather than waiting to intervene “just-in-time” by
reacting to tempting content with a barrier or goal reminder, they should consider how to
prevent that content from appearing in the first place. Early self-regulation interventions
are generally more effective [63]. Of course, this could also be done by just entirely
blocking or limiting access to an app with distracting content as is currently done in many
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screen time tools (a commitment interface), but the cost is that it can also indiscriminately
block access to desired features and provoke psychological reactance in response to a
restriction of autonomy [134]. An advantage of ACIs is that they impose no such
autonomy restriction: in Switch, if the user wanted to toggle over to Explore, they were
free to do so. Participants reported a high sense of agency in the Switch version.
One clear design implication is that users would benefit from a “Focus Mode” even
within an app such as YouTube that is commonly regarded as a service for entertainment.
And of course, YouTube provides entertainment, but it is also a service for much more—for
example, education both formal and informal, as in the SwitchTube participants who
described watching videos to learn Spanish and how to fix a flat tire. Rather than offering
Focus Mode only in “productivity” tools like Microsoft Word (that arguably don’t need it to
begin with), there’s a strong case for adding it to services that people rely upon for many
different use cases, such as YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook. Designers who need to
convince other interested parties that a Focus Mode will not necessarily harm business
interests, might cite our result that the Focus version did not reduce time spent in
SwitchTube as one piece of evidence that this could potentially be a win-win solution for
users and advertising-supported services.

From Adaptable to Adaptive Commitment Interfaces
SwitchTube is an adaptable commitment interface, but it also holds implications for
adaptive commitment interfaces. In Switch, the user can manually toggle between two
modes, one that lets the system take control (Explore Mode) and the other that helps hold
the user to their intention (Focus Mode). Yet this manual labor does place a certain burden
upon the user and might instead be automatically performed by the system itself, i.e., an
adaptive commitment interface. For example, if YouTube expects that the user is visiting
without an intention in mind, it could take control as in its Leanback mode for “effortless
viewing” that autoplays a never-ending stream of recommendations [78]. Both our own
findings on autoplay and previous work suggest that such a high level of automation would
reduce the sense of agency [17], but it may still be the preferred interface in some
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situations. Conversely, if YouTube has high confidence that the user is visiting with an
intention, it could present a search-only interface and hide all recommendations.
Already, machine-learning systems can predict the specificity of a user’s intent for
visiting a site with some accuracy [43,96], opening the door for interfaces that adapt the
level of sense of agency to meet a user’s needs. Yet given that these predictions do still
have a substantial error rate at present and erroneous predictions could provoke a user
reactance, what might a more reliable first step towards such an adaptive commitment
interface look like?
Use Case 4, within-session switching, suggests one such direction. Participants
started in Focus Mode to search and then switched to Explore Mode after they had
performed their search to branch out from there. Because user search queries are a
strong signal of the user’s intent, this could be an ideal opportunity for the system to make
a well-informed prediction of the user’s needs and adapt the interface accordingly. For
example, such a system would always start in the search-first Focus Mode. Searches such
as “flat tire” would keep the user in a Focus Mode whereas a query for a comedian such as
“Amy Schumer” would automatically switch them to Explore Mode. Such a
search-informed adaptive commitment interface could offer semi-automatic support for a
user’s goals, but still easily afford flexibility to explore. The user provides the general
direction of their intention and the system supports them to optimize for that intent,
adapting into an interface for either focus or exploration.

Conclusion
Our work steps beyond the current paradigm of screen time tools and explores
how a digital wellbeing design might also support users in shifting the quality of their
consumption. We designed, developed, and evaluated SwitchTube, an Android app with
three different versions for watching YouTube videos, in a field experiment with 46 U.S.
YouTube users over three weeks. Surprisingly, Focus was rated higher than Explore in
terms of user experience even though it did not reduce the amount of time that
participants spent watching videos. Yet the Switch version, which provided the ability to
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toggle between both Explore and Focus Mode, was rated the highest of all. In other words,
the Switch version proved effective as an Adaptable Commitment Interface (ACI), in that
it provided the user with the flexibility to switch, but still supported them to follow their
initial commitment. We discuss implications for digital wellbeing tools and both adaptable
and adaptive interfaces.
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CHAPTER 8 — REFLECTING ON SENSE OF
AGENCY AS A NEW LENS FOR DIGITAL
WELLBEING
My work shows that the notion of screen time is insufficient for understanding and
designing for digital wellbeing. Although it is easy to measure and frequently used as the
measure of success [116,117,138], it is often a poor proxy for what users actually want.
Instead, I found that smartphone users want more meaningful experiences, to change the
quality of their consumption, and above all, reclaim a sense of control over their app use.
As an alternative, I advance user sense of agency over time spent as a new lens for
digital wellbeing. In this discussion chapter, I examine why, when, and how we might
elevate user sense of agency as a design goal. I first consider why this lens of sense of
agency is sorely needed in design before turning to challenges of false sense of agency,
measurement, and time-inconsistent preferences.

8.1 — The Need for Sense of Agency
Sense of agency matters for digital wellbeing in at least three ways. First,
supporting user control is a common principle in HCI design guidelines [53,171].
Designing for an internal locus of control is one of Shneiderman and Plaisant’s Eight
Golden Rules of Interface Design, arising from the observation that users want “the sense
that they are in charge of an interface and that the interface responds to their actions”
[222]. As computing systems, powered by artificial intelligence, address increasingly
larger spheres of human activity such as recommending the majority of the media that
people consume, ensuring that this sense of agency is maintained becomes increasingly
important. One of the Microsoft guidelines for Human-AI Interaction [207] is particularly
apt: “Scope services when in doubt. Engage in disambiguation or gracefully degrade the AI
system’s services when uncertain about a user’s goals.” In the case of my YouTube work,
this principle could apply to video recommendations: hold off on the recommendations
until the user’s goal is clear, else the system risks undermining their intention.
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Second, a low sense of agency over technology use predicts greater negative life
effects, e.g., internet use leading to missed social activities [35]. Scales of problematic
technology use generally measure both (a) lack of control and (b) negative life impacts,
suggesting that ‘the problem’ is a combination of these two factors [38,42]. A closely
related construct, self-efficacy, an individual’s estimation of their capability to succeed in a
future behavior, is also central to behavior change [7]. I saw a lack of self-efficacy in the
users who had resigned themselves to YouTube watching habits they disliked because
they felt they simply had no control over the interface. Without a sense of agency over
technology use in-the-moment, it is surely hard for users to possess self-efficacy with
regards to their future technology use and change their behavior as desired.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, sense of agency matters in its own right.
Feeling in control of one’s actions is integral to autonomy, one of the three universal basic
human needs in self-determination theory [204]. More specific to technology use, a
feeling of lack of control is also central to user dissatisfaction with smartphones [56,89]
and Facebook use [15,42,147]. In alignment with this view, my own research on
meaningfulness and the use of Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube has found that above and
beyond specific concerns with technology use (e.g., a loss of sleep), users often hold a
generalized concern with a loss of control, making sense of agency an apt lens through
which to view user frustrations with their digital wellbeing.

8.2 — The Challenge of False Sense of Agency
A fundamental challenge to sense of agency as a measure of digital wellbeing is that
people can be mistaken about their agency. Self-reported agency can be quite different
from the facts of agency [164]. For example, many people continue to press ‘placebo
buttons’ like the ‘close door button’ in their apartment’s elevator, even when doing so has
no effect [183]. In an especially pernicious example, Natasha Dow Schüll documents how
slot machines in Las Vegas used to be mechanical wheels, e.g., three wheels with symbols
like cherries and bells [214]. But now they are entirely decoupled from the mechanics, so
they can be virtual mapped. And while consumers often still expect them to use random
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mechanics, these machines are actually rigged to return “near misses.” In other words,
users feel a higher level sense of agency over the outcome of pulling the lever than is
actually the case. But as the psychologist B. F. Skinner notes, “Almost hitting the jackpot
increases the probability that the individual will play the machine, although this reinforcer
costs the owner of the device nothing” [214:74]. In other words, if sense of agency catches
on as a measure of digital wellbeing, designers may just dupe users into an illusion of
agency.
This is a valid concern that users, designers, and regulators should guard against. I
discuss approaches for a systemic and critical response to attention capture dark patterns
in the next chapter. However, I also consider two factors that mitigate this concern.
First, in my estimation, such a false sense of agency over time spent is more the
exception than the rule. It was far more often the case that YouTube users felt a lack of
control that aligned with their actual lack of control, e.g., over the frequency, quantity, and
quality of recommendations that influenced how they spent their time. Second, sense of
agency need not be the only measure of success. In our SwitchTube study, we also
evaluated satisfaction and goal alignment, and participants had a similar preference order
for the three versions for all of these measures. In particular, measuring sense of agency in
combination with whether or not a system supports a user’s long-term goals should
provide a strong measure of digital wellbeing. We certainly do not want users to be
tricked into a sense of agency when they have little actual control of their actions and
their outcomes. But nor would we want to strap users into a robot suit with artificial
intelligence that consistently leads them to achieve their behavioral goals, but which
affords them no sense of agency. Some combination of sense of agency and actual goal
achievement should comprise a robust measure of digital wellbeing.

8.3 — The Challenge of Measurement
In measurement, a first challenge with sense of agency, and related constructs such
as autonomy, is that there is no consensus definition [32]. Given this lack of agreement, it
is also clear that measures of sense of agency will differ. In my work, I have focused on
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judgements of agency, the subjective attribution of agency to the self or other (Synofzik et
al. 2008). A second challenge, common in HCI, is that I wanted to assess a personality
state measure that changes over time in response to interface design (using experience
sampling), not a personality trait that is relatively stable over time. To complicate matters
further, the Open Handbook for ESM says, “There is currently no consensus on how even
very commonly investigated constructs should be measured in ESM studies” [167:89]. In
this section, I discuss these challenges as well as future opportunities for measuring sense
of agency.
To understand how to ask people about sense of agency, I began with an
open-ended survey question to elicit qualitative responses: “What are 3 things about the
mobile app that lead you to feel MOST/LEAST in control over how you spend your time on
YouTube?” In piloting with 10 participants, we also tried asking about “agency,” but found
that this terminology was confusing for many participants. So instead we asked about
feeling "in control," which is also how sense of agency has been measured in previous
studies of sense of agency in HCI (e.g., Metcalfe and Greene 2007) and on a personality
trait measure (Tapal et al. 2017). This qualitative approach allowed us to ensure (a) face
validity — the question was clear for lay participants; and (b) domain applicability — it
yielded useful results in linking the construct of interest to our domain of interest
(technology design).
Next, I sought to assess sense of agency via a personality state measure, i.e., “an
ultra-brief scale that can be used to intensely and repeatedly assess states in everyday life,
imposing as little burden on the participant as possible” [99:1040]. As is often the case in
experience sampling, I was unable to find a suitable pre-existing measure, so I followed the
most common practice: adapting a trait measure for use as a state measure [99].
Specifically, I turned again to Tapal et. al’s Sense of Agency Scale, which includes items
such as “I am in full control of what I do” and “My actions just happen without my
intention” [Tapal et al. 2017]. For our SwitchTube study and another study that colleagues
and I conducted on a redesigned version of Twitter [248], we needed to adapt this
measure so that it captured the momentary experience of engagement with our study app.
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This led us to our final experience sampling measure, “For this SwitchTube use, how much
did you feel out of or in control?” (1=very out of control, 7=very in control). In piloting
using a talk-aloud protocol with several participants, we found that this wording was easy
for participants to understand, captured judgements of agency, and varied in response to
different user interfaces.
An opportunity for future research is to more systematically test the validity and
reliability of state measures for sense of agency and other constructs. At least two types
of validity might be considered: First, convergent validity, the extent to which responses
to an item exhibit a strong relationship with responses on conceptually similar items. For
instance, one might adapt several of Tapal et. al’s items for use in experience sampling to
check whether they yield similar results. Second, discriminant validity, the degree to
which a measure diverges from another measure whose underlying construct is
conceptually unrelated. In hindsight, I wish I had of assessed discriminant validity for our
three measures in the SwitchTube study (sense of agency, satisfaction, and goal
alignment). Reliability could be assessed by (a) asking the same question for the same
interface under similar circumstances and seeing whether responses are similar; and (b)
treating each measurement occasion (e.g., each day of the study) as a separate study and
assessing test-retest reliability [99]. Establishing validated measures for researchers in
HCI and other fields to use would be a valuable contribution towards future research. The
recently launched ESM item repository [167] is one such initiative:
https://osf.io/kg376/wiki/home/

8.4 — The Challenge of Time-Inconsistent Preferences
As discussed in the SwitchTube chapter, the premise of commitment devices is to
take the preferences of the present self at Time A, delegate them to a commitment device
(or interface), which then enforces them upon the future self at Time B. Implied is that an
individual’s preferences are inconsistent over time, otherwise there would be no need to
enforce anything upon the future self in the first place. And in the case of digital device use
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this is indeed often the case (e.g., I might decide to watch another recommended video on
YouTube instead of going to bed, only to regret it later [44]).
This challenge can be viewed through different conceptual lenses. The psychologist
Daniel Kahneman highlights a gap between the experiencing and the remembering self
[104]. A person may listen to a classical music concert in a state of rapt bliss for an hour,
but say that ‘the experience was ruined’ by a screeching violin in the final minute. In this
case, Kahneman points out that it is not the experience that was ruined, but rather the
memory of the experience. At first, Kahneman was drawn to the neat conclusion that life is
simply the sum of moment-to-moment pleasure and that the account of the remembering
self should be seen as a cognitive error. However, his experience sampling research found
that life is full of experiences that are often miserable in the moment, but deeply satisfying
upon reflection (e.g., raising children), leading him to call for balance when prioritizing
between the experiencing and the remembering selves.
In my own early work, I explored the concept of meaningfulness, based on the
eudaimonic tradition of living life with a sense of fulfillment and purpose, as a way of
understanding the gap between people’s intentions and their actions in the case of
smartphone use [139]. Similarly, Mekler and colleagues propose designing for enduring
meaning rather than just the sum of momentary pleasure over time [36,156,157].
Alternatively, Baumer et al. propose sense of agency as an organizing concept for social
media use, which considers whether users are aware of their actions, feel capacity to
change their actions, and view their actions as intentional, in the sense of being aligned
the goals of their reflective self [15]. It is this concept of sense of agency that I draw upon
throughout my work on YouTube.
In terms of when to measure sense of agency in the face of time-inconsistent
preferences, my primary approach has been to use ESM to prompt for an in situ response
from the reflective self at many different time points. That is, in both my meaningfulness
and SwitchTube studies, our research team instrumented our study app to prompt
participants to (a) respond to our state measures immediately after using the app of
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interest for a while (e.g., 30 seconds minimum in the SwitchTube study) and (b) to do so in
a way that prompts the participant to engage in what we might call ‘micro-reflection’: “For
this SwitchTube use, how much did you feel out of or in control?” (1=very out of control,
7=very in control). This has allowed me to capture the user in different states, in some of
which the participant’s long-term goals may be more or less salient. This has also led to a
recognition that a high sense of agency is not desired all of the time, but rather that there
are also times when the user just wants to leanback and let the system take control.
Designers should support both use cases.
An interesting question here is whether the responses from these short-form
responses align with the long-form ones might elicit in a survey or interview. Since both of
these studies have also included an exit survey and interview with a subset of participants,
I can report that my analysis has generally found a strong alignment between an
individual’s overall experience sampling responses and their survey and interview
reflections. However, by using data-driven retrospective interviews, in which we showed
participants their experience sampling data when we asked them to reflect, participants
may have provided different responses than if they had relied solely on recall. At the same
time, a powerful benefit of this approach was that it tied participant responses to specific
design features and a specific context, the kind of contextually rich findings that help
inform work in HCI.

Conclusion
My work demonstrates that sense of agency is a valuable lens for understanding
digital wellbeing that can help designers move beyond the screen time paradigm. Yet
challenges remain: users can sometimes feel a false sense of agency and there are still
open questions with regards to both how and when to measure sense of agency. As an
overall approach, I recommend triangulation. That is rather than relying upon sense of
agency as the sole measure of success, also consider whether consider whether a design
brings users closer to their goals and whether similar results are obtained if sense of
agency is measured using slightly different wording and at different timings, e.g., in both
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experience sampling and exit interviews. This approach of triangulating data from multiple
sources of data can yield rich results that tie the subjective user experience to the specific
design features within a technology.
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CHAPTER 9 — FUTURE WORK AND IMPACT:
INFRASTRUCTURAL, SOCIAL, AND SYSTEMIC
CONSIDERATIONS
My work also suggests opportunities for future work. First, in the process of
conducting my research it took considerable time and effort to get an overview of the
mobile app ecosystem. How might we develop tools and best practices for conducting
systematic app reviews? Second, my research has focused on sense of agency for the
individual user, but how might this concept apply to social groups, such as families with
tweens? Third, rathering than burdening individuals or relying on companies to change,
how might we take systemic approaches to supporting sense of agency over technology
use?

9.1 — Research Infrastructure for Systematic App Reviews
To address digital wellbeing and other issues with digital technologies, it is
important to have a systematic understanding of the mobile app ecosystem. In my own
work, I have conducted systematic app reviews (SARs), in which I systematically collected
and analyzed data from mobile app stores (e.g., Google Play) in two domains: digital
self-control tools [143] and mindfulness apps [135]. However, I found that whereas
well-established best practices exist for systematic literature reviews (e.g., PRISMA
reporting standards [162]), best practices for systematic app reviews are unclear and the
process of data collection from mobile app stores is costly and challenging. For example,
how different are results across Google Play and iOS and when do researchers need to
review apps from both? Each SAR entails dozens of such methodological questions for
which there is currently little guidance on the considerations and tradeoffs. How might we
develop best practices and tools that make it easy for non-technical researchers across
domains to conduct SARs? I plan to address this challenge in my own future work.
I conceptualize SARs as the process of collecting and analyzing data from mobile
app stores (e.g., Google Play) to gain a systematic understanding of the state of the mobile
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app ecosystem and/or the features and practices within apps in a domain such as digital
wellbeing, mental health, or privacy. For example, a SAR by psychology researchers might
examine adherence to clinical guidelines in apps that contain the keyword “cognitive
behavioral therapy” in the description and have been installed over a million times. A SAR
by privacy researchers might use an automated analysis of application packages to check
for the prevalence of third-party trackers within children’s apps, where targeted
advertising is illegal in the U.S. and EU. SARs might provide an empirical understanding of
the app ecosystem in a specific domain, inform regulatory policy, and/or inspire ideas for
new mobile apps.
To support SARs, there are at least three challenges that researchers in the field of
human-computer interaction might address.
●

First, researchers could systematically review the literature to understand existing
goals and practices for SARs, both in a field with non-technical researchers (e.g.,
health) and one with technical researchers (e.g., HCI). The former should be more
likely to identify technical barriers that researchers face while the latter should be
able to identify technical possibilities for this method (e.g., techniques for the
automated analysis of the content within applications).

● Second, researchers could conduct user research on how other researchers
conduct SARs. One approach could be to observe research teams as they conduct
SARs. Another approach could be to go beyond observing and provide technical
consulting for researchers from different domains who wish to conduct SARs. Both
of these approaches could contribute an understanding of user needs, while the
latter could move towards prototyping scalable solutions.
● Third, researchers could leverage knowledge of researcher needs to develop best
practices and self-service open source tools that enable any researcher to conduct
a SAR on their own. Best practices and considerations might be proposed for each
step of the SARs process, e.g., scoping → data collection → analysis → reporting.
As a first step, self-service tools might include an open source scraper for
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downloading metadata from app stores with an easy-to-use graphical user
interface (rather than just an API that current tools use, e.g., [256]). As a next step,
this might include tools that let researchers analyze the content within mobile app
packages themselves).
Developing this SARs research infrastructure should support researchers across domains
to develop a richer understanding of the mobile app ecosystem.

9.2 — Social Considerations
My work so far has focused on app design and the individual user. However,
technology and social media use in particular are highly influenced by social context. In
this section, I discuss opportunities for future work that looks beyond the individual user
and investigates how social groups can collaboratively achieve a sense of agency over
phone use. I focus on how families with children manage phone use as an important and
challenging domain that I intend to research in the near future.
Parents and teens both sometimes struggle to align the time they spend on phones
and tablets with their personal values, and also often disagree with each other about what
constitutes desired use. Popular parental control apps enable parents to monitor and
restrict their child’s device use and 57% of parents report setting screen time restrictions
on their teen [185]. Yet these tools largely neglect child values for their own use and
frustrations with their parents’ use [97]. Ghosh et al. conducted a SAR of parental control
apps and found that children feel that existing apps are “overly restrictive and invasive of
their personal privacy, negatively impacting their relationships with their parents” [75].
This one-sided tool design denies children and teens a sense of agency over their own
technology use and practice in self-regulation.
One step forward could be to investigate child needs and re-envision smartphone
use management interventions from a family-centered perspective. Ko et al. developed,
deployed, and evaluated FamiLync, an app for limiting smartphone use that takes a
parental mediation approach wherein the screen time of all family members is displayed
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on a family dashboard [112]. They find that FamiLync reduced screen time and improved
family awareness. What family-centered approaches might similarly support teen sense of
agency over technology use while still meeting parental goals for their child’s use?

9.3 — Systemic Considerations
I am often asked: “How will your research have an impact given the business
incentives of the attention economy?” To a certain extent, I believe that my work can still
have an impact at the individual and corporate level. Yet the largest opportunity for
change is at the systemic level. Here I discuss these opportunities for change and how they
might be advanced in future work.
For the individual user, my research has identified and demonstrated the efficacy
of publicly-available tools and strategies that they might adopt to support their sense of
agency. For instance, newsfeed blockers or goal reminders can help users manage how
they spend their time on Facebook [145]. More generally, I have examined hundreds of
publicly-available tools on app stores and web browser stores that offer users some ability
to architect their digital environment so that it supports their needs [143].
Yet placing the entire or primary burden of managing technology use on the
individual user in the face of apps that are designed for attention capture and which
individuals often feel obligated to use for social or employment purposes is both
unmanageable and unfair. As Tristan Harris, co-founder of the advocacy group Time Well
Spent, notes, “there’s a thousand people on the other side of the screen whose job is to
break down whatever responsibility I can maintain” [10]. The term “cruel optimism,”
coined by Lauren Berlant [19], also describes the situation when users are told: “Some
people manage their technology use just fine, why can’t you just do the same?” [88] Just as
with diet, fitness, and addictive behaviors, such advice is often not only unhelpful in that it
does not work for the vast majority of people, but is also demoralizing and cruel.
One of the limitations of behavioral economics is that it focuses on the individual
rather than systemic factors. In behavioral economics, nudging or behavior change
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interventions are grounded in the heuristics and biases of the individual. This can be
powerful when the individual themself has the means, knowledge, and skills to self-nudge
their own behavior or when a benevolent actor does so on their behalf. However, users
rarely have such resources or allies when it comes to digital interfaces they use. And
behavioral economics interventions do not typically address systemic issues of power,
representation, and incentives.
For technology corporations, my work identifies design changes that support user
sense of agency as validated in field experiments. For a designer at a firm, the first change I
would recommend is tracking a reflective measure of user wellbeing that varies in
response to specific features. In my work, I have focused on sense of agency, but my
SwitchTube results suggest that tracking satisfaction or goal alignment might yield similar
results. Having a metric to point to can help a designer not only test the influence of their
own digital wellbeing designs, but also convince other skeptical parties that their work is
improving the user experience. As discussed in the section on measurement in the
previous chapter, future work could establish single-item measures with a low user
burden that are acceptable in industry.
In some cases, such changes might be win-win between user and business interests.
For example, our SwitchTube finding that Focus improved user experience but did not
decrease time spent as compared to Explore. This suggests that, for apps with multiple use
cases such as YouTube, introducing a Focus version will not necessarily reduce time spent
and revenues. In other cases, it may be that designing for sense of agency decreases
engagement in the short term, but will increase user loyalty in the long term. For example,
in January 2018, CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced that the social network’s news feed
would prioritize “meaningful interactions” over passive experiences [84]. He shared that
he believes this will hurt his firm’s engagement measures in the short run, but make the
service more valuable to users in the long run. It is worth noting that actors with longer
investment time horizons, such as platform owners and apps with low customer churn
rather than those with more transactional one-off interactions, are in better position to
benefit from long-term user engagement.
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Unfortunately Facebook’s actual implementation of M.S.I. (meaningful social
interactions) as a metric is also a cautionary lesson for researchers and designers. The first
iteration of changes to the Facebook algorithm was rolled out in a little over one month. It
largely used existing measures of engagement, e.g., likes and comments, as a proxy for
meaningfulness. The problem was that the most-liked and most-commented posts which
got boosted in the newsfeed tended to be the ones that provoked fear and outrage [82]. A
reflective, self-reported measure of user wellbeing might provide a better signal of
meaningful experience.
When companies do not act, systemic changes are called for. The even harder
case is when the user would benefit from changes that harm the firm’s economic interests.
In particular, regulators can and should make changes to support greater user sense of
agency. One promising approach is regulations at the level of design patterns, informed by
the research of HCI scholars. For researchers, a language of ‘attention capture dark
patterns’ might serve as a way of understanding and communicating the exploitative
tactics that commercial technologies sometimes use to capture attention. Thaler and
Sunstein define nudging as architecting choices to align with the desires of the reflective
self, the same approach can and is widely used to encourage actions that are misaligned
with the reflective self. Manipulation of the automatic system is ubiquitous amongst the
technologies that people report are most prone to direct their attention in ways that are
misaligned with their goals [139]: autoplay on Netflix, infinite scroll on Facebook, and the
emphasis upon lost items when leaving the game in Farmville. Yet these designs are not
yet recognized by practitioners or academics as a class of dark patterns [79], perhaps
because their costs are ‘merely’ attentional as opposed to financial, social, or
privacy-related [133]. Colleagues and I are currently working to propose criteria for
attention capture dark patterns.
A pattern language can be especially effective as a method of communication when
presented alongside a library of exemplars. Design patterns are easily understood by
academics and practitioners alike, meaning that they could aid in the important task of
translating across the research-practice gap [57:49]. As a critical perspective, dark
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patterns (or dark nudges) may also hold a particular resonance with the public, media, and
regulators [79]. Rather than communicating predominantly with other researchers via
academic papers, establishing a pattern language and library as a public resource could
spark a richer conversation with a wider community, which could also contribute back to
the findings of the research itself [48].
In terms of actual regulatory action, the EU has already banned some of the most
exploitative industry practices like opt-out email lists in part due to public input against
dark patterns [252]. The EU is also currently circulating a draft of the Digital Services Act
that would require large online platforms to [257] provide transparency into the
recommender systems they use and the option of using a recommender system where
content is not based on profiling. Many of the participants in the YouTube studies might
benefit from these changes. Based on my research, regulators might also consider
requiring these platforms to provide the option of a Focus Mode or search-based
interface, rather than only a recommendations-based one. Another change that
regulators might consider and researchers should investigate is to require platforms (e.g.,
Facebook) to provide a paid service, not only an ad-supported one. While this introduces
other barriers to access, it would also provide an option to some users and force platforms
to consider and build alternative modes of monetization. Addressing systemic issues
through regulation can help achieve a digital environment that better supports sense of
agency and digital wellbeing.
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Conclusion
Sense of agency is a helpful concept for understanding and designing for digital
wellbeing. As a lens for understanding, sense of agency moves away from a reductionist
paradigm that digital wellbeing is merely about minimizing screen time. Instead, it
challenges designers to consider which aspects of digital experiences truly support the
user’s intentions. Whereas current screen time tools largely rely upon external
mechanisms that indiscriminately block access to desired features, a design approach
grounded in sense of agency could let users adjust or “switch” the internal mechanisms of
the services they use to suit their own needs. Finally, my work also reveals the extent to
which sense of agency is more than just a means to an end, but also an outcome that itself
matters deeply for users in their interactions with digital technologies.
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